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Abstract

A Platform-Based Approach to Verification and Synthesis of Linear Temporal Logic Specifications

by

Antonio Iannopollo

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of California, Berkeley

Professor Alberto L. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, Chair

The design of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is challenging as it requires coordination across several domains (e.g., functional, temporal, mechanical). To cope with complexity, rarely a CPS is built from scratch. Instead, it is assembled by reusing available components and subsystems. If a component is not available, then it is made to order according to a specification which ensures its compatibility with the rest of the system.

To achieve design goals faster while guaranteeing system safety, the correct instantiation of modules and subsystems is essential. Formal specifications, such as those expressed in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), have the potential to drastically reduce design and implementation efforts by enabling rigorous requirement analysis and ensuring the correct composition of reusable designs. Composing formal specifications, however, is a tedious and error-prone activity, and the scalability of existing formal analysis techniques is still an issue.

In this dissertation, we present a set of techniques and algorithms that leverage compositional design principles to enable faster verification and correct-by-construction, platform-based synthesis of LTL specifications. In our framework, a design is a composition of several components (which could describe both hardware and software elements) represented through their specifications, expressed as LTL assume/guarantee interfaces, or contracts. The collection of all the available contracts, i.e., a library, describes the design platform. The contracts in the library are the building blocks of different possible designs, and they are simple enough that their correctness can be easily verified, yet complete enough to guarantee the correct and safe use of the components they represent.

Our contribution is two-fold. On the one hand, we address the verification task: given an existing composition of contracts from the library, we want to check whether it satisfies a set of desired requirements. We improve the scalability of existing verification techniques by leveraging pre-verified relations between contracts in the library. On the other hand, we enable specification synthesis: given a (possibly incomplete) set of desired system properties, we are able to automatically generate a composition of contracts, chosen from a library, that satisfies them. We do so by devising a set of algorithms based on formal inductive
synthesis, where a candidate is either accepted as correct or is used to infer new constraints and guide the synthesis process towards a solution. Additionally, we show how to increase the scalability of our approach by leveraging principles from the contract framework to decompose a synthesis problem into several independent tasks, which are simpler than the original problem. We validate our work by applying it to several industrial-relevant case studies, including the problem of verification and synthesis of a controller for the electrical power system of an aircraft.
To Alessandro Ingegnoli,
mentor and friend.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

System design is a process that starts with a high-level idea of what the system should be and ends with a blueprint for its construction. During design, the initial idea is refined iteratively until no ambiguity is left, proceeding in a top-down fashion. Requirements about the system as a whole are used to define specifications for its subsystems, which, in turn, are broken-down into specifications for lower-level components, following a fractal-like process [72, 83]. At each step, more and more details about the final design are added, until there is enough information to build the system.

To reduce costs, and shorten time-to-market, modern design methodologies emphasize design reuse by leveraging platforms, which are libraries of parametric components which include functional and non-functional details and define rules for their composition. A design iteration, then, becomes a mapping process in which a specification is realized in terms of platform components. Consider, for instance, the automotive design process. Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), e.g., BMW or Ford, design several vehicles adapting the same floorplan, axles, etc., and by incorporating subsystems, such as suspension control, provided by tier 1 suppliers. In turn, tier 1 suppliers are able to build subsystems to order by adapting their own platform, and using components provided by tier 2 suppliers. This approach to design is formalized in a methodology called Platform-Based Design (PBD), which has been successfully applied in areas including electronic, automotive, and network design [74, 72, 77].

When system complexity increases, especially for safety-critical systems, maintaining consistency between design iterations and level of abstractions is an onerous task. When done manually, in fact, the refinement of a specification in terms of a composition of platform elements can introduce errors, and the inevitable design reviews sessions are costly and ineffective [23]. Formal languages, such as temporal logic [68, 52], can help to formalize specifications and maximize the benefits of methodologies, such as PBD, by enabling automated reasoning. Specifications can be effectively described, at different levels of abstractions, by mathematical constraints which define what behaviors are to be expected by a correct implementation provided some assumptions on the environment in which the implementation will need to operate. At the same time, components in the platform expose
formal descriptions of their capabilities, which are formally consistent with the specification, meaning that the verification of compliance reduces to solving a mathematical problem. The difference between specification and components is, then, quantitative. The specification will likely describe a smaller set of desirable, higher level properties of the system. It will not include, however, all the details of the necessary subsystems, which will be added to the design only when a suitable platform component is selected and instantiated. For instance, a specification might define what is the desired voltage from a battery module to power a device. A component in the library could satisfy the voltage requirement, and it might add additional constraints such as safety measures to manage overheating, or details about its interconnections. Once verified, then, the mapping process of PBD produces an instance of the platform, where each component represents a new specification for the successive iteration.

Having a formal description of design elements brings at least two substantial benefits to the design process. First, it allows for the automatic verification that a composition of platform elements implements, or refines, the specification. Second, it enables synthesis, i.e., the automatic generation of a composition of components which refines the specification. Yet, especially when described by temporal constraints, scalability remains an issue even for simple designs. In this dissertation, we describe methods to handle complexity when design elements are described by temporal constraints, and improve scalability.

1.1 Dissertation Overview

In this dissertation, we focus on specifications and platform components characterized by formal interfaces. Each design element specifies its static interface as a set of inputs and output ports, and defines its set of behaviors by means of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas \[68, 80\]. LTL is especially useful in expressing specifications for discrete systems, where the ordering of events matters more than their precise timing. A number of domains are characterized well, functionally, by LTL. Examples include software, communication protocols, motion planning, reactive systems, and digital components in general \[12, 25, 7, 52, 65, 63, 86\].

To successfully apply techniques and methodologies that support automated reasoning, these design elements need to interact with each other in a well-defined manner. Indeed, components first need a mechanism to be interconnected together to represent a single, coherent subsystem which then needs to be compared to the specification, to verify correctness. Thus, design elements need to support composition (horizontal relation), and refinement verification (vertical relation). We leverage Assume/Guarantee (A/G) contracts \[75, 11, 10, 2, 62, 30\] to rigorously characterize components interfaces. Component ports, then, represent contract variables, and LTL formulas describe explicitly assumptions, i.e., what the component expects from its environment, and guarantees, i.e., its promise. The resulting LTL A/G contracts, analyzed in Chapter 3, formalize notions such as compatibility (are there legal environment for a component?) and consistency (are there legal implementations?), and
support composition and refinement. Contracts, in this case, can be seen as the language unifying PBD, where all the considerations made about the libraries of components (platforms) apply to libraries of contracts, too. Hence, both the system specification and the platform components are described by LTL A/G contracts, and contract libraries represent domain knowledge that will be added to the design upon instantiation of their elements. Our goal is to verify, for such contracts, the mapping process of PBD first, and then to automate it. The result will be a formally correct instantiation of the platform, which in this case will be a composition of LTL A/G contracts. Therefore, in this dissertation, we talk about verification and synthesis of LTL specifications.

At the core of the techniques and algorithms that we develop there is the capability of manipulating LTL A/G contracts and verifying refinement among them, which can be reduced to a model checking problem \[33, 19\]. Our first goal is to improve the performance of current approaches to the refinement checking problem when verifying the compliance to a specification of a composition of contracts, i.e., the system, provided by the user. In Chapter 5, we show how pre-verified refinement relations stored in the contract library allow for faster verification of specification compliance by the system, by building decremental abstractions. In this case, the library contains both basic components and several subsystems realized with those components. Building abstractions, then, reduces to a mapping problem. We show that this approach can improve dramatically the verification performance by applying it to a case study of industrial relevance, i.e., the realization of a controller for the Electrical Power System (EPS) of an aircraft. We describe the EPS problem in Chapter 4, and we will use it as a common example throughout the dissertation.

We, then, direct our attention to the synthesis of correct composition of contracts, proceeding stepwise. First, in Chapter 6, we concentrate on the problem of synthesis assuming that the only output of the refinement verification procedure is a simple yes/no answer. We call this problem “Constrained Synthesis from Component Libraries” (CSCL), and we devise a synthesis procedure based on the Oracle-Guided Inductive Synthesis (OGIS) paradigm \[49, 48\], where erroneous candidate solutions are used to infer new constraints to guide the synthesis process. In this case, the only information available to the solver are the erroneous candidates themselves, which are used to identify equivalent compositions in the library so that they won’t appear as candidate solutions in the future. The main advantage of this approach is that the verification tasks are independent one another, allowing for the parallel execution of the resulting algorithm. Additionally, as we point out in the chapter, this technique is loosely related to the use of LTL A/G contracts, and we argue that it could be applicable to other formalisms, too.

Then, in Chapter 7 we change our perspective and focus exclusively on LTL A/G contracts. Here we tighten the assumptions on the refinement verification process, that now is required to return, when the refinement does not hold, counterexample traces over the contract variables in addition to the usual yes/no answer. The result is a procedure based on a specialization of OGIS called CounterExample-Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS) \[81, 49, 50\] where we deal with infinite-length counterexamples by encoding them as state machines. Each state machine, then, is integrated into the refinement verification process.
of the subsequent CEGIS iteration. For this problem, we show that our approach indeed terminates in spite of an infinite input space, and discuss several performance improvement techniques.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we address the problem of increasing the scalability of the synthesis techniques we developed in the previous chapters. We do so by leveraging contract properties to decompose, under certain conditions, a specification in several independent synthesis problems. Each synthesis task is simpler than the original one, as the resulting decomposed specification will have fewer ports to be mapped into a candidate composition of components. Thus, this allows us to handle synthesis problems that are unfeasible with the other techniques. We apply all the synthesis techniques that we introduced to several case studies, including the EPS synthesis problem.

Part of the software and experiments discussed in this dissertation have been implemented in a tool called PyCOC.1

1.2 Main Contributions

The focus of this dissertation is the following:

System design automation can be fully achieved only through the definition and application of rigorous analysis and synthesis techniques. In this dissertation we study, propose, and validate such techniques and algorithms enabling platform-based verification and synthesis of refinements of linear temporal logic specifications.

The main theoretical results in this dissertation are related to the problem of synthesis of contract compositions. We provide, in Chapter 3, a definition of LTL A/G contracts that supports disjoint sets of variables and describe the mechanisms necessary to interconnect them. This adds flexibility when indicating compositions and mappings between specification and library components. In Chapter 6, we provide a general formulation of the CSCL problem, and analyze its complexity. We provide two synthesis approaches based the OGIS paradigm justified by different capabilities of the verification engine (Chapters 6 and 7). We also introduce a novel concept of contract decomposition, in Chapter 8, based on projections, and show how it can be used in the context of the CSCL problem, where synthesis can be broken down into several simpler tasks, guaranteeing the same solution space of the original problem.

We propose, and describe algorithmically, a number of techniques related to verification and synthesis of compositions of contracts. We show how to leverage relations in a library to speed-up refinement verification, and apply it to the EPS case study (Chapter 5). We develop and implement algorithms for all the synthesis techniques we discuss, and evaluate them in several case studies.

1 https://github.com/iano/pyco
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1.3 Dissertation Outline

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we survey the related literature and discuss its relation with our work. In Chapter 3, then, we formalize the core concepts that will support the rest of the work. We introduce A/G contracts and describe a variant of the theoretical framework in which contracts can be defined over disjoint sets of variables and connections are explicitly referenced. Additionally, we show how to express assumptions and guarantees of contracts as LTL formulas, and discuss details on techniques and tools to perform basic operations, such as refinement check, which becomes a model checking problem.

In Chapter 4, we introduce the main case study, i.e., the design of a controller for an aircraft electrical power distribution system. We describe the system and then formalize the controller specification as an LTL A/G contract. We also illustrate the contract library that will be used as a reference for both the verification and the synthesis tasks.

In Chapter 5, we present the results about the scalable refinement check technique that leverage library information to build abstractions of compositions. This work is based on a collaboration with Pierluigi Nuzzo, Stavros Tripakis, and Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli.

In Chapter 6, we introduce the problem of constrained synthesis from component libraries. After analyzing it, we provide a solution based on the OGIS approach which relies on minimal information from the verification engine, i.e., only a yes/no answer. This work has been developed jointly with Stavros Tripakis and Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, while one of the examples has been developed with Richard Lin and Rohit Ramesh.

In Chapter 7, we specialize the CSCL problem and its solution to handle exclusively LTL A/G contracts, requiring the verification engine to returns counterexamples over the contract variables. The solution is a CEGIS algorithm which encodes the counterexamples as state machines. This work is novel. One of the examples has been developed with Ínigo Íncer Romeo.

In Chapter 8, we discuss how to improve the scalability of the synthesis algorithms described in the previous chapters by decomposing specifications, introducing the notion of projection for LTL A/G contracts. This is a joint work with Stavros Tripakis and Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli.

Finally, in Chapter 9, we draw conclusions on the work presented in the dissertation and discuss future research directions.

1.4 Related Publications

The material discussed in this dissertation extends the results reported in the following publications.

• [41] A. Iannopollo et al. “Library-based scalable refinement checking for contract-based design”. In: Design, Automation and Test in Europe Conference and Exhibition
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Chapter 2

Related Works

Platform-Based Design  Platform-Based Design (PBD) 72 73 77 74 64 is an iterative design methodology which has been successfully applied in a number of domains, including electronic, automotive, and building automation design. It has been introduced in the late 1980s as a design methodology able to support the design process of complex systems.

![Figure 2.1](image.png)

Figure 2.1: A graphical representation of the mapping process typical of Platform-Based Design. A specification, i.e., function, is implemented as a composition of elements in a more concrete abstraction levels through a mapping process. Image from 72.

In PBD, design is carried out as the mapping of a user defined function to a platform instance, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This platform instance represents a network of interconnected components, chosen from a library. Together with their functionality, in PBD components expose also other characteristics such as composition rules, performance indices, and cost. This additional information is used to optimize the mapping process, according to both functional and non-functional specifications. Two main principles are defined within PBD, abstraction/refinement and composition/decomposition. The former enables a vertical process which allows the design to proceed within different levels of abstraction, while the
latter is an horizontal process with describe how design components can be combined or decomposed at the same abstraction level.

**Contract Refinement Verification** The problem of building and verifying compositions of formally define components has been studied extensively. Pinto et al. [64] propose the Contract-Based Specification Language for Platforms (CSL4P). CSL4P provides mechanisms to define component platforms, and to build designs by instantiating, interconnecting, and composing components. Designs can then be formally verified for compliance with platform composition rules.

Grumberg and Long [33] describe the inspirational idea of decomposing a verification task into smaller sub-tasks, where an aggregation of components is replaced by a more abstract representation, according to an assume-guarantee framework. However, in most cases, finding the appropriate abstraction is an issue, since no general guidelines are available to the verification engineer. A few approaches have been proposed, which use learning algorithms to automatically build such abstractions, e.g., see [21, 35]. In Chapter 5 the abstraction process is instead guided by the contract library, which systematically encodes the available information on both the structural decomposition of the system architecture and the relevant system domain knowledge. Based on the library, we provide a mechanism to automatically build abstractions on the fly, as we solve the problem by successive refinements. In this respect, our solution is inspired by the platform-based design paradigm [72], where a design at each abstraction layer is also regarded as a platform instance, i.e. a legal interconnection of component out of a pre-characterized library, which also includes composition rules. As we describe in Section 3.3, the concept of library is further extended to also include relations between contracts and their ports. In the context of this chapter, such relations include refinement rules between contracts in the library. Cimatti and Tonetta [17] exploit the relation between decomposition of component contracts and system architecture and provide a concrete framework to verify a system architecture relying on temporal logic formulas.

**Synthesis** Our work on synthesis from component libraries is inspired by two major contributions in this field:

- Pnueli and Rosner [66] show that the problem of synthesizing a set of distributed finite-state controllers such that their network, which is given and fixed, satisfies a given specification is undecidable. In that work, each component in the network is controlled by a finite-state machine (or program), and the goal is to synthesize programs that cooperate to satisfy a certain linear temporal logic formula $\phi$;

- Lustig and Vardi [54] show that the problem of synthesis from component libraries for data-flow compositions is also undecidable. Here components are transducers, i.e., finite-state machines able to map a set of input strings to a set of output strings. The specification, also in this case, is a linear temporal logic formula $\phi$. In data-flow compositions, the output of a component is fed to another one, while all the components
work synchronously to satisfy the specification. The paper also analyzes another type of composition, control-flow, where each component takes full control of the system for a certain period of time, before releasing the system resources to the other components.

Thus, [66] shows that fixing the topology of the network while letting the synthesis process find the components is undecidable, while [54] shows that fixing the components while letting the synthesis process find the topology (possibly by replicating components) is also undecidable. In our work, in Chapters 6 and 7, we too focus on data-flow compositions, and the undecidability results in [66] and [54] are relevant. In our synthesis approach, however, we achieve decidability by imposing a bound on the total number of component instances, which are chosen from a library, positioning our efforts in between the two approaches presented above.

The general idea of synthesis from component libraries adopted here is reminiscent of the work in [48, 34]. There, Jha et al. considered the problem of synthesis of finite loop-free programs from libraries of atomic program statements, using a SMT solver to carry on synthesis. Our work is different, however, as our components are defined as LTL A/G contracts, thus, their have temporal constraints.

A different perspective in synthesis from component libraries has also been described by Alur et al. [4]. There, a controller is built out of library components in a control-flow fashion (using the terminology introduced in [54] and discussed above). That approach, while being relevant in the broader topic of synthesis from component libraries, is orthogonal to ours since we focus on data-flow compositions.

Relevant is also the extensive work done in the area of Supervisory Control Synthesis (SCS) [69]. SCS is the problem of synthesizing a controller for a discrete event system, i.e., an automaton, which exposes some controllable and uncontrollable behaviors. The specification defines which behaviors are admissible, and the goal of the controller is to restrict the controllable behaviors of the discrete event system in a way that satisfies the specification. Existing SCS algorithms, however, do not deal with libraries of components but, instead, their goal is to synthesize a controller ex novo. Here, we provide a more generic notion of components and focus our effort in synthesizing a controller through the composition of existing components.

Ramesh et al. [70] focus on the problem of synthesis of embedded designs from component libraries. In that work, components are represented exclusively by their interface and connections are made on the basis of static relations between component ports. Given a specification, a particularly rich type system takes care of efficiently pruning the search space by solving a constraint satisfaction problem. Although our type system is not as expressive, our approach is more general as we consider components described by more complex specifications (not necessarily static) in addition to their interface.

Manolios et al. [55] present a constraint solving framework based on Integer Linear Programming (ILP) where some variables need to be interpreted according to some first-order theories. They develop a constraint solver, Inez, and use it to synthesize architectural models related to the aerospace industry.
Oracle-Guided and Counterexample-Guided Inductive Synthesis, and the combination of Induction, Deduction, and Structure

OGIS \[49, 48\] is a general paradigm to address formal inductive synthesis. It is characterized by the interaction between an inductive learning engine, also called “learner”, and a verification engine, i.e., the “teacher”. The learner submits queries to the teacher, which replies with some information (for instance, a yes/no answer or an execution trace) that is used by the learner to improve its guesses.

CEGIS \[81, 49, 50\], a specialization of OGIS, is a well-known synthesis paradigm which originates from techniques of debugging using counterexamples \[78\] and CounterExample-Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) \[20\]. CEGIS is an inductive synthesis approach where synthesis is the result of inferring details of the solution from I/O examples, which usually are counterexamples for previous incorrect guesses, provided by a constraint solver. In CEGIS an iterative algorithm, according to a certain concept class, generates candidate solutions which are processed by an oracle and either declared valid, in which case the algorithm terminates, or used to derive counterexamples to restrict the search space. CEGIS has been successfully used in a number of research areas, including program synthesis and sketching \[34, 81\], and synthesis and completion of distributed protocols \[6, 5, 3\]. Recently, Seshia \[76\] proposed a methodology that formalizes the combination of Structure, Inductive and Deductive reasoning (SID), representing a generalization of both CEGAR and OGIS.

Specification Decomposition

Filippidis \[30\] studies the problem of specification decomposition into A/G contracts, when they are described in a fragment of Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA\(^+\)) \[51\], by proving that unnecessary variables can be efficiently hidden and eliminated from the resulting specifications.

Henzinger et al. \[37\] propose a method to decompose the refinement verification process for reactive systems in a series of sub-tasks that are simpler than the original problem, leveraging the structure of the design and using the Assume/Guarantee paradigm to manage circular dependencies.

Dallal and Tabuada \[22\], given a set of components and a safety specification, propose a decomposition technique where the goal is to generate a set of minimally restrictive assumptions (one per component). Such assumptions, found through a fixed point computation, are then used to synthesize controllers for the components. Our goal is similar: breaking down the synthesis process in simpler sub-tasks.

İncər Romeo et al. \[46\] introduce means to compute the operation of quotient for A/G contracts. Given a specification \(C\) to be implemented, and the specification \(C'\) of a component to be used in the design, the quotient describes the properties that need to be satisfied, in addition to those required by \(C'\), in order to meet \(C\).
Chapter 3

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we provide some basic notions that will be the foundation of the work developed in the other chapters. Here, our goal is two-fold. On the one hand, we describe the details of the formalisms we use and how they relate to each other. For instance, we introduce Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), and discuss how it can be used to specify Assume/Guarantee (A/G) contracts. On the other hand, we provide insights on the techniques we use to manipulate such formalisms, which then we assume in the next chapters. This is the case for LTL manipulation using a model-checker. Here we describe how we can use an off-the-shelf tool to perform the basic operations of validity and satisfiability checks, which will be useful later.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduces LTL. In Section 3.2, we describe the general A/G contract framework we use in this dissertation, and introduce the concept of contract library in Section 3.3. Then, in Section 3.4, we discuss how to use LTL as a concrete formalism for A/G contracts and show how to practically verify refinement as a model checking problem in 3.5.

3.1 Linear Temporal Logic

Temporal Logic is an extension of propositional logic, introduced by Amir Pnueli [68], that allows for the specification of properties that can be verified over an infinite sequence of symbols. Here we focus on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), which is particularly useful in expressing properties of systems having a state that evolves in a discrete manner, where time is seen as a linear sequence in which system variables are evaluated. Programs, electric and electronic devices, and motion planning are just a few example of areas that can benefit from having specifications expressed using LTL. LTL is expressive enough to describe complex specifications, including properties such as safety (something bad will never happen), liveness (something will keep happening), stability (a certain state will be eventually reached), etc. [52]
3.1.1 Reactions, Behaviors, and Synchronous Assertions

Given a set of variables $\Sigma$ with domain $D$, we call reaction, or state, $r \in D^\Sigma$ an evaluation of the variables in $\Sigma$ within their domain. A synchronous run $\sigma$, or behavior, is an infinite sequence of reactions:

$$\sigma \in (D^\Sigma)^\omega = r_0, r_1, r_2, \cdots \quad (3.1)$$

A set of behaviors is called a synchronous assertion. A synchronous assertion $P$ is defined as:

$$P \subseteq T \quad (3.2)$$

where $T = (D^\Sigma)^\omega$ is the set of all the behaviors.

We call atomic proposition any statement over evaluations of variables in $\Sigma$ which has a unique truth value. This means that for an atomic proposition $p$ is always possible to determine if it is true or false. Given a reaction $r \in D^\Sigma$, we say that $r \vdash p$ if $p$ is true over the evaluation in $r$. If $p$ is false, then $r \nvdash p$.

3.1.2 Syntax of LTL formulas

Given a set of atomic propositions $AP$ over evaluations of an alphabet $\Sigma$, the syntax of an LTL formula $\varphi$ can be defined inductively as follows:

$$\varphi := \text{True} \mid p \mid \neg \varphi \mid \varphi \land \psi \mid \varnothing \varphi \mid \varphi U \psi \quad (3.3)$$

where $p \in AP$ and $\psi$ is another LTL formula, $\varnothing$ is the next operator—also indicated as $X$—and $U$ is the until operator.

Additional logic and linear temporal operators, such as disjunction ($\lor$), material implication ($\rightarrow$), eventually ($\Diamond$, or $F$), and globally ($\Box$, or $G$) can be derived as follows:

$$\varphi \lor \psi := \neg (\neg \varphi \land \neg \psi)$$

$$\varphi \rightarrow \psi := \neg \varphi \lor \psi$$

$$\Diamond \varphi := \text{True} U \varphi$$

$$\Box \varphi := \neg \Diamond \neg \varphi$$

3.1.3 Semantics of LTL formulas

LTL formulas are evaluated over infinite sequences of states, i.e., behaviors. Let $\sigma = r_0, r_1, \cdots$ be a behavior. Then, the satisfaction of a formula $\varphi$ by $\sigma$ at time $i$ is recursively defined as follow:

- $\sigma_i \models p$ if and only if $r_i \vdash p$, where $p \in AP$;
- $\sigma_i \models \neg \varphi$ if and only if $\sigma_i \nvdash \varphi$;
• $\sigma_i \models \varphi \land \psi$ if and only if $\sigma_i \models \varphi$ and $\sigma_i \models \psi$;

• $\sigma_i \models \varnothing \varphi$ if and only if $\sigma_{i+1} \models \varphi$;

• $\sigma_i \models \varnothing U \psi$ if and only if there exist $j \geq i$ such that $\sigma_j \models \psi$ and $\sigma_k \models \varnothing$ for all $k \in [i, j)$;

where $\psi$ is another LTL formula. If a formula is true at time 0, i.e., $\sigma_0 \models \varnothing$, we will drop the subscript and just say that the behavior $\sigma$ satisfies the formula $\varnothing$, written $\sigma \models \varnothing$.

For an LTL formula $\varnothing$, we indicate with $L(\varnothing)$ its language, i.e., its associated synchronous assertion, which is the set of infinite behaviors satisfying it.

### 3.1.4 LTL Applications, Satisfiability, and Realizability

LTL is widely used in model checking and synthesis. In the first case, it is possible to automatically verify if a model exhibits certain properties. Several model checking algorithms and tools have been developed over the years. These algorithms can be grouped into two categories: symbolic and explicit-state; symbolic algorithms use Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) to encode the whole state space and perform model checking. Explicit state algorithms, instead, declare all the state variables for each time step and then rely on a SAT solver to find an answer to the model checking problem. These algorithms cannot represent a system evolution of infinite length, thus are used to compute bounded model checking (BMC), where a property is verified up to a finite number of temporal steps. While symbolic methods are complete, they tend to use a significant amount of memory to represent the whole system. BMC algorithms, instead, represent a faster solution for a large number of applications, where the verification of properties within a finite horizon is acceptable.

In the case of synthesis, given a set of desirable LTL properties, the goal is to automatically generate a state machine implementing them. This is achieved by solving a two players game, where a system implementation is required to be able to react to any possible move from an adversarial environment. If a winning strategy does not exist, then synthesis fails. Otherwise, an implementation of such strategy is returned.

In this work, however, we verify and synthesize compositions of components described using LTL, and all the algorithms and techniques we study are based on the capability of asserting the validity of an LTL formula. In the previous sections, we have discussed how LTL formulas can express sets of infinite-length behaviors. Indeed, Wolper et al. show that the models satisfying an LTL formula can be described as a $\omega$-regular language over a certain alphabet. Thus, checking the validity of an LTL formula can be reduced to checking emptiness of the associated language, which is a PSPACE-complete problem.

There are several options to solve the LTL validity problem for a formula $\varnothing$. One of them is to use a tool which is able to compute an automaton which accepts infinite-length words, called Büchi automaton, corresponding to the $\omega$-regular language accepted by $\varnothing$. If the automaton is empty, then the formula is not satisfiable, i.e., its negation is valid. For instance, a tool able to compute such automaton is LTL2BA.
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Another method is to use a model-checker to check whether an unconstrained model is able to satisfy the property \( \varphi \). Model checkers perform similar automata-based reasoning over the formula and the language generated by the system, but they are often faster due to the efficient symbolic encoding that many of them use. Some other model checkers use BMC to verify the validity (up to a certain temporal horizon) of a formula \( \varphi \). In our experience, if having a finite temporal horizon is acceptable, this is the solution that yields the best performance for large formulas. Using a model checker to check for LTL validity has also the advantage of generating counterexamples when a certain formula \( \varphi \) is not valid. Those counterexamples can then be used to infer a satisfiable assignment for the negated \( \neg \varphi \).

Realizability of an LTL formula, instead, is seen as a game played by two players and it was studied initially by Pnueli and Rosner in the context of LTL synthesis \[67\]. For an LTL formula \( \varphi \), each player controls a subset of the formula propositions by controlling a subset of its variables. Thus, the environment controls a set \( I \) of input signals, while the system to be synthesized controls the set \( O \) of output signals. The goal of the system is to satisfy \( \varphi \), while the environment wants to falsify it, without falsifying its subset of propositions. The game is played in turns, where to each variable value assignment from the environment there is a corresponding assignment from the system. The result is an infinite sequence of reactions, i.e., a behavior. If the behavior satisfies \( \varphi \), then the system wins, otherwise the environment wins. The formula is realizable if the environment never wins.

LTL realizability is a \(2\text{ExpTime}\)-complete problem \[71\], but there are several tools that are able to compute it implementing different strategies. For instance, we mention the design tools Ratsy \[14\] and Tulip \[28\], or the LTL synthesis tools Acacia+ \[26\, 27\]. Later, we will show how realizability can be used to prove some properties on LTL A/G contracts, such as consistency and compatibility.

3.2 Design Contracts

The concept of design contracts, which has been extensively studied in the past few years \[75\, 10\, 11\, 29\, 30\, 62\], has its roots in the field of software engineering, where assume/guarantee reasoning has traditionally been used to reason about pre- and post-conditions of software modules \[57\]. This approach to software engineering has been derived, in turn, by the early work of Floyd and Hoare \[31\, 39\]. The shift of the use of contracts towards system design, however, has been influenced by the early work on interface theories \[38\, 2\, 1\, 24\].

The concept of contract nicely embrace the discipline of system design, as it emphasizes modularity and reuse of components, which are critical elements of the practices followed in industry. Indeed, when developing a system, several suppliers collaborate with an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) on the basis of some partial specifications. Such specifications require a supplier to develop a component that is able to guarantee a certain functionality, assuming a certain set of constraints on its operative environment. If designed according to the specification, each component will be able to properly interact with other components, even when they have been realized by different suppliers.
The modern theory of design contracts is broad and encapsulate many concrete theories developed over the years for concrete applications. In this thesis, we focus on assume/guarantee contracts, where the set of acceptable system and environment behaviors are explicitly formalized. For a full analysis and description of the theory of contract for system design, we refer to [11].

In our work, the description of a design unit, or just component in the remainder of this chapter, follows Benveniste’s definition in [11], which is, in turn, inspired by the Tagged Signal Model, developed by Lee and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [53]. A component implementation $M = (\Sigma, P)$ is a specific realization of a component. It refers to a certain set $\Sigma$ of ports, or variables, with domain $D$ and it is characterized by an assertion $P$, i.e., a set of behaviors which represent a valid execution, or run, of the component.

Given a certain design goal, several components can achieve it by properly working together. Such collaboration is realized by composing components according to some well-defined rules. Two implementations $M_1, M_2$ over the same set of variables $\Sigma$ can interact with each other by composing them. In this case, composition means that there exists a non-empty set

$$P_\parallel = \{ \sigma \mid \sigma \in P_1 \text{ and } \sigma \in P_2 \} = P_1 \cap P_2$$

(3.4)

That is, $M_1$ and $M_2$ agree on some possible executions, and the composed implementation is indicated as

$$M_\parallel = M_1 \parallel M_2 = (\Sigma, P_\parallel) = (\Sigma, P_1 \cap P_2)$$

(3.5)

In the following chapters, we will also use the term component to indicate a generic element in a set or library. To avoid ambiguity, outside of the context of this chapter, we will use the term design unit to indicate a component as those defined in this section.

### 3.2.1 Assume/Guarantee Contracts

An Assume/Guarantee (A/G) Contract is a description of a component which decouples the responsibilities of the component itself, i.e., its guarantee, from the responsibilities it assumes on its environment. A/G contracts are also defined using synchronous assertions. In this thesis, we specialize the description of A/G contracts from [75, 10] to explicitly handle input and output variables.

**Definition 1.** An A/G contract is a tuple $C = (I, O, A, G)$ where $I \subseteq \Sigma$ is a set of input variables, $O \subseteq \Sigma$ is a set of output variables, and $\Sigma$ is the contract alphabet, which is assumed the same for all contracts. $A$ and $G$, instead, are synchronous assertions representing assumptions and guarantees, respectively.

The pair $\pi = (I, O)$ is called a profile, and represents the partition of variables which can and cannot be controlled by the contract\(^1\). Having such a clear partition is extremely

---

\(^1\)In [75, 10], the terms input and output are replaced by the terms uncontrolled and controlled, respectively, to stress the extent of assumptions and guarantees over a contract’s variables.
useful, as it allows to clearly identify which variables can be used by a contract to carry out its promise. An assertion \( P \) is called \( \Sigma' \)-receptive, where \( \Sigma' \subseteq \Sigma \) is a set of variables, if and only if for all behaviors \( \sigma' \) defined over variables in \( \Sigma' \), there exists a behavior \( \sigma \in P \) such that \( \prod_{\Sigma'}(\sigma) = \sigma' \), where \( \prod \) indicates the projection operation, i.e., when \( \sigma \) is considered only over variables in \( \Sigma' \). Thus, \( P \) accepts any possible sequence over variables in \( \Sigma' \). Sometimes, when the context is clear, we refer to a contract omitting its profile. For instance, we could refer to the contract \( C = (I, O, A, G) \) simply as \( C = (A, G) \).

Consider a contract \( C = (I, O, A, G) \). Any assertion \( E \subseteq A \) is a valid environment for \( C \), indicated as \( E \models_{\varepsilon} C \), while any assertion \( M \) such that \( M \cap A \subseteq G \), indicated as \( M \models_{\#} C \), is a valid implementation, i.e., the component is behaving correctly under the assumptions of the contract.

Different implementations can, in general, satisfy the same contract. Consider, for instance, two implementations \( M_1, M_2 \) such that \( M_1 \neq M_2 \), and a contract \( C = (I, O, A, G) \) We can still have both \( M_1 \cap A \subseteq G \) and \( M_2 \cap A \subseteq G \). We refer to the maximal implementation for \( C \) as \( M_C = G \cup \overline{A} \), where \( \overline{A} = \mathcal{T} \setminus A \) indicates the complement of \( A \). For any implementation \( M \) such that \( M \models_{\#} C \), we have that \( M \subseteq M_C \).

### 3.2.1.1 Saturated Contracts

Consider, two contracts \( C_1 = (A, G_1), C_2 = (A, G_2) \). Let \( C_1, C_2 \) have different guarantees, i.e., \( G_1 \neq G_2 \), but identical maximal implementations \( M_{C_1} = M_{C_2} \). Thus we have

\[
M_{C_1} \cap A = (G_1 \cup \overline{A}) \cap A = (G_2 \cup \overline{A}) \cap A
\]

This implies that the difference between the guarantees is not included in the assumption \( A \),

\[
G_1 \triangle G_2 \subseteq \overline{A}
\]

where \( \triangle \) is the symmetric difference between two sets. If it were, then Equation 3.6 would not hold, contradicting our assumption that \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) share the same maximal implementation. Consider now the contract \( C = (A, G) \), whose maximal implementation is \( M_C = M_{C_1} = M_{C_2} \). Let also \( G \supseteq \overline{A} \). Thus, it follows from Equation 3.7 that \( G \) is maximal, meaning that, for any contract \( C' = (A, G') \) with maximal implementation \( M_C \), we have \( G' \subseteq G \). In this case, we say that the contract \( C \) is saturated, meaning that it explicitly contains the largest possible guarantees for a certain maximal implementation. For a saturated contract \( C \), we also have that \( G \cup A = \mathcal{T} \), meaning that the union of assumption and guarantee includes all the possible behaviors. Saturated contracts are useful because they remove ambiguities between contracts that have the same sets of satisfying implementations. Unless differently indicated, we will always refer to saturated contracts.

### 3.2.1.2 Compatibility and Consistency

Sometimes, an \( A/G \) contract is ill-defined, meaning that it specifies a contradictory assumption or guarantee. If there are no suitable implementations that can conform to the contract, we
say that the contract is *inconsistent*. Formally, we say that a contract $C = (I, O, A, G)$ is inconsistent if $G$ is not $I$-receptive. This means that there are some behaviors consistent with the contract assumption, that will falsify the guarantee $G$, and that cannot be avoided by any implementation of $C$. The only way for the contract to be satisfied, is for an implementation to impose constraints over input variables, which is a contradiction. Conversely, a contract that is $I$-receptive is called consistent.

On the other hand, if there are no suitable environment for a contract, we say that the contract is *incompatible*. A contract $C = (I, O, A, G)$ is incompatible if and only if $A$ is not $O$-receptive. In opposition to the consistency case, an incompatible contract could generate a sequence of evaluations over its controlled variables which is rejected by every possible environment. Thus, it would be impossible for an environment to fully comply with the contract assumption without controlling some of the contract variables, which is against the principle of separation of concerns between a system and its environment. An $O$-receptive contract is, instead, compatible.

**Definition 2.** $C$ is well-defined if and only if it is consistent and compatible, $I \cap O = \emptyset$, and $A$ and $G$ are defined over variables in $I \cup O$.

If not differently mentioned, we will always consider well-defined contracts.

### 3.2.1.3 Parallel Composition

Often complex components are realized by having simpler components working together. In the same way, complex contracts can be built by composing simpler ones. Formally, we can compose contracts with each other through parallel composition. The operation of parallel composition is a function that takes two contracts as input and returns a third one, i.e., their composition:

$$ \otimes : C \times C \rightarrow C $$

where $C$ is the set of all $A/G$ contracts.

Specifically, given contracts $C_1 = (I_1, O_1, A_1, G_1), C_2 = (I_2, O_2, A_2, G_2)$, their composition $C = (I, O, A, G) = \otimes(C_1, C_2)$—also expressed using the infix notation $C = C_1 \otimes C_2$—is defined as follows:

$$ I = (I_1 \cup I_2) \setminus (O_1 \cup O_2) $$

$$ O = O_1 \cup O_2 $$

$$ A = (A_1 \cap A_2) \cup (G_1 \cap G_2) $$

$$ G = G_1 \cap G_2 $$

In principle, a contract representing the composition of two simpler ones should guarantee behaviors which are consistent with both its constituent contracts. Thus, it seems natural that the guarantee of the composed contract is formulated as the intersection of the guarantees of those contracts. For the assumption, however, intersecting the assumptions might be
too restrictive, as sometimes a contract provides some of the inputs of another contract that it is being composed with. The composition, indeed, should consider that some of the requirements on the environment assumed by a constituent contract could be already fulfilled in the composition itself. The definition above reflects this intuition. The environment of the new composed contract is relieved of the responsibility of exposing those behaviors which are already guaranteed by the constituent contracts. Thus, if any of the constituent contracts does not keep its promise, the assumption on the environment is trivially satisfied.

Similarly, we can intuitively justify the definition of the profile of the composition in Equations 3.9a and 3.9b. The set of output ports of the contract is simply the union of the output ports of the contracts being composed. The set of input ports, however, needs to consider that some input ports of a constituent contract might be controlled by another contract, thus are no longer responsibility of the environment.

Parallel composition preserves saturation, meaning that $C_1$ and $C_2$ are saturated, so is their composition, but it does not necessarily preserve consistency or compatibility. For instance, it is always possible to compose two contracts guaranteeing contradicting assertions. While they might be individually consistent, the intersection of their guarantees will be empty, meaning that no implementation can satisfy the composition.

**Parallel composition is associative and commutative**  Given two contracts $C_1, C_2$, it is immediate to realize that computing their composition according to Equation 3.9 yields the same result, thus $C_1 \otimes C_2 = C_2 \otimes C_1$.

Let us now consider another contract $C_3$. To show associativity, we need to show that $C_\otimes = (C_1 \otimes C_2) \otimes C_3 = C_1 \otimes (C_2 \otimes C_3) = (I_\otimes, O_\otimes, A_\otimes, G_\otimes)$. It is obvious that computing Equations 3.9b and 3.9d yields the same result independently of the order in which we consider the contracts, obtaining in both cases $O_\otimes = O_1 \cup O_2 \cup O_3$ and $G_\otimes = G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3$, respectively. Computing the set of input variables $I_\otimes$ in both cases, we can prove that:

$$I_{(C_1 \otimes C_2) \otimes C_3} = I_{C_1 \otimes (C_2 \otimes C_3)}$$

$$[(I_1 \cup I_2) \setminus (O_1 \cup O_2) \cup I_3] \setminus (O_1 \cup O_2 \cup O_3) =
[I_1 \cup (I_2 \cup I_3) \setminus (O_2 \cup O_3)] \setminus (O_1 \cup O_2 \cup O_3)$$

$$[(I_1 \cup I_2) \cap (O_1 \cup O_2) \cup I_3] \cap (O_1 \cup O_2 \cup O_3) =
[I_1 \cup (I_2 \cup I_3) \cap (O_2 \cup O_3)] \cap (O_1 \cup O_2 \cup O_3)$$

$$[(I_1 \cup I_2) \cap (O_1 \cap O_2) \cup I_3] \cap (O_1 \cap O_2 \cap O_3) =
[I_1 \cup (I_2 \cup I_3) \cap (O_2 \cap O_3)] \cap (O_1 \cap O_2 \cap O_3)$$

$$[I_1 \cap O_1 \cup O_2 \cup I_2 \cap O_1 \cap O_2 \cup I_3] \cap (O_1 \cap O_2 \cap O_3) =$$
which is indeed verified and yields $I_\otimes = (I_1 \cup I_2 \cup I_3) \setminus (O_1 \cup O_2 \cup O_3)$.

Finally, we can show that $A_{(C_1 \otimes C_2) \otimes C_3} = A_{C_1 \otimes (C_2 \otimes C_3)}$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{(A_1 \cap A_2) \cup (G_1 \cap G_2) \cap A_3 & \cup (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3) = \\
A_1 & \cap \left[ (A_2 \cap A_3) \cup (G_2 \cap G_3) \right] \cup (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{(A_1 \cap A_2 \cap A_3) & \cup A_3 \cup (G_1 \cap G_2) \cap (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3) = \\
(A_1 \cap A_2 \cap A_3) & \cup A_1 \cap (G_2 \cap G_3) \cap (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3) \\
\end{align*}
\]

At this point we notice that $(G_1 \cap G_2) \subseteq (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3)$ and $(G_2 \cap G_3) \subseteq (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3)$. Thus, by applying the set absorption law, we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
(A_1 \cap A_2 \cap A_3) \cup (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3) = \\
(A_1 \cap A_2 \cap A_3) \cup (G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3) \\
\end{align*}
\]

which is indeed, on both sides, $A_\otimes$. Thus, we can generalize composition to an arbitrary number of contracts. For instance, for the composition $C$ of contracts $C_1$ to $C_3$, we will simply write $C = C_1 \otimes C_2 \otimes C_3$.

### 3.2.1.4 Refinement

The refinement relation between contracts is the formalization of a notion of substitutability between them. Informally, a contract can be used *in lieu* of another one if it accepts a larger set of environments and it guarantees a subset of the original contract’s behaviors. Thus, we say that a contract $C' = (I', O', A', G')$ *refines* a contract $C = (I, O, A, G)$, written as $C' \preceq C$, if and only if

\[
\begin{align*}
I' & \subseteq I \quad (3.10a) \\
O' & \supseteq O \quad (3.10b) \\
A' & \supseteq A \quad (3.10c) \\
G' & \subseteq G \quad (3.10d)
\end{align*}
\]
The refinement relation is a partial order over the set of all contracts, as it is reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric.

This notion of refinement supports independent implementability, i.e., if $C_1 \preceq C'_1$ and $C_2 \preceq C'_2$, then $C_1 \otimes C_2 \preceq C'_1 \otimes C'_2$.

### 3.2.1.5 Contract Obligations

For a contract $C = (A, G)$, we say that its contract obligation $B_C$ is the assertion

$$ B_C = A \cap G \quad (3.11) $$

Intuitively, a contract obligation describes what are those behaviors that the contract allows in an ideal scenario, thus ignoring bad environments, where the contract would be trivially satisfied. For contracts $C_1, C_2$, we say that $C_1$ conforms to $C_2$ if and only if its contract obligation is included in $C_2$'s, i.e., $B_{C_1} \subseteq B_{C_2}$. Conformance is compositional with respect to parallel composition. Consider, for instance, contracts $C_1, C'_1, C_2$ where $C'_1$ conforms to $C_1$. Let $C_\otimes = C_1 \otimes C_2$ and $C'_\otimes = C'_1 \otimes C_2$. Then, $C'_\otimes$ conforms to $C_\otimes$, as we have:

\begin{align*}
(A'_1 \cap A_2 \cup G'_1 \cap G_2) \cap (G'_1 \cap G_2) &\subseteq (A_1 \cap A_2 \cup G_1 \cap G_2) \cap (G_1 \cap G_2) \quad (3.12) \\
(A'_1 \cap A_2) \cap (G'_1 \cap G_2) &\subseteq (A_1 \cap A_2) \cap (G_1 \cap G_2) \quad (3.13) \\
(A'_1 \cap G'_1) \cap (A_2 \cap G_2) &\subseteq (A_1 \cap G_1) \cap (A_2 \cap G_2) \quad (3.14) \\
B_{C'_1} \cap B_{C_2} &\subseteq B_{C_1} \cap B_{C_2} \quad (3.15) \\
B_{C'_\otimes} &\subseteq B_{C_\otimes} \quad (3.16)
\end{align*}

Conformance, however, does not imply refinement, and vice versa.

### 3.2.1.6 Contract Connection

We say that two contracts are connected if at least one input of a contract is provided by the other. i.e., for contracts $C_1, C_2$, we have $(O_1 \cap I_2) \cup (O_2 \cap I_1) \neq \emptyset$. Derived by the definition by de Alfaro and Henzinger in [2], we say that an interconnect, or renaming, $\theta$ is a set of pairs $(x, y)$ of variables, called target and source, respectively, such that for all pairs $(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2) \in \theta$ we have that $x_1 \neq x_2$. Hence, $\theta$ is a partial function. For each $\theta$, we consider an associated total function $\bar{\theta}$ defined, for a variable $x$, as follows.

$$ \bar{\theta}(x) = \begin{cases} y & \text{if } (x, y) \in \theta \\ x & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.17) $$

A connection $\vartheta : C \times \Theta \to C$, where $\Theta$ is the set of all interconnects, is a function which maps a contract and an interconnect to a new contract. Given a contract $C = (I, O, A, G)$ and an interconnect $\theta$, we indicated their connection as a new contract $\vartheta(C, \theta)$, also expressed as $C\theta$ for simplicity. We have that $C\theta = (I_\theta, O_\theta, A_\theta, G_\theta)$ is a contract where
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\[ I_\theta = (I \cup \{ y \mid \exists y: (x, y) \in \theta \mid x \in I \}) \setminus O_\theta \]  
\[ O_\theta = O \cup \{ x \mid \exists y: (x, y) \in \theta \mid x \in I \} \cup \{ y \mid \exists y: (x, y) \in \theta \mid x \in O \} \]  
\[ A_\theta = A \cup \rho_\theta \]  
\[ G_\theta = G \cap \rho_\theta \]  

(3.18a) \hspace{1cm} (3.18b) \hspace{1cm} (3.18c) \hspace{1cm} (3.18d)

and

\[ \rho_\theta = \bigcap_{x,y \in I_\theta \cup O_\theta, (x,y) \in \theta} \{ \sigma \mid x \equiv y \} \]  

(3.19)

represents the set of all the behaviors where all the pairs in \( \theta \) which are also referring to variables in \( I_\theta \cup O_\theta \) are equivalent.

By mapping an interconnect \( \theta \) to a contract \( C \), the resulting contract \( C\theta \) could have new input ports, although it will never have more inputs than the original contract. It is possible, however, for it to have more outputs than the original. This makes sense because the new outputs will represent input variables that are now controlled by some other variable, or new outputs that are mapped to current outputs. Assumption \( A_\theta \) and guarantee \( G_\theta \) also change to reflect the new relations between variables. On one side, we have that the assumption now is weaker, meaning that the contract now assumes that the variables in \( \theta \) will be equivalent, and it will consider its assumptions violated if that is not the case. The guarantee, on the contrary, is stronger, meaning that the contract is also responsible to provide some of those equivalences. Equivalently, applying a connection \( \theta \) to a contract \( C = (I, O, A, G) \) can be seen as the composition \( C\theta = C \otimes C_\theta \), where \( C_\theta = (I_\theta, O_\theta, T, \rho_\theta) \), with \( T \) representing all the behaviors.

Note that even if contract \( C \) is well-defined, a connection operation it might render it ill-defined, i.e., inconsistent or incompatible. For instance, consider the following example.

**Example 1** (Connection yields an inconsistent contract). Let \( C = (\{a\}, \{b\}, \text{True}, b = \neg a) \) be a contract that guarantees that its output is the negation of its input, where \( a \) and \( b \) are Boolean variables. Clearly, this contract is well-defined. Let \( \theta = \{(a,b)\} \) be an interconnect that specifies a feedback loop between \( a \) and \( b \). Thus, the connected contract is \( C\theta = (\emptyset, \{a,b\}, \text{True}, (b = \neg a) \land (a = b)) \), which is inconsistent as its guarantee cannot be satisfied.

The following definitions use the concept of connection to introduce new relations between contracts, which will be useful in later chapters.

**Definition 3** (Contract Equivalence). Two contracts \( C = (I, O, A, G) \) and \( C' = (I', O', A', G') \) are said equivalent, indicated as \( C \equiv C' \), if and only if there exists an interconnect \( \theta \) such that the two contracts refine each other, meaning that \( C\theta \preceq C \), and \( C\theta \preceq C' \).

**Definition 4** (Contract Copy). Given a contract \( C = (I, O, A, G) \), we say that a contract \( C' = (I', O', A', G') = c(C) \) is a copy of \( C \) if and only if they are equivalent, for a certain \( \theta \),
and if \((I \cup O) \cap (I' \cup O') = \emptyset\). For each variable \(x \in I \cup O\), we write \(C'.x\) to indicate the fresh variable \(x'\) that replaced \(x\) in \(I \cup O\).

### 3.3 Contract Libraries

A contract library is a collection of contracts, which embeds some domain-specific knowledge. Formally, a library

\[
L = (\mathcal{Z}, \mathcal{R})
\]

is a pair where \(\mathcal{Z} = \{C_1, C_2, \cdots, C_n\}\) is a set containing contracts defined over a common alphabet \(\Sigma\) and \(\mathcal{R}\) defines constraints over contracts in \(\mathcal{Z}\). Each contract in \(\mathcal{Z}\) has unique variable names, meaning that for each pair of contracts \(C_1, C_2 \in \mathcal{Z}\), we have \((I_1 \cup O_1) \cap (I_2 \cup O_2) = \emptyset\). \(\mathcal{R}\) embeds library-specific rules on what connections and composition are legal. At this point, we do not impose any specific format for the constraints in \(\mathcal{R}\). We will provide a better description for them once we discuss specific libraries in the following chapters. Ideally, for any interconnect \(\theta\) that is applied to contracts in \(L\), we would like \(\theta \Rightarrow \mathcal{R}\), meaning that the interconnect is not in contradiction with \(\mathcal{R}\). In general, one can assume \(\mathcal{R}\) implying a set of pairs \((x, y) \in \Sigma^2\) of variables such that the connection of contracts in \(\mathcal{Z}\) according to a certain interconnect \(\theta\) is considered illegal for the library if \(\theta \not\subseteq \mathcal{R}\).

### 3.4 LTL A/G Contracts

In Section 3.1.4, we discussed the connection between LTL formulas and sets of infinite-length behaviors, i.e., \(\omega\)-regular languages. LTL formulas can be used to represent synchronous assertions, according to our definition in Section 3.1.1. Indeed, for a formula \(\varphi\), its language \(L(\varphi)\) indicates the related assertion.

Therefore, we can use LTL formulas to express a whole class of A/G contracts, where assumptions and guarantees are concretely expressed using a pair of LTL formulas. We call this class of contracts LTL A/G Contracts.

An LTL A/G contract is, then, a tuple \(C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)\) where \(\varphi\) and \(\psi\) are LTL formulas over symbols in \(I \cup O\). As they are a subclass of A/G contracts, all the considerations discussed in Section 3.2.1 apply also for LTL A/G contracts, where the set operations we used—conjunction (\(\cap\)), disjunction (\(\cup\)), complement (\(\neg\))—can be directly translated to formulas using logic conjunction (\(\wedge\)), disjunction (\(\lor\)), and negation (\(\neg\)), respectively.

Thus, a contract \(C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)\) is saturated if and only if \(\psi \leftrightarrow (\psi \lor \neg \varphi) \Rightarrow \psi \rightarrow \varphi\), where \(\rightarrow\) is the symbol for material implication and \(\leftrightarrow\) is double material implication.
The composition of two contracts $C_\otimes = C_1 \otimes C_2$ is computed as:

\[ I = (I_1 \cup I_2) \setminus (O_1 \cup O_2) \]  
(3.21a)
\[ O = O_1 \cup O_2 \]  
(3.21b)
\[ \varphi_\otimes = (\psi_1 \land \psi_2) \rightarrow (\varphi_1 \land \varphi_2) \]  
(3.21c)
\[ \psi_\otimes = \psi_1 \land \psi_2 \]  
(3.21d)

The verification of refinement between two contracts is also quite similar to the general case. Indeed, we say that $C' \preceq C$ if and only if:

\[ I' \subseteq I \]  
(3.22a)
\[ O' \supseteq O \]  
(3.22b)
\[ \varphi \rightarrow \varphi' \text{ is valid} \]  
(3.22c)
\[ \psi' \rightarrow \psi \text{ is valid} \]  
(3.22d)

Refinement can be efficiently verified, for LTL A/G contracts, using any tool able to check satisfiability of LTL formulas, such as a model-checker, as discussed in Sections 3.1.4 and 3.5.

Finally, for an interconnect $\theta$ and an LTL A/G contract $C$, we indicate the connected contract as $C_\theta = (I_\theta, O_\theta, \varphi_\theta, \psi_\theta)$, where $I_\theta$ and $O_\theta$ are the same as Equations 3.18a and 3.18b, and:

\[ \varphi_\theta = \rho_\theta \rightarrow \varphi \]  
(3.23a)
\[ \psi_\theta = \psi \land \rho_\theta \]  
(3.23b)

where we can cast the set of all the traces in which all the pairs in $\theta$ are equivalent, introduced in Equation 3.19, as:

\[ \rho_\theta = \bigwedge_{x,y \in I_\theta \cup O_\theta, (x,y) \in \theta} (x = y) \]  
(3.24)

### 3.4.1 Compatibility and Consistency for LTL A/G Contracts

In Section 3.1.4, we described how it is possible to compute satisfiability for an LTL formula using off-the-shelf tools such as a model checker. To compute consistency and compatibility of an LTL A/G contract, however, satisfiability is not sufficient. In fact, we need to guarantee that the contract is $I-$ and $O-$ receptive, respectively.

We can verify receptiveness of an LTL A/G contract by checking whether its formulas are realizable or not, as described in Section 3.1.4. For instance, to check consistency of a contract $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$, we need to verify that the guarantee $\psi$ is realizable when $I$ is controlled by the environment and $O$ is controlled by the system. Indeed, to be $I-$ receptive, the contract needs to accept any sequence generated over variables in $I$. This corresponds to the realizability game, where the environment is free to choose any assignment to variables in $I$, to which the system needs to respond accordingly assigning values to variables in $O$. 
If $\psi$ is realizable, it means that there exists a model which can properly react to any input from the environment, i.e., there exists a correct implementation of the contract. To check compatibility, conversely, we need to verify that $\varphi$ is $O$–receptive. This implies that we need to reverse our perspective on who’s controlling the variables in $I$ and $O$. In this case, the realizability game needs to be set such that the set $I$ is controlled by the player, while $O$ is controlled by the adversary. If the formula is realizable, it means that there exists a contract environment which can handle all the outputs of the system implementing the contract. In the experiments performed in the context of this thesis, all the contracts in the libraries have been verified for consistency and compatibility using Ratsy [14].

3.5 LTL Satisfiability and Validity as a Model Checking Problem

The model checking problem is can be formalized as a decision problem. Given a model $M$ and property $\phi$, the model checking problem answers whether $M$ satisfies $\phi$. If $M$ does not satisfy $\phi$, then the model checking algorithm generates a counterexample showing a trace from $M$ that violates $\phi$. Thus, model checking reduces to verify that the language generated by the model is a subset of the language of the property, $\mathcal{L}(M) \subseteq \mathcal{L}(\phi)$, or, equivalently, that $\mathcal{L}(M) \cap \mathcal{L}(\neg \phi) = \emptyset$ [19]. To verify that $\phi$ is a tautology, we then need to verify that $\mathcal{T} \cap \mathcal{L}(\neg \phi) = \emptyset$, where $\mathcal{T}$ is the set of all traces generated by an unconstrained model. To verify that $\phi$ is satisfiable, it is sufficient to check for validity of $\neg \phi$. The counterexample generated in this last case will be a satisfiable assignment for $\phi$.

In the rest of the section, we will describe the basic structure of an SMV program [56], and discuss how we can use a model checker supporting that language, i.e., NuXMV [16], to check for satisfiability and validity of a certain LTL formula.

3.5.1 LTL Validity as an SMV Program

An SMV program is a collection of modules and a set of specifications over variables of those modules. Each program must have a module called main, which represents the starting point.

The listing in Figure 3.1, which models a 3-bit counter, shows the typical structure of an SMV program. Each module defines a set of variables which can have pure types (Boolean, Integers, etc.), or be an instance of another module in the program. Modules can accept parameters, which are passed by reference, and all of their internal variables can be explicitly accessed by their parent module or a specification through the dotted notation <module instance>..<variable>, as it happens, for instance, in lines 3 or 5. Referencing variables without the dotted notation will result in accessing them according to their scope with respect to the caller.

\[\text{Program adapted from } \text{http://nusmv.fbk.eu/NuSMV/userman/v11/html/nusmv_2.html}\]
Each module can define what is the legal evolution of its variables and parameters over time by defining transition relations, which are Boolean relations involving current and next-state variables, or explicit variable state assignment. In the example, an explicit state assignment is shown in the section starting from line 9 of the example. There, the variable value is first initialized and then updated to implement the module’s behavior. If a variable is not assigned to any module, or if its behavior not specified by a transition relation, its behavior is nondeterministic.

To verify a certain LTL property, introduced by the identifier LTLSPEC (e.g., see line 5), the model-checker runs all the modules synchronously and verifies that the constraint defined in the property holds. If it doesn’t, it generates a trace which shows one system run in which all the variables behave according to the implementation but the property is not satisfied. We refer the reader to [16] for a full description of the SMV language.

3.5.1.1 Checking LTL Validity and Satisfiability

Given an LTL formula $\phi$ over variables in a set $\mathcal{V}$, one can check for its validity using NuXMV by creating an SMV program with only one module, main, instantiating all the variables in $\mathcal{V}$. The module, however, is not required to specify any behavior over those variables, as any value will be legal. Additionally, the program will have $\phi$ as its only LTLSPEC constraint.

When model-checking the program, NuXMV will either return True, meaning that $\phi$ is indeed valid, or it will return a counterexample showing why the formula is not valid. Instead, to check whether $\phi$ is satisfiable, we simply need to check for the validity of its negation, $\neg\phi$. If the model-checker returns True, it means that the formula is not satisfiable. If the formula is satisfiable, then the counterexample generated by the model-checker will represent an assignment for the variables in $\mathcal{V}$ that satisfies $\phi$.

Under the hood, NuXMV computes the language associated to the main module, $\mathcal{L}(\text{main}) = \mathcal{T}$. Since the module does not specify any behavior, its language corresponds to
the set of all behaviors $T$. On the other side, the model checker computes the language of the negation of the specification, $L(\neg \phi)$. If $L(\text{main}) \cap L(\neg \phi) = \emptyset$, then $\phi$ is valid. Otherwise, the result is used to derive a counterexample which is shown to the user.

Example 2 (SMV Program for LTL Validity Check). Let $\phi = \Box(a \land b) \rightarrow \Diamond a$ be a LTL formula over variables in $V = \{a, b\}$. To check for its validity with NuXMV, we will need to model-check the program in Figure 3.2, which is obviously true.

```
1 MODULE foo
2 VAR a : boolean;
3     b : boolean;
4
5 MODULE main
6 VAR m : foo;
7
8 LTLSPEC G (m.a & m.b) -> F m.a
```

Figure 3.2: The SMV program for checking the validity of $\phi = \Box(a \land b) \rightarrow \Diamond a$.

### 3.5.2 Structure of a NuXMV Counterexample

The listing in Figure 3.3 shows the structure of a counterexample generated by NuXMV. In this case, we model checked the program in Figure 3.1 changing the LTL specification to $G \text{bit2.carry\_out}$. The trace shows a sequence of states (e.g., see line 6), where each state corresponds to a step of the whole system. Each state displays the evaluation of all the variables in the program in that particular step, using the dotted notation seen in Figure 3.1.

Counterexamples can either be finite or infinite. If they are infinite, they will have a lazo-shape structure, meaning that at a certain point the trace will form a loop. Thus, after a (possibly empty) initialization sequence, the system behavior will be cyclic. The beginning of a loop is clearly indicated in the trace in Figure 3.3 (e.g., see line 5).
-- specification G bit2.carry_out is false
-- as demonstrated by the following execution sequence
Trace Description: LTL Counterexample
Trace Type: Counterexample
-- Loop starts here
-> State: 1.1 <-
  bit0.value = FALSE
  bit1.value = FALSE
  bit2.value = FALSE
  bit0.carry_out = FALSE
  bit1.carry_out = FALSE
  bit2.carry_out = FALSE
-> State: 1.2 <-
  bit0.value = TRUE
  bit0.carry_out = TRUE
  ...
-> State: 1.9 <-
  bit0.value = FALSE
  bit1.value = FALSE
  bit2.value = FALSE
  bit0.carry_out = FALSE
  bit1.carry_out = FALSE
  bit2.carry_out = FALSE

Figure 3.3: Counterexample generated by model-checking the program in Figure 3.1 with the specification G bit2.carry_out. The dots in Line 16 have been added manually to indicate the shortening of the trace.
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The Aircraft Electrical Power System Case Study

The design of aircrafts and aircraft parts has been, arguably, one of the most challenging and advanced applications of system engineering of the last century, and today they are certainly among the most complex cyber-physical systems. In such vehicles, a number of completely different subsystems, i.e., hydraulic, pneumatic, electric, etc., are designed to flawlessly cooperate together under very tight design constraints \[59\].

With the advent of the so-called “more electric aircraft” \[79\], in recent years, the field of aircraft design has been completely revolutionized. The Boeing 787 Dreamliner, which has started flying commercially in 2014, is the most descriptive example of such deep paradigm shift. The reasons behind such transformation are numerous, including reduced fuel consumption, reduced maintenance costs, and improved reliability. Tasks that were traditionally being assigned to the pneumatic system, such as the cabin pressurization, are executed using electricity-driven compressors, eliminating an expensive system of ducts, valves, and temperature and pressure controls that transported compressed air from the engines to the rest of the plane. To support these new responsibilities, the EPS in modern aircrafts has been completely upgraded, moving from a centralized to a distributed architecture, as shown in Figure 4.1.

A redundant, distributed architecture, however, presents new challenges for the EPS control software. Dealing with a complex network of components introduces new requirement and risks that need to be carefully addressed. Formal languages can be used to describe specifications for an EPS avoiding ambiguities and enabling formal analysis, at the price of reduced scalability. Throughout this thesis, we will use the problem of designing the EPS control software as a unifying case study. Specifically, our goal is to develop techniques to verify and synthesize a controller unit for the EPS architecture, which are more scalable than traditional methods. We only focus on functional aspects of the design, which can be described using LTL. We assume that a pre-existing library of LTL A/G contracts describing components, i.e., controllers for subsets of the EPS plant, described later in this chapter, is available. The methodology and algorithms we propose are meant to address the problem of
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Figure 4.1: A comparison between the EPS system in traditional aircrafts and the one typical of modern aircrafts, such as the Boeing 787. The main difference is the distributed architecture of the modern design, introduced to increase reliability and reduce cost. The details about the components in the picture are discussed in Section 4.1. Image from [79].

how such components can be combined to obtain a full controller for the plant.

4.1 EPS Details

Figure 4.2 shows an EPS architecture patented by Honeywell International Inc. [58], which implement the changes discussed in the previous section. Figure 4.3 presents a simplified view of the same architecture, in the form of a single-line diagram[59, 61, 41]. Generators (as those on the top left and right sides of the diagram) deliver power to the loads (e.g., avionics, lighting, heating, and motors) via AC and DC buses. In the event of generator failures, Auxiliary Power Units (APUs) will provide the required power. Some buses supply loads which are critical, therefore they cannot be unpowered for more than a predefined amount of time. Other, non-essential, buses supply loads that may be shed in the case of a fault. The power flow from sources to loads is determined by contactors, which are electromechanical

---

[1] Single line diagrams are usually used to simplify the description of three-phase power systems.
Figure 4.2: Single line diagram of a typical EPS, as it appears in [58]. The system includes redundant high-voltage (AC) and a low-voltage (DC) power distribution sections. Generators and loads are connected through buses. A set of contactors controls the power flow.

switches that can be opened or closed. Transformer Rectifier Units (TRUs) convert and route AC power to DC buses.

The function of the controller, called Bus Power Control Unit (BPCU), is to react to changes in system conditions or failures and reroute power by actuating the contactors, ensuring that essential buses are adequately powered. Generators, APUs, and TRUs are components subject to failures.

4.2 EPS Specification

Our goal is to verify in one case, synthesize in the other, the logic of the BCPU from a set of subsystem controllers, described by a library of LTL $A/G$ contracts. In our model, controller inputs are expressed as Boolean variables, corresponding to the state of the various physical elements (i.e., presence or absence of faults). Controller outputs are also described using Boolean variables and represent the status of the contactors in the system (open or closed). At this level of abstraction, contactors are assumed to have a negligible reaction time.
Table 4.1 illustrates the set of specifications that the BPCU needs to satisfy. The first two rows on the left describe what are the input and output ports of the EPS plant and their types, indicated in parenthesis next to the port names (Figure 4.4 shows the type tree associated with ports in the specification and library components). Types compatibility is encoded as a set of library constraints, described in Section 4.3. In total, each specification is defined over 6 input and 10 output ports.

Input ports $G_L, G_R, A_L, A_R, R_L, R_R$ represent the environment event of failure of the left and right generator, APU, and TRU, respectively. Output ports $C_1, \ldots, C_{10}$ represent the state of the contactors. The second column of Table 4.1 describes a set of 9 specifications, all
4.3 EPS Library

Table 4.2 shows the components and the user-defined constraints (in this example only type compatibility) in the library. Every component is described by its I/O ports (annotated with their types), and its specification as an A/G pair. All the components make some assumptions over the state of a certain type of EPS elements and provide a guarantee over the state of some contactors. Consider, for instance, component $B_1$. It just assumes that a certain generator is not initially broken (note that the type of the input variable allows it to
be connected to either a generator or an APU), and guarantees that the contactor will be always open. Clearly, $B_1$ is not a good candidate to satisfy either $S_1$ or $S_2$, since they require the contactor to be closed at least initially. Similarly, all the other components in the library encode a particular behavior that can be used to control parts of the EPS.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comp.</th>
<th>Input Ports</th>
<th>Output Ports</th>
<th>Assumptions</th>
<th>Guarantees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A₁</td>
<td>f (Generator)</td>
<td>c (ACGenContactor)</td>
<td>(\neg f \land \Box (f \rightarrow \lnot f))</td>
<td>(\Box (f \rightarrow \lnot c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₁</td>
<td>f (Generator)</td>
<td>c (ACGenContactor)</td>
<td>(\neg f)</td>
<td>(\lnot c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>f (ActiveGenerator)</td>
<td>c (ACGenContactor)</td>
<td>(\neg f \land \Box (f \rightarrow \lnot f))</td>
<td>(\Box (f \rightarrow \lnot c) \land \Box (f \rightarrow \lnot c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₁</td>
<td>f (ActiveGenerator)</td>
<td>c (ACGenContactor)</td>
<td>(\neg f \land \Box (f \rightarrow \lnot f))</td>
<td>(\Box (\lnot c \rightarrow \lnot f)\land \Box (\lnot c \rightarrow \lnot f))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E₁</td>
<td>(f₁) (Generator)</td>
<td>(f₂) (Generator)</td>
<td>(\neg f₁ \land \neg f₂ \land \Box (f₁ \rightarrow \lnot f₁) \land \Box (f₂ \rightarrow \lnot f₂))</td>
<td>(\Box ((f₁ \lor f₂) \rightarrow c) \land \Box ((f₁ \lor f₂) \rightarrow \lnot c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F₁</td>
<td>(f₁) (BackupGenerator)</td>
<td>(f₂) (BackupGenerator)</td>
<td>(\neg f₁ \land \neg f₂ \land \Box (f₁ \rightarrow \lnot f₁) \land \Box (f₂ \rightarrow \lnot f₂))</td>
<td>(\Box ((f₁ \lor f₂) \rightarrow c) \land \Box ((f₁ \lor f₂) \rightarrow \lnot c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G₁</td>
<td>(f₁) (ActiveGenerator)</td>
<td>(f₂) (ActiveGenerator)</td>
<td>(\neg f₁ \land \neg f₂ \land \Box (f₁ \rightarrow \lnot f₁) \land \Box (f₂ \rightarrow \lnot f₂))</td>
<td>(\Box ((f₁ \lor f₂) \rightarrow \lnot c) \land \Box ((f₁ \lor f₂) \rightarrow \lnot c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₁</td>
<td>f (Rectifier)</td>
<td>c (ACLoadContactor)</td>
<td>(\neg f)</td>
<td>(\Box (\lnot f \rightarrow \lnot c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₁</td>
<td>(f₁) (Rectifier)</td>
<td>(f₂) (Rectifier)</td>
<td>(\neg f₁ \land \neg f₂)</td>
<td>(\Box ((\lnot f₁ \lor \lnot f₂) \rightarrow \lnot c) \land \Box ((\lnot f₁ \lor \lnot f₂) \rightarrow \lnot c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L₁</td>
<td>(f₁) (Rectifier)</td>
<td>(f₂) (Rectifier)</td>
<td>(\neg f₁ \land \neg f₂)</td>
<td>(\Box (c))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Structure of the EPS library. In our experiments, the library contained first 2 and then 4 instances of these components, for a total of 20 and 40 elements.
Chapter 5

More Scalable Refinement Checking with Contract Libraries

In this chapter, we discuss techniques for the verification of designs using LTL A/G contracts. In general, given a specification contract and a system described by a composition of contracts, system verification reduces to checking that the composite contract refines the specification contract, i.e., that any implementation of the composite contract implements the specification contract and is able to operate in any environment admitted by it. For LTL A/G contracts, refinement checking reduces to an LTL satisfiability checking problem, which can be very expensive to solve for large composite contracts. We describe a scalable approach to refinement checking that relies on local refinement assertions stored in a library of contracts. We propose an algorithm that, given such a library, breaks down the refinement checking problem into multiple successive refinement checks, each of smaller scale. We illustrate the benefits of the approach on the EPS case study introduced in Chapter 4, where we are able to obtain up to two orders of magnitude improvement in terms of execution time.

After introducing and discussing the motivation of this work in Section 5.1, in Section 5.2 we present the formulation of the refinement check problem with library (RCPL). Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 detail, respectively, the proposed algorithm and the application example. Finally, we derive conclusions in Section 5.5.

5.1 Introduction

An important task for the successful deployment of a contract-based methodology is refinement checking. In all contract frameworks, given a global specification contract and a system, also described by a composition of contracts, system verification reduces to checking that the composite contract refines the specification contract. This verification step goes beyond the mere, although important, validation of user-provided designs, but is a key element in the definition of highly automated design frameworks, where maintaining consistency between successive design refinement steps is of paramount importance. Even if refinement checking
can be carried out compositionally, it can still be very expensive to solve for large composite contracts. For LTL A/G contracts, refinement checking reduces to an LTL satisfiability checking problem, which is PSPACE-complete \cite{80}. Moreover, even if contracts are not captured in LTL but instead are expressed directly in an automata-based formalism such as interface automata, for which refinement checking is polynomial \cite{1}, the method still suffers from scalability issues due to state explosion. Indeed, the size of the system automaton is often prohibitive, as the system is formed by composing several sub-systems.

We propose an algorithm which, given such a library, breaks down the refinement checking problem into multiple successive refinement checks, each of smaller scale. While our principal focus here is to illustrate the benefits of our approach when specification and components are expressed as LTL A/G contracts, we want to stress how, in principle, the same considerations hold for any contract framework.

The contribution of our work is twofold:

- we propose an algorithm to improve the performance of refinement checking, the core verification task underlying any proof obligation in contract-based design;
- we illustrate the benefits of a library-based approach for contract-based verification on a case study of industrial relevance.

5.2 Problem formulation

Definition 5 (Refinement Check Problem (RCP)). Let $Z$ be a set of contracts, and $C_s = (C_1 \otimes C_2 \otimes \cdots \otimes C_n) \theta$ be a composition of contracts specifying a system, where $C_1 = (I_1, O_1, \varphi_1, \psi_1)$, $\ldots, C_n = (I_n, O_n, \varphi_n, \psi_n) \in Z$ and $\theta$ is an interconnect as defined in Section 3.2.1.6. Let also $C_p$ be a property expressed as a contract. Then, to ensure that any implementation of $C_s$ satisfies $C_p$ and can operate in all environments admitted by $C_p$, we need to verify that $C_s \preceq C_p$.

For LTL A/G contracts, as described in Section 3.5 RCP can be solved using LTL satisfiability solving techniques, which suffers from the well-known state-explosion problem. In subsequent sections, we will refer to RCP indicating a routine that solves the refinement problem using such techniques. To perform such task more efficiently, we recur to a different problem formulation, which relies on a library of contracts as an additional input.

5.2.1 Library of Contracts and Library Validation Problem

As introduced in Section 3.3, a library of contracts $L$ is a pair $(Z, R)$ where:

- $Z = \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\}$ is a finite set of contracts such that each contract has unique variables;
- $R$ is a set of relations over the contracts in $Z$. 
In the context of this chapter, we specialize the set of constraints \( \mathcal{R} \) to represent refinement relations between contracts in \( \mathcal{Z} \). Ideally, refinement relations are assertions made by library designers based on their knowledge of the system architecture at hand.

Every refinement relation \( R_i \in \mathcal{R} \) has the form
\[
R_i = (C_{R_i}, C_{A_i}, \theta_i)
\]
where \( C_{R_i} = (C_{i_1} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{i_k}) \theta_i \) for a certain interconnect \( \theta_i \), \( C_{i_1}, \ldots, C_{i_k}, C_{A_i} \in \mathcal{Z} \). For each relation \( R_i \), we have that
\[
R_i = (C_{R_i}, C_{A_i}, \theta_i) \Rightarrow \begin{cases} C_{R_i} \preceq C_{A_i} & \text{if } k > 1 \\ C_{R_i} \prec C_{A_i} & \text{if } k = 1 \end{cases} \tag{5.1}
\]
meaning that if \( k = 1 \), we require that \( C_{R_i} \) strictly refines \( C_{A_i} \), i.e., the two contracts are not equivalent, thus \( C_{R_i} \preceq C_{A_i} \) and \( C_{A_i} \npreceq C_{R_i} \). This constraint is introduced to avoid, in the library, the presence of circular dependencies, and therefore ensure termination of the algorithms presented below. For sake of simplicity, later, we will call the contract \( C_{i_1} \) the root of \( R_i \).

**Definition 6 (Library Validation Problem (LVP)).** We say that a library \( L = (\mathcal{Z}, \mathcal{R}) \) is valid if all its refinement relations in \( \mathcal{R} \) are true. The LVP is, then, the problem of checking whether a given library is valid.

![Figure 5.1: Example contract library with refinement assertions.](image)

**Example 3 (Contract Library and Refinement Relations).** Figure 5.1 represents a contract library, \( L' = (\mathcal{Z}', \mathcal{R}') \) where \( \mathcal{Z}' = \{A, B, C, D\} \), and \( \mathcal{R}' = \{R_1, R_2\} \). We have that:

- \( R_1 = ((A \otimes D)\theta_1, C, \theta_1) \), where \( \theta_1 = \{(a_D, b_A), (a_A, a_C), (b_D, b_C)\} \);

- \( R_2 = ((A \otimes B)\theta_2, D, \theta_2) \), where \( \theta_2 = \{(a_A, c_B), (a_B, a_D), (b_A, b_D)\} \).

When a library of contracts defined as in Section 5.2.1 is available as an additional input, the Refinement Check Problem with Library (RCPL) can be formulated, then, as a special case of RCP.
Definition 7 (The Refinement Check Problem with Library). Let $C_p$ be a contract representing a system specification, $L = (Z, R)$ be a contract library, and $C_s = (C_1 \otimes C_2 \otimes \cdots \otimes C_n)\theta$ be a system contract, for a certain $\theta$ and $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n \in Z$. Then, check whether $C_s \preceq C_p$.

5.3 Scalable Contract Refinement Checking

5.3.1 Library Validation

Given a library defined as in Section 5.2.1, the library verification process ensures that all its refinement assertions are correct. If any of such refinement relations is not verified, the returned value of the algorithm will be $False$. A description of the library verification process is given in Algorithm 1.

```
1 function LibraryValidation:
   Input: library $L = (Z, R)$
   Output: $True$ if all refinement relations in the library are true, $False$ otherwise
2     foreach $(C_{R_i}, C_{A_i}, \theta_i) \in R$ do
3       if $k > 1$ and $C_{R_i} \not\preceq C_{A_i}$ then return $False$;
4       if $k = 1$ and $C_{R_i} \not\prec C_{A_i}$ then return $False$;
5     end
6     return $True$;
7 end
```

Algorithm 1: Checks whether the input library is valid.

Each refinement check in the algorithm is performed by solving an RCP instance as described in Definition 5 which is reasonable in terms of computation time, since aggregations of library contracts are expected to have a small size. Moreover, the overall efficiency of the LVP is deemed to be less critical since it is performed only once, outside of the main verification flow.

5.3.2 Checking Refinement with Contract Libraries

Our refinement checking procedure is described in Algorithms 2, 3, and 4. We start with a valid library $L = (Z, R)$, a property contract $C_p$ (where possibly $C_p \notin Z$), and a system contract $C_s$, obtained as the composition of a set of contracts $S = \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\}$, $C_1, \ldots, C_n \in Z$, opportunely interconnected according to a certain $\theta$. The system contract $C_s$ represents the specification of a complex system, while the property contract $C_p$ captures a requirement that must be satisfied by the system. We further assume that, given a variable $v$ such that $v \in O_i$, belonging to a contract $C_i \in S$, then $v \notin O_j$, for $C_j \in S$ and $j \neq i$, meaning that each variable is controlled only by one contract in $S$ or by a legal environment of $C_s$. 
We solve the RCPL using the algorithm represented in Figure 5.2 and consisting of two nested loops. In the inner loop, the procedure BuildAbstraction tries to create a maximal abstraction for $C_s$ given the refinement assertions in $L$ and an indication about which contracts can be abstracted. As a result, some of the contracts in $S$ will be replaced by an equal or smaller number of more abstract contracts, resulting in a composition that we will denote as $C_{abstr}$. Since, in general, a more abstract contract is expressed by smaller formulas, $C_{abstr}$ will be simpler and more compact than $C_s$. The indication on which contracts can be abstracted is provided via the outer loop by the routine PropagateNoAbstraction.

In the outer loop, refinement between $C_{abstr}$ and $C_p$ is checked by the RCP routine. If $C_{abstr} \preceq C_p$ holds, then $C_s \preceq C_p$ will also hold since, by construction, we have $C_s \preceq C_{abstr}$ and the RCPL routine terminates. If the property is not verified at the current level of abstraction, subsequent iterations will use a less and less abstracted representation of $C_s$. In the worst case, no abstraction is performed and RCPL reduces to an instance of RCP with the not abstract contract. The outer loop of the RCPL procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

To control the level of abstraction, each contract (including $C_p$) has an associated Boolean flag that corresponds to a no-abstraction constraint. If the flag is True, the contract will not be substituted by a more abstract one, even if this is available in the library. As shown in line 9 in Algorithm 2, the main loop terminates when $C_{abstr} \preceq C_p$ or when the function BuildAbstraction cannot return a more abstract contract.

The procedure BuildAbstraction in Algorithm 3 implements the inner loop of RCPL. It accepts as inputs a library $L = (Z, R)$, a contract $C_s$ composed of contracts in $Z$, and a list of flags $A$ built as described in Algorithm 2. The algorithm tries to abstract $C_s$ by using the information in $L$ until no progress is made. At each iteration, a copy of the current set of contracts $S$ is maintained in $S'$ and the abstractionCondition is checked on each contract $C_k \in S \cap S'$. If it evaluates to true, a subset of contracts is matched to an aggregation of contracts $C_{Ri}$ in $L$ and then replaced by its abstraction $C_{Ai}$. The abstractionCondition requires the following sub-conditions to hold:
function \texttt{RCPL}:
\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Input:} specification as contract \(C_p\), library of contracts \(L = (\mathcal{Z}, \mathcal{R})\), contract \(C_s = (C_1, \otimes \cdots \otimes C_n)\theta\) where each \(C_i \in \mathcal{Z}\)
\item \textbf{Output:} True if \(C_s \preceq C_p\), False otherwise
\end{itemize}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State \(S \leftarrow \{C_1, \ldots, C_n, C_p\}\);
\State \(A \leftarrow\) hash table such that \(A[C_p] = \text{True}\) and \(A[C_i] = \text{False}, 1 \leq i \leq n\);
\State \(C_{\text{abstr}} \leftarrow\) copy of \(C_s\); \hspace{1cm} // init assignment, copy as in Def. 4
\Repeat
\State \(C_{\text{old}} \leftarrow C_{\text{abstr}}\);
\State \(S' \leftarrow \text{BuildAbstraction}(A, L, C_s)\); \hspace{1cm} // see Algorithm 3
\State \(C_{\text{abstr}} \leftarrow \otimes\{C_i \mid C_i \in S'\}\theta\);
\If {\(C_{\text{abstr}} \preceq C_p\)} \text{return \text{True}}; \EndIf
\State \(A \leftarrow \text{PropagateNoAbstraction}(A, S, \theta)\); \hspace{1cm} // see Algorithm 4
\Until {\(C_{\text{abstr}} \neq C_{\text{old}}\)}
\State \text{return \text{False}};
\EndRepeat
\end{algorithmic}

\textbf{Algorithm 2:} Solves the RCPL problem by iteratively building and verifying abstractions. In each iteration, the abstraction is closer to the original contract.

\begin{itemize}
\item \(C_k\) is not flagged by a \textit{no-abstraction} constraint, that is \(A[C_k] = \text{False}\);
\item \(\exists R_i = (C_{R_i}, C_{A_i}, \theta_i) \in \mathcal{R}\) such that \(C_k\) and the root of \(R_i\) are equivalent;
\item \(\exists C_{k_1} \cdots C_{k_m} \in S \cap S', \text{ such that } A[C_{k_1}] = \cdots = A[C_{k_m}] = \text{False}, \text{ and a renaming } \theta_a\) such that \(C_{R_i\theta_a} = C_k \otimes C_{k_1} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{k_m}\), i.e., there exists a subset of contract that can be abstracted and such that, when composed with \(C_k\), generate a contract that is equivalent to \(C_{R_i}\);
\item \((O_{R_i\theta_a} \setminus O_{A_i\theta_a}) \cap I_r = \emptyset, C_r \in S' \setminus \{C_k, C_{k_1}, \ldots, C_{k_m}\}\), i.e. no substitution is made if there is some other contract in \(C_s\), which is not in \(\{C_k, C_{k_1}, \ldots, C_{k_m}\}\), and such that at least one of its input variables is missing a connection in the abstract contract.
\end{itemize}

The replacement of the contracts in the original list as well as the selection of candidate abstractions from the library are currently performed in a random order. More sophisticated heuristics are possible, although we do not explore their application at this time.

Termination of \texttt{BuildAbstraction} is guaranteed since contract \(C_{\text{abstr}}\) will not change after a certain number of iterations. In fact, the number of matches of contracts in \(\mathcal{R}\) performed in line 6 is finite. Therefore, since the library is finite, we just need to prove the absence of circular dependencies between contract relations in \(\mathcal{R}\). To show this, we observe that for each matching relation \(R_i = (C_{R_i}, C_{A_i}, \theta_i)\), with \(C_{R_i} = (C_{i_1} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{i_k})\theta_i\), there are two possible cases. If \(k > 1\), after replacing \(C_{R_i}\) with \(C_{A_i}\), the number of contracts in \(S\) decreases. Obviously, this operation can only be performed a finite number of times. On the
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1 function BuildAbstraction:
   
   Input: library of contracts \( L = (Z, \mathcal{R}) \), composite contract \( C_s = (C_1, \otimes \cdots \otimes C_n)\theta \)
   where each \( C_i \in Z \), a hash table \( A \) as in Algorithm \( \ref{algo:build} \)
   
   Output: set of contracts \( S = \{C_{a_1}, \ldots, C_{a_m}\} \), such that \( C_s \preceq (C_{a_1} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{a_m}) \)

   2 \( S \leftarrow \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\}; \)
   
   3 repeat
   
   4 \( S' \leftarrow S; \)
   
   5 foreach \( C_k \in S \cap S' \) do
   
   6 if abstractionCondition is satisfied for some \( C_{k_1}, \ldots, C_{k_m}, C_{Ai} \), and \( \theta_a \) then
   
   7 \( S' \leftarrow (S' \setminus \{C_k, C_{k_1}, \ldots, C_{k_m}\}) \cup \{C_{Ai}\theta_a\}; \)
   
   8 \( C_{abstr} \leftarrow \otimes \{C_i \mid C_i \in S'\}\theta; \)
   
   9 end
   
   10 end
   
   11 \( S \leftarrow S'; \)
   
   12 \( C_{old} \leftarrow C_{abstr}; \)
   
   13 until \( C_{abstr} \equiv C_{old}; \)
   
   14 return \( S; \)
   
end

Algorithm 3: Uses relations in the library to build an abstraction of the input contract \( C_s \). Cf. Section \[5.3.2\] for details on the satisfaction of the condition in line \( \ref{algo:build} \)

other hand, if \( k = 1 \), since we requires \( C_{Ri} \prec C_{Ai} \), we will always have \( C_{Ai} \nless C_{Ri} \). Therefore, it is impossible to find in the library a relation \( R'_i = (C_{Ai}, C_{Ri}, \theta_i) \), which would represent a circular dependency between \( R_i \) and \( R'_i \).

The runtime of BuildAbstraction is mostly determined by the time it takes to find a matching between a set of library contracts and a subset of the contracts composing \( C_s \). Such a matching problem can be reduced to a graph isomorphism problem, which can be efficiently solved \[82, 8\]. In our case, graphs can be built to represent contract compositions, while incorporating information on the names of the variables of the component contracts and their isomorphism.

The heuristic used in the propagation of the no-abstraction constraint is, finally, detailed in Algorithm \[4\]. We propose an incremental propagation of the constraint according to the syntactical dependence between contracts. The algorithm receives as a parameter the list of contracts that compose \( C_s \) and their interconnection \( \theta \), extended with the addition of the property contract \( C_p \) (the first to receive the no-abstraction mark). Each time PropagateNoAbstraction is called, the no-abstraction mark will be propagated to all contracts that share at least one of their output variables with a marked contract. This approach is similar to the concept of “cone of influence” used in Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement \[20\].

We provide an example of execution of our algorithm in Figure \[5.3\]. The contract in
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function PropagateNoAbstraction:

Input: set of contracts $S = \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\}$, hash table $A$ as in Algorithm 2, interconnect $\theta$

Output: hash table $A'$

$A' \leftarrow A$

$M \leftarrow \{\}$

foreach $C_k \in S$ do

if $A'[C_k] = True$ then

foreach $C_h \in S$ do

if $I_k \cap O_h \neq \emptyset$ then

$M \leftarrow M \cup \{C_h\}$

else if $\theta$ connects variables in $I_k$ and $O_h$ then

$M \leftarrow M \cup \{C_h\}$

end

end

end

foreach $C_i \in M$ do

$A'[C_i] \leftarrow True$

end

return $A'$

Algorithm 4: Marks a contract as non-abstractable if it is connected to a non-abstractable contract. Each time the function is called, the size of the non-abstractable set grows until all contracts are non-abstractable.

Figure 5.3 (a) is obtained by composition of contracts from the library in Figure 5.1. The arrows denote connections. We assume that the property contract $C_p$ is mapped only to variables $a_B$ and $c_D$. We then call the RCPL algorithm using $C_p$, $C_s$ in Figure 5.3 (a), and $L'$ from Example 3. At the first execution of BuildAbstraction, all contracts can be potentially abstracted. However, there are only two possible matches between portions of the architecture in Figure 5.1 and the refinement relations in $R'$. In particular, the composite contract $B \otimes A_2$ can be abstracted as $D_1$, an instance of $D$, while $A_1 \otimes D$ can be abstracted as $C$. However, $B \otimes A_2$ does not satisfy the last condition for the abstractionCondition to hold in line 6 of Algorithm 3. In fact, replacing $B \otimes A_2$ with $D_1$ would cause the loss of a variable ($b_B$) that should be shared with $A$, hence an incorrect abstraction. Conversely, the substitution of $A_1 \otimes D$ with $C$ is legal and the resulting contract composition, $C_{abstr}$, is shown in Figure 5.3 (b). If $C_{abstr} \preceq C_p$, the algorithm would terminate by executing an instance of the RCP on a more compact representation of the system contract. Otherwise, if $C_{abstr} \not\preceq C_p$, PropagateNoAbstraction would mark $D$ with a no-abstraction annotation. At this
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Figure 5.3: Representation of a composite contract obtained from the library in Figure 5.1 (a) and its abstraction (b).

point, no contract aggregation can be further abstracted, and the algorithm terminates by solving an instance of the RCP on the original composition.

5.4 Application Example: the EPS Case Study

The proposed algorithm was implemented in Python and applied on the verification of a controller for the EPS case study defined in Chapter 4. To solve the LTL satisfiability problems, we used NuSMV [18]. All tests were performed on a 2.3-GHz Intel Core i7 machine with 8 GB of RAM.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5.4: Subsets of components of the EPS plant and number of variables associated with the related contracts, including communications variables and variables related to the health status of plant components (e.g. buses, contactors).
Each contract in our library specifies a “local” controller for a portion of the EPS plant, i.e., a subset of its components, derived from the specifications in Section 4.3. In addition to sensing (input) and actuation (output) variables, here contracts include a set of communication variables to propagate information on error conditions and component health status. Figure 5.4 shows some of the EPS subsystems supported by our library. A contract for the subsystem in Figure 5.4a) specifies that the contactor should be opened and the failure variable asserted if the generator fails; otherwise the contactor must be closed. For the subsystem in Figure 5.4c), the same requirement as for Figure 5.4a) will hold, with the addition that both generators should never be connected at the same time to avoid paralleling AC sources. For the subsystem in Figure 5.4c), the same requirement as for Figure 5.4a) will hold, with the addition that both generators should never be connected at the same time to avoid paralleling AC sources. For the subsystem in Figure 5.4e), we require that the contactor on one side should be closed upon reception of a failure signal from a component connected to the opposite side. The contract for the subset in Figure 5.4b) specifies that the load should be isolated in case of failures in one of the interconnected portions of the plant, or in the rectifier unit. Finally, the subsystem in Figure 5.4d) is associated to a contract similar to the one in Figure 5.4e), while handling one additional bus and only two interconnection branches. For each portion of the plant, the library can provide multiple contracts to specify different sets of behaviors. Moreover, we provide contracts that specify abstractions of controllers for specific portions of the plant. For example, a contract may represent the behavior of the controller associated to an idealized generator, such as the component $A_1$ in Table 4.2, which abstracts both the sub-systems in Figure 5.4a) and 5.4c). Overall, the library includes 17 contracts and 9 refinement assertions. The verification of the refinement assertion using NuSMV required 1.55 s.

A controller for the EPS has been assembled out of 5 different contracts from the library, associated to the subsystems shown in Figure 5.4. The composite contract has a total of 46 variables. On the other hand, the most compact abstraction of the design based on the available library had only 12 variables. On this design, we checked the following properties expressed as LTL A/G contracts (cf. Table 4.1 for details):

- $C_{p1}, ..., C_{p4}$: If generator $G \in \{G_L, A_L, A_R, G_R\}$ fails, the closest contactor $c \in \{c_1, ..., c_4\}$ must be opened;
- $C_{p5}$: If generators $G_L$ and $G_R$ are healthy, contactors $c_5$ and $c_6$ must be opened;
- $C_{p6}$: Contactors $c_2$ and $c_3$ cannot be both closed at the same time;
- $C_{p7}, ..., C_{p10}$: If at least one generator is healthy, AC loads cannot be unpowered (variations of specification $S_7$ of Table 4.1);
- $C_{p11}$: If all generators are healthy, bus $B_5$ must not be powered (variation of specification $S_6$ of Table 4.1);
- $C_{p12}, C_{p13}$: If at least one generator is healthy, $c_{11}$ and $c_{12}$ cannot stay opened for more than three clock cycles.
This set of property contracts has been verified using both the RCPL and the RCP algorithms. The total execution time was 123.1 s for RCPL, and 638.82 s for RCP. Figure 5.5 shows the execution times required by each verification task. For more than half of the properties \((C_{p1}, C_{p2}, C_{p3}, C_{p4}, C_{p5}, C_{p6}, C_{p11})\), RCPL allows to obtain a performance improvement of two orders of magnitude, by using an abstraction of the controller with only 12 variables. For \(C_{p7}\) and \(C_{p8}\) RCPL shows a performance improvement of one order of magnitude, while for the other properties, the execution times are comparable to the one obtained with plain RCP. \(C_{p10}\) produced the worst execution time, using an abstraction with 37 variables. Figure 5.6 shows the difference in terms of formula sizes, computed as the ratio between the non-abstract
EPS contract size and the one of its maximal abstraction obtained at the first iteration of the BuildAbstraction algorithm. Formulas in abstract contracts are indeed smaller than the original ones, which provides an explanation of the performance improvement obtained using RCPL.

To test the scalability of the algorithm, the same properties have been checked on an extended plant architecture, including one more generator, 7 contactors, 2 rectifier units, 2 AC loads, 2 DC loads and one bus. The contract specifying a controller for the new plant includes 66 variables. Verification of the whole property set was performed in 1724.43 s with RCPL and 8371.01 s with RCP. Also in this example, an execution time two orders of magnitude smaller for RCPL has been observed. In the best case, the generated abstract contract included only 16 variables.

5.5 Conclusion

We addressed the problem of performing scalable refinement checks for contract-based design. We presented an algorithm that leverages a pre-characterized library of contracts enriched with refinement assertions to break the main verification task into a set of smaller tasks. We applied the proposed algorithm to verify controllers for aircraft electrical power systems, with up to two orders of magnitude improvement with respect to a standard implementation based only on LTL satisfiability solving. A full-fledged theoretical study of its complexity is challenging, since its runtime is highly dependent on the characteristics of the library, in addition to the structure of the system and the property under consideration. A characterization of the role of the library via domain-related benchmarks will be object of future work. We here anticipate that the benefits of having a richer library in terms of refinement assertions will largely repay the overhead of building it. In fact, we recall that the library verification process must be performed only once, outside of the main verification flow. Moreover, the proposed algorithm already offers a way of automatically proving new refinement relations that can be effectively used to further populate the original library so as to enrich it for future verification tasks.
Chapter 6

Constrained Synthesis from Libraries of Generic Components

In general, synthesis from libraries of components is the problem of building a network of components from a given library, such that the network realizes a given specification. This is an undecidable problem. It becomes decidable if we impose a bound on the number of chosen components. However, the bounded problem remains computationally hard and brute-force approaches do not scale.

In this chapter, we study methods for solving the problem of bounded synthesis from libraries of generic components. By saying generic, we mean that we do not assume any specific formalism describing the components, only requiring to be able to connect them together (composition) and comparing them (refinement). Our solution is based on the Oracle-Guided Inductive Synthesis (OGIS) paradigm. Although our synthesis algorithm does not assume a specific formalism \textit{a priori}, we present a parallel implementation which, concretely, instantiates components defined as LTL A/G contracts. We show the potential of our approach and evaluate our implementation by applying it to two industrial-relevant case studies.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We introduce the problem and discuss the motivation for this work in Section 6.1, while in Section 6.2 we define the synthesis problem we tackle and analyze its complexity, introducing a running example to explain in detail the problem encoding and the approach we adopt. We propose a solution for a concrete version of the problem in Section 6.3 and discuss implementation aspects in Section 6.4, including the description of the parallel variant of our algorithm. In Section 6.5 we present the case studies and empirical results. and we draw conclusions in Section 6.6.

6.1 Introduction

Synthesis from component libraries is the process of synthesizing a new component by composing elements chosen from a library. This type of synthesis is able to capture the
complexity of CPS by restricting possible synthesis outcomes to a set of well-tested, already available components.

However, the general problem of synthesis from component libraries, where the components are state machines, is undecidable [54]. In this chapter, we focus on a decidable variant of the problem, where an explicit bound on the number of components in a solution is provided. Our goal is to find a composition of components which satisfies a specification, when no assumption on the formalism used to describe those components is made, besides requiring the ability to connect components to allow them working together (composition), and comparing them (refinement).

Although no particular formalism is assumed \textit{a priori}, we cast a concrete version of this problem using LTL A/G contracts as the underlying specification of components. We then show how it is possible to solve this problem by presenting two variants of an algorithm, a sequential and a parallel one, based on the \textit{Oracle-Guided Inductive Synthesis} (OGIS) paradigm [49]. To reduce the solution search space, this algorithm leverages designer hints, types, and other constraints over components, possibly \textit{precomputed} and stored in the libraries as additional composition rules. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a concurrent synthesis algorithm is proposed for this problem, thanks to the decoupling of a solution \textit{topology} from its semantic evaluation.

Developing a synthesis algorithm which is agnostic of the formalism of the component specifications is a crucial characteristic of the methods discussed in this chapter. Often, in fact, OGIS approaches rely on sets of input values to describe counterexamples. This allows to effectively guide the synthesis process, but it sacrifices flexibility as the input format needs to be fixed, and it requires an oracle able to return a valid input as a counterexample. Additionally, it is a problem in cases in which the input space is infinite, or when each input has infinite size, as in the case of LTL. Here, we focus on the definition of a general synthesis strategy that relies on an oracle which is only required to answer \textit{yes} or \textit{no} to a candidate solution. In this case, the counterexample we look at is the candidate composition itself, when it has been declared incorrect by the oracle. Later, in Chapters 7 and 8, we will relax this constraint and present techniques that take full advantage of component formalisms, albeit requiring a more capable oracle.

The implementation of the algorithms discussed in this chapter resulted in a tool called \textsc{pyco}, able to exploit multiprocessor computer architectures to speed up synthesis. We evaluate \textsc{pyco} by synthesizing two industrial-relevant designs: first, the controller of a \textit{Brushless DC Electric Motor} (BLDC), including both architectural and software aspects, and then, the controller for an aircraft \textit{Electrical Power distribution System} (EPS), introduced in Chapter 4. This last problem, in particular, has already been studied using contracts [41, 61]. In these papers, however, contracts have been used mostly for verification and to describe requirements, without playing any role in the controller synthesis process itself, performed using standard reactive synthesis techniques. Here, contracts collected in the component library represent controllers for a number of EPS subsystems. Our synthesis algorithm, for the first time, operates directly on those contracts to compose a controller that satisfies all the requirements.
The contributions of this work, both theoretical and methodological, can be then summarized as: (i) definition and analysis of the problem of constrained synthesis from component libraries (CSCL); (ii) design and implementation of an algorithm to solve the CSCL problem, leveraging precomputed, library-specific composition rules; and (iii) its application to two industrial-relevant case studies, i.e., synthesis of a controller for a brushless DC electric motor and an aircraft EPS.

6.2 Constrained Synthesis from Component Libraries (CSCL)

In our framework, a component $G \in \mathbb{G}$, where $\mathbb{G}$ is the domain representing the space of all possible components, is a tuple $G = (I_G, O_G, \delta_G, \sigma_G, R_G)$. $I_G$ is the set of input ports, $O_G$ is the set of output ports, and $\delta_G$ is the component specification, expressed using a specific notation (e.g., an A/G contract, or an LTL formula). Variables in $\delta_G$ correspond to ports in $I_G$ and $O_G$. $I_G$, $O_G$, and $\delta_G$ are all defined over a common set of symbols, or alphabet, $\Sigma_{IO}$. The function $\sigma_G : I_G \cup O_G \rightarrow T$ maps ports of $G$ to elements in $T$, where $T$ is a typeset. A typeset is a poset consisting of a set of symbols (types) ordered by the subtype relation $\leq$. For $a, b \in T$, the notation $a \leq b$ means that $b$ is a subtype of $a$. Finally, $R_G$ is a set of logic constraints over ports of $G$. We require that any two component specifications, say $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$, can be composed as $\delta = \delta_1 \parallel \delta_2$. We also indicate refinement of $\delta_2$ by $\delta_1$ as $\delta_1 \sqsubseteq \delta_2$.

From Chapter 3, however, we borrow the renaming mechanisms. Thus $\delta' = \delta\theta$ indicates the component specification $\delta$ where the variables have been renamed according to $\theta$.

A component library, reminiscent of a contract library defined in Section 3.3, is a tuple $L = (Z, T, R_Z, f)$. Here, $Z = \{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}$ is a finite set of components. Components in $Z$ are required to have unique ports (and variables), meaning that they are not shared with other components. $R_Z$ is a set of logic constraints that encode connection rules over ports of components in $Z$ and types in $T$. Constraints in $R_G$ and $R_Z$ characterize a certain library, and are used by the library designer to provide domain-specific insights that can be used to speed up the synthesis process. The cost function $f : \varphi(\mathbb{G}) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, where $\varphi(\mathbb{G})$ is the powerset of $\mathbb{G}$, maps sets of components from the domain $\mathbb{G}$ to real numbers, i.e., the cost of the component.

The use of a cost function associated with the library derives from Platform-Based Design principles, that is, components not only need to satisfy a specification, but they can also expose non-functional characteristics which need to be optimized during instantiation. These non-functional characteristics of components are captured in our framework using $f$. Here, $f$ is defined with the library, as different problem domains have different notions of cost.

1Without loss of generality, here we can consider the poset $T$ being organized as a tree. This is enough to obtain a simple type system with single inheritance, where all the types share the same root type ($\bot$). The choice of $T$, however, does not have an impact on the general formulation of our framework.

2We use the symbols $\parallel, \sqsubseteq$ to describe the composition and refinement of generic components, distinguishing them from the contract composition and refinement, indicated with the symbols $\otimes, \preceq$. 

Component connections are defined not only by constraints in \( R_Z \) and \( R_G \), but they also need to be sound according to some general composition rules. For instance, we will never allow two components to control the same output ports. These general composition rules between components, described later in Section 6.2.2, are collected in a set called \( Q \). These rules are constraints that need to be applied no matter what a specific library defines.

We consider the system specification, or property, \( S = (I_S, O_S, \delta_S, \sigma_S, R_S) \), that needs to be synthesized, as a component itself. In this way (through constraints in \( R_S \)) a user of the synthesizer is also able to provide design hints that are specific to the problem instance, such as detailed input/output interface (in terms of ports and their types) as well as additional constraints over those ports.

To simplify our discussion, for a library \( L = (Z, T, R_Z, f) \), we will use the following set as a shortcut to address all the ports of all components in it:

\[
P_{\text{lib}} = \bigcup_{i=1}^{|Z|} I_{G_1} \cup O_{G_1}
\]

Similarly, to indicate all the ports in \( L \) and the ports in the system specification \( S \), we use:

\[
P_{\text{lib} \cup S} = P_{\text{lib}} \cup I_S \cup O_S
\]

The composition of two components \( G_1 = (I_1, O_1, \delta_1, \sigma_1, R_1) \) and \( G_2 = (I_2, O_2, \delta_2, \sigma_2, R_2) \) is a new component \( G_1 \parallel G_2 = ((I_1 \cup I_2) \setminus (O_1 \cup O_2), O_1 \cup O_2, \delta_1 \parallel \delta_2, \sigma_1 \cup \sigma_2, R_1 \cup R_2) \), assuming that composition is also defined for \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \). This means that ports that are shared between input and output sets of the components, i.e., they are connected, are considered outputs in the resulting composition. For instance, when input \( a \) is connected to output \( b \), the resulting composite component only contains output \( b \) (input \( a \) “disappears” since it is going to be controlled by \( b \)). We also assume that there is no conflict between \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \), meaning that ports with the same name need to have the same type according to both \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \):

\[
\forall p \in I_1 \cup O_1 : p \in I_2 \cup O_2 \Rightarrow \sigma_1(p) = \sigma_2(p)
\]

We say that a component \( G_1 \) refines a component \( G_2 \), written \( G_1 \sqsubseteq G_2 \), if and only if

\[
I_1 \subseteq I_2, O_2 \subseteq O_1, \text{ and } \delta_1 \sqsubseteq \delta_2
\]

where we assume that the formalism used to express component specifications \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \) includes the notion of refinement. For instance, if \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \) are logic formulas, \( \delta_1 \sqsubseteq \delta_2 \) is equivalent to the implication \( \delta_1 \rightarrow \delta_2 \). Intuitively, if \( G_1 \) refines \( G_2 \), then \( \delta_2 \) will always hold if \( \delta_1 \) holds, i.e., \( G_1 \) can be safely used in place of \( G_2 \).

As in the case for connection of component specifications, we lift the definitions of interconnection through \( \theta \) to apply to generic components, too. That is, renaming a component \( G = (I_G, O_G, \delta_G, \sigma_G, R_G) \) according to a certain \( \theta \) will yield \( G\theta = (I_{G\theta}, O_{G\theta}, \delta_{G\theta} = \rho_{\theta} \Rightarrow \delta_G, \sigma_{G\theta}) \).
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simple example to help the reader familiarize with the concepts introduced so far. Our objective we describe how to properly constrain \( \theta \) we describe the details of the interconnection when the component specifications are \( A/G \) contracts. Given two components \( G_1, G_2 \), we say that \( G_1 \) is equivalent to \( G_2 \) if and only if there exists an interconnect, or renaming, \( \theta' \), such that \( G_1 \theta' \sqsubseteq G_2 \theta' \) and \( G_2 \theta \sqsubseteq G_1 \theta \). 

Hence, we can express logic constraints in \( R_Z, R_G, \) and \( R_S \), and model interactions between components (e.g., when the output of a component is the input of another one) in terms of properties of an interconnect \( \theta \), which will be used to define connections among components in the library. We will write \( \theta_{x,y} \) to indicate that a certain connection is logically implied by the interconnect, i.e., \( \rho_{\theta} \Rightarrow x \equiv y \). On the other hand, we might want to indicate that a certain renaming is not implied by \( \theta \). Thus, we write \( \neg \theta_{x,y} \) to indicate that \( \rho_{\theta} \not\Rightarrow x \equiv y \). Note that using \( \theta \) to define connections between components can, potentially, yield inconsistent renaming of variables and thus inconsistent compositions of components. Consider, for instance, three ports \( p, q, t \) and a function \( \theta \) such that \( \theta_q \sqcap \theta_{t,p} \), and \( \neg \theta_{q,t} \). Clearly, no such renaming could be applied because the first two connections imply \( q \equiv t \). In Section 6.2.2, we describe how to properly constrain \( \theta \) to avoid such situations. 

Example 4 (Component Connection). Let

\[
G_1 = (I_1, O_1, \delta_1, \sigma_1, R_1) = (\{a_1, b_1\}, \{c_1\}, c_1 = a_1 + b_1, \{a_1, b_1, c_1\} \rightarrow \{\bot\}, \emptyset)
\]

\[
G_2 = (I_2, O_2, \delta_2, \sigma_2, R_2) = (\{a_2\}, \{b_2\}, b_2 = 2 \cdot a_2, \{a_2, b_2\} \rightarrow \{\bot\}, \emptyset)
\]

be two components and \( \theta \) a renaming function specifying a single connection \( \theta_{b_1, b_2} \) (thus we have also \( \neg \theta_{a_1, b_2}, \neg \theta_{a_2, b_1}, \neg \theta_{a_1, a_2}, \) etc.). Let us also assume that component specifications can be composed by taking their conjunction. Then, the composition \( (G_1 \parallel G_2)\theta \) yields a component

\[
(G_1 \parallel G_2)\theta = (\{a_1, a_2\}, \{c_1, b_1, b_2\},
\]

\[
b_1 = b_2 \land b_2 = 2 \cdot a_2 \land c_1 = a_1 + b_1, \{a_1, a_2, b_2, b_1, c_1\} \rightarrow \{\bot\}, \emptyset)
\]

Example 5 (Running example: synthesize the modulo operation). We introduce here a simple example to help the reader familiarize with the concepts introduced so far. Our objective is to synthesize the modulo operation starting from a library of simpler arithmetic operations. For simplicity, we assume only strictly positive integer inputs.
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Let us define our library to be \( L_{op} = (Z_{op}, \perp, \emptyset, f(G) = 0) \), where we have only one type (\( \perp \)) for all the ports and no additional constraints over ports and types. \( Z_{op} = \{ \text{add, sub, mult, div} \} \) is a set containing addition, subtraction, multiplication and integer division, and \( f(G) = 0 \) is a constant function.

Every component has two inputs and one output, and its specification is the associated arithmetic operation. We assume no additional constraints over ports also at component level. Thus we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{add} &= (\{a, b\}, \{c\}, c = a + b, \{a, b, c\} \rightarrow \{\perp\}, \emptyset) \\
\text{sub} &= (\{a, b\}, \{c\}, c = a - b, \{a, b, c\} \rightarrow \{\perp\}, \emptyset) \\
\text{mult} &= (\{a, b\}, \{c\}, c = a \cdot b, \{a, b, c\} \rightarrow \{\perp\}, \emptyset) \\
\text{div} &= (\{a, b\}, \{c\}, c = \lfloor a/b \rfloor, \{a, b, c\} \rightarrow \{\perp\}, \emptyset)
\end{align*}
\]

To successfully find a solution, we need to make sure the operations of composition and refinement are defined for elements in \( L_{op} \). Here, the composition of two component specifications is the classical function composition, while the refinement relation can simply be the equivalence between functions.

The specification is the component \( S_{mod} = (\{x, y\}, \{z\}, z = \text{mod}(x, y), \{x, y, z\} \rightarrow \{\perp\}, \emptyset) \). We know that the modulo operation can be computed as \( \text{mod}(x, y) = x - \lfloor x/y \rfloor \cdot y \). A composition of elements in \( Z_{op} \) that implements \( S_{mod} \) is shown in Figure 6.1: sub\((x, \text{mult}(\text{div}(x, y)), y)\), with connections \( \theta_{b, c_m}, \theta_{a, c_d}, \theta_{x, a_d}, \theta_{y, b_d}, \theta_{y, b_m}, \theta_{z, c_s} \).

![Figure 6.1: Modulo operation composition from elements in \( L_{op} \).](image)

In the following sections, we will define a set of rules to automatically obtain candidate solutions which are topologically sound (e.g., adding the connection \( \theta_{z, c_m} \) should be illegal because the output \( z \) is already connected, or controlled, by the port \( c_s \)), and semantically correct (e.g., having \( \theta_{z, c_m} \) instead of \( \theta_{z, c_s} \) would yield a composition which does not implement the modulo operation, although topologically sound).

6.2.1 A combinatorial analysis of CSCL

The problem of composing a finite number of elements from a library is hard. In this section, we quantify its combinatorial complexity by analyzing two simpler cases first and
then putting the results together for the general case. As in the previous section, we consider a library \( L = (Z,T,R,Z,R,T) \), with finite \( Z = \{G_1, \ldots, G_n\} \), and a specification \( S = (I_S, O_S, \delta_S, \sigma_S, R_S) \). Since we are interested in the worst-case scenario, in this case we assume \( R_Z = R_T = R_S = R_{G_1} = \cdots = R_{G_n} = \emptyset \), and \( T = \{\perp\} \) (a typeset containing only the root type).

First, we examine the case in which we already have a set of \( m \) components \( H = \{G'_1, \ldots, G'_m\} \), where no additional variable renamings need to be specified, and we want to find a single component \( G_z \in Z \) such that \( \delta_z \parallel \delta'_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta'_m \sqsubseteq \delta_S \). Assuming \( n \) is the number of components in \( Z \), we have \( n \) possibilities to try. Extending this example to include \( c \leq n \) unknown components is straightforward. In this case, there are \( \frac{n!}{c!(n-c)!} \) possible solutions, assuming that the order of components does not matter.

On the other hand, we have a scenario in which we still have \( m \) components \( H = \{G'_1, \ldots, G'_m\} \), but connections among them are missing. We want to connect the components to each other, according to a certain function \( \theta \), such that \( (\delta'_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta'_m) \theta \sqsubseteq \delta_S \). The complexity of this problem depends on the total number of ports. Assuming \( p \) is the number of ports of a component, then there are \( 2^{mp(mp-1)} \) possible solutions.

Combining together the previous two examples yields the worst case for the CSCL scenario, in which we want to find both components and their connections to satisfy \( S \). Assuming every component in our library \( Z \) has at most \( p \) ports, and a finite \( N \) as the maximum number of components in a possible solution, one can see how in this case there are \( \Sigma_{c=1}^{N} \frac{n!}{c!(n-c)!} \frac{2^{mp(mp-1)}}{2} \) possible solutions.

### 6.2.2 Synthesis Constraints

The analysis in Section 6.2.1 shows that the CSCL problem grows quickly with the number of components and ports in the library. The role of the library-specific constraints is to mitigate such complexity. We require \( R_Z \) to contain at least the constraints defined in the following paragraph:

- Connections must be consistent, according to the following properties which encode the semantics of \( \theta \). Equation 6.4 tells us that if for three ports \( p, q, w \) we have \( \theta_{p,q} \) and \( \theta_{q,w} \), then it must be also \( \theta_{p,w} \):

\[
\forall p, q, w \in P_{\text{lib} \cup S} : \theta_{p,q} \land \theta_{q,w} \Rightarrow \theta_{p,w}
\]  

Equation 6.5 represents the fact that, logically, if \( p \) is connected to \( q \), then \( q \) is also connected to \( p \):

\[
\forall p, q \in P_{\text{lib} \cup S} : \theta_{p,q} \Rightarrow \theta_{q,p}
\]

\(3\)Recall that the maximum number of edges in a graph of \( n \) nodes is \( \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \). Then, \( 2^{\frac{n(n-1)}{2}} \) is the number of all the subsets of those connections.

\(4\)Here we borrow the notation typical of first-order logic formulas, although all the formulas refer to a finite number of elements.
Equation 6.6 simply states that a port is always connected to itself:

\[ \forall p \in \mathcal{P}_{lib \cup S} : \theta_{p,p} \]  

(6.6)

- Two output ports of two different components in the library cannot be connected to each other:

\[ \forall G, G' \in Z : \forall p, q \in O_G \cup O_{G'} : (p \neq q) \Rightarrow \neg \theta_{p,q} \]  

(6.7)

- Components representing a candidate solution are collected in the set \( H \subseteq Z \), with maximum size \( N \). Inputs of a component in \( H \) must be connected either to inputs of \( S \) or outputs of other components in \( H \):

\[ \forall G \in H : \forall p \in I_G : (\exists s \in I_S : \theta_{p,s}) \lor (\exists G' \in H : \exists q \in O_{G'} : \theta_{p,q}) \]  

(6.8)

**Example 6.** Equation 6.7 prevents the connection between multiple outputs of components in \( H \). With respect to Ex. 5, this means enforcing \( \neg \theta_{ca,cs}, \neg \theta_{ca,cm}, \neg \theta_{ca,cd}, \neg \theta_{cs,cm}, \neg \theta_{cs,cd}, \) and \( \neg \theta_{cm,cd} \). Equation 6.8, instead, makes sure that no inputs of the components in \( H \) are left unconnected. For instance, the composition in Figure 6.2 violates Equation 6.8 because \( a_s \) is not connected to any other port.

![Figure 6.2](image-url)

- No distinct ports of \( S \) can be connected to each other. In this case, such constraint is not too restrictive. If needed, in fact, one can relax this constraint by explicitly adding a component in the library implementing the identity function:

\[ \forall s, r \in I_S \cup O_S : s \neq r \Rightarrow \neg \theta_{s,r} \]  

(6.9)

- Inputs of the specification \( S \) cannot be connected to component outputs, because otherwise in the resulting composition those inputs will be treated as outputs (as seen in Section 6.2):

\[ \forall s \in I_S : \forall G \in Z : \forall p \in O_G : \neg \theta_{s,p} \]  

(6.10)
• Every input of the specification $S$ has to be connected at least to an input of a component in $H$ (Equation 6.11), while every output of $S$ has to be connected at least to an output of a component in $H$ (Equation 6.12):

$$\forall s \in I_S : \exists G \in H : \exists p \in I_G : \theta_{s,p}$$

(6.11)

$$\forall s \in O_S : \exists G \in H : \exists p \in O_G : \theta_{s,p}$$

(6.12)

**Example 7.** Equation 6.11 and Equation 6.12 ensure that there is a full mapping of specification ports into components ports. For instance, the composition in Figure 6.3 violates Equation 6.12 because there is an output of the specification, $z$, which is not connected to any component outputs.

![Figure 6.3: Illegal composition of elements in $L_{op}$ (z disconnected).](image)

• Only ports with compatible types can be connected to each other, according to the subtype relation defined in Section 6.2 and considering contravariant inputs and outputs. This means that, given two ports $p$ and $q$ connected to each other, if $p$ is an output and $q$ is an input, then $\sigma(p) \leq \sigma(q)$, and vice versa (similarly, in principle, to what is described by de Alfaro and Henzinger in [1]):

$$\forall G, G' \in Z : \forall p \in I_G, q \in O_{G'} : \sigma_G(p) \not\leq \sigma_{G'}(p) \Rightarrow \neg \theta_{p,q}$$

(6.13)

### 6.2.2.1 Problem Definition

The following definitions formally introduce the problem of Constrained Synthesis from Component Libraries (CSCL). Our goal is to describe the problem in a way that is as general as possible. We achieve this by:

1. only requiring components to be defined using a formalism that provides the operations of composition and refinement. Contracts, logic formulas, and finite state machines to name a few, all satisfy this condition.
2. requiring the library of components to satisfy at least the constraints presented in Equations 6.4 to 6.13, allowing the designer, however, to add as many constraints as necessary, according to the problem domain.

**Definition 8 (CSCL problem).** Let $S = (I_S, O_S, \delta_S, \sigma_S, R_S)$ be a system specification, and $L = (Z, T, R_Z, f)$ a library of components where $R_Z$ contains at least the constraints described in Equations 6.4 to 6.13. Let also the operations of composition ($\parallel$) and refinement ($\sqsubseteq$) be defined for components in $L$. The problem of Constrained Synthesis from Component Libraries consists of finding a finite set of components $H = \{G_1, \ldots, G_N | G_i = (I_i, O_i, \delta_i, \sigma_i, R_{Gi}) \in Z\}$ and an interconnect $\theta$ such that the cost function $f$ is minimized according to:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad f(\{G_1, \ldots, G_N\}) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \text{all synthesis constraints in } R_Z, R_S, R_{Gi}, \\
& \quad (\delta_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta_N)\theta \sqsubseteq \delta_S
\end{align*}
\]

In case the function $f$ is a constant, then the CSCL problem can be simplified as follows.

**Definition 9 (Simplified CSCL problem).** Let $S = (I_S, O_S, \delta_S, \sigma_S, R_S)$ be a system specification, and $L = (Z, T, R_Z, f)$ a library of components where $R_Z$ contains at least the constraints described in Equations 6.4 to 6.13, and $f$ is a constant. Let also the operations of composition ($\parallel$) and refinement ($\sqsubseteq$) be defined for components in $L$. The simplified CSCL problem consists of finding a finite set of components $H = \{G_1, \ldots, G_N | G_i = (I_i, O_i, \delta_i, \sigma_i, R_{Gi}) \in Z\}$ and an interconnect $\theta$ such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad \text{all synthesis constraints in } R_Z, R_S, R_{Gi} \text{ hold} \\
& \quad (\delta_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta_N)\theta \sqsubseteq \delta_S
\end{align*}
\]

### 6.3 Solving a concrete instance of the CSCL problem

The CSCL problem in Def. 8 (and 9) is very general, and the most effective approach to solving it depends on the structure of the library. For instance, a continuous cost function $f$ will require optimization techniques which are very different from a cost function which is purely discrete, or which depends on the formalism used to describe component specifications.

In this section we discuss a solution based on the following assumptions:

- $f$ can be solved using discrete optimization techniques;
- $f$ does not depend on the formalism used to describe the specification of components.

This means that, for a component $G$, $f(G)$ can be evaluated without considering $\delta_G$. 
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This choice allows us to effectively decouple the topological aspects of a candidate solution of the CSCL problem in Def. 8, i.e., Equation 6.14a and 6.14b, from its semantic evaluation, i.e., Equation 6.14c.

Under these assumptions, we propose a solution based on the OGIS paradigm, in which synthesis is carried out by an iterative algorithm. In each iteration two major steps are performed:

**STEP 1** A discrete optimization problem is solved to retrieve a candidate solution, that is, a set of components, and their connections, which minimizes the objective function and satisfies all the synthesis constraints. With respect to Def. 8, this first step takes care of Equation 6.14a and 6.14b and provides the function \( \theta \) used to solve Equation 6.14c. This step, in general, can be solved by a constraint solver. With respect to Example 5, for instance, this step corresponds to the generation of possible solution candidates such as \( \text{sub}(x, \text{mult}(\text{div}(x, y), y)) \), or \( \text{add}(x, \text{mult}(\text{div}(x, y), y)) \).

**STEP 2** Equation 6.14c is checked by interrogating a tool, which we call verifier, able to understand component specifications. The verifier determines whether the candidate composition, after proper interconnection of components, refines the global specification \( \delta_S \). In Example 5, the verifier is the tool able to determine, indeed, that \( \text{sub}(x, \text{mult}(\text{div}(x, y), y)) \) implements the modulo operation.

The choice of the verifier used in the second step depends on the formalism used to specify components. For instance, a model checker could be chosen as verifier in case components are specified as state machines and the global specification is an LTL formula or, in case of ordinary differential equations, a numerical solver. Later in this chapter, both the system specification and the components will be described using LTL A/G contracts.

We call counterexample a candidate composition (i.e., a set of components and their connections) which has been proven wrong by the verifier. A counterexample is used to inductively learn new constraints for the solver. In general, the performance of an OGIS-based algorithm depends on how well the information provided by the oracle helps prune the search space, leveraging as much as possible the information that can be inferred from the components specifications and execution traces, if the verifier provides them. In this work, however, we only assume the verifier is able to check the validity of candidates, returning a yes/no answer. Our solution leverages component equivalence, introduced in Section 6.2.

We can do so by using the refinement operation that we assume in Definitions 8 and 9, thus preserving the generality of the approach.

We can indicate equivalent components using the function

\[
E : \mathcal{G} \rightarrow 2^{\mathcal{G} \parallel \Theta}
\]

which takes a component as input and returns a set of pairs, consisting of a component and an interconnect. Given a component \( G \) in a library \( L \), \( E(G) \) returns a set containing all the
pairs \((G', \theta')\) such that \(G\) is equivalent \(G'\) according to \(\theta'\). Formally,

\[
E(G) = \left\{ (G', \theta') \mid \begin{array}{l}
G' \in Z \\
G\theta' \sqsubseteq G'\theta' \\
G'\theta' \sqsubseteq G\theta'
\end{array} \right\}
\]  

(6.17)

In general, \(E\) is fixed for a given library and can easily be precomputed and accessed during synthesis, without significant performance overhead.

### 6.3.1 The CSCL algorithm

As mentioned earlier in this section, the assumption that makes the application of our algorithm possible is that the cost function \(f\) does not depend on the formalism used to describe the specifications of components, and that \(f\) can be minimized using discrete optimization techniques. In this way, there is a clear separation between the satisfaction of the synthesis constraints, including the minimization of the cost function, and the evaluation of the refinement relation between the system specification and the composition of components.

A number of constraint solvers are able, indeed, to minimize objective functions while satisfying logic constraints, such as Z3 [60]. The simpler formulation of the CSCL problems in Def. 9 on the other hand, doesn’t require the function \(f\) to be minimized and can be solved by using a constraint solver without optimization capabilities.

In our synthesis strategy, illustrated in Algorithm 5, the task of pruning the search space is carried out in a twofold manner. First, the constraint solver only needs to search over a number of potential candidates which is drastically limited by the synthesis constraints. Such constraints include those encoded in the library through the constraints in \(R_Z, R_{G_1}, \ldots, R_{G_N},\) and \(R_S\).

Second, each time a counterexample is observed (see the block starting at Line 9) it is used to match all the elements of the library equivalent to those in the counterexample, according to the component equivalent sets described in Equation 6.17 and Algorithm 6. This allows us to rule out a number of possible candidate instances exponential in the number of components contained in the rejected candidate. For instance, if the counterexample is a composition of 4 components, and for each one there are 2 other components in \(Z\) with the same specification, then adding constraints from that single counterexample will discard \(3^4\) erroneous candidate instances.

The output of the CSCL algorithm is a finite set of components, \(H\), and their connections, expressed as an interconnect \(\theta\). To ensure termination, the algorithm requires a bound on the number of components used in a candidate solution. The choice of such bound depends on the details of the problem being solved. Here, we let the user decide what is the most appropriate bound through the input parameter \(N\).

The complexity of the CSCL algorithm depends on the structure of the library and the solution maximum size. According to our analysis in Section 6.2.1 for a fixed library, the worst case time complexity will be exponential in the maximum number of components in
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function CSCL:

Input: specification $S = (I_S, O_S, \delta_S, \sigma_S, R_S)$, library of components $L = (Z, T, R_Z, f)$, maximum number of components in the solution $N$

Output: set of components $H = \{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}$, $H \subseteq Z$ and $n \leq N$, connection function $\theta$ such that $(\delta_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta_n) \theta \subseteq \delta_S$ and $f$ is minimized, or False if no solution is found

1. Initialize constraint solver and verifier, instantiating the synthesis constraints for problem instance and setting $N$ as the maximum number of components in a candidate solution.

2. (STEP 1) while get candidate solution $(H' = \{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}, \theta')$, with $n \leq N$, from constraint solver such that $f$ is minimized and all the synthesis constraint hold do

3. (STEP 2) Build composition $(G_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel G_n)\theta'$;

4. if verifier checks that $(\delta_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta_n)\theta' \subseteq \delta_S$ holds then

5. $H \leftarrow H'$;

6. $\theta \leftarrow \theta'$;

7. return $(H, \theta)$;

else

8. $R \leftarrow \text{RejectCandidate}(H', \theta')$; // infer equivalent erroneous candidates, see Algorithm 6

9. foreach $(H_t, \theta_t) \in R$ do

10. add constraint $(H, \theta) \neq (H_t, \theta_t)$ to constraint solver;

11. end

12. end

13. return False;

end

Algorithm 5: CSCL algorithm. (STEP 1) and (STEP 2) are labels. The algorithm interfaces with a constraint solver (preferably with optimization capabilities) to execute (STEP 1), and with a verifier, e.g., a model checker, to execute (STEP 2).
function RejectCandidate:
  Input: set of contracts $H = \{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}$, interconnect $\theta$
  Output: set containing interconnects $R$

  $R \leftarrow \{\}$;
  forall $(G_1', \theta_1') \in E(G_1), (G_2', \theta_2') \in E(G_2), \ldots, (G_n', \theta_n') \in E(G_n)$ do
    $H' \leftarrow \{G_1', \ldots, G_n'\}$;
    initialize new interconnect $\theta'$;
    foreach $(p, q) \in \theta$ do
      $G_i \leftarrow$ component in $H$ such that $p \in I_i \cup O_i$;
      $G_j \leftarrow$ component in $H$ such that $q \in I_j \cup O_j$;
      add $(\bar{\theta}_i(p), \bar{\theta}_j(q)))$ to $\theta'$; // for $\bar{\theta}$ see Section 3.2.1.6
    end
    add $(H', \theta')$ to $R$;
  end
  return $R$;

Algorithm 6: RejectCandidate algorithm. The returned set $R$ collects all the possible candidates equivalent to $(H, \theta)$.

a solution, $N$, multiplied by the complexity of the call to the verifier. In practice, though, the techniques discussed above are able to limit the search space in a considerable manner, yielding acceptable synthesis times in many cases.

6.3.2 An efficient representation for the synthesis constraints

The encoding of the synthesis constraints presented in Section 6.2.2 is not particularly efficient. For instance, one can see how Equation 6.4 represents a formula which grows cubically in the number of ports of all components in the library. Such encoding would cause the internal representation of the synthesis constraints in the constraint solver to grow unnecessarily large, resulting in poor performance. In this section, we present an encoding that exploits a more efficient representation of component connections.

Given library $L = (Z, T, R_Z, f)$ and system specification $S = (I_S, O_S, \delta_S, \sigma_S, R_S)$, we assign an index to all the output ports in the library and also to all the input ports of the specification $S$, and indicate with $\mathbb{I}$ the set containing such indices. Conversely, we associate an integer variable to every input port in the library, as well as to every output port of $S$. We call these variables connection variables and group them in the set $\mathbb{M}$. Connection variables, as the name suggests, are used to specify connections between ports, and they are assigned by the constraint solver in the first step of the CSCL algorithm. We use the function $I : \mathcal{P}_{lib \cup S} \to \mathbb{I} \cup \{-1\}$ to retrieve the index of a given port, or $-1$ if the index is not defined for the port. Similarly, we use the function $M : \mathcal{P}_{lib \cup S} \to \mathbb{M} \cup \{\emptyset\}$ to retrieve the connection
variable of a given port, or $\emptyset$ if the connection variable is not defined for that port (e.g., input ports of $S$). Thus we have a way to map ports to indices, which allows us to eliminate the expensive explicit representation of function $\theta$. For instance, the new encoding will represent the assertion $\theta_{p,q}$ for an input port $p$ and output port $q$ with the assignment $M(p) = I(q)$. If $p$ is not connected to any port, then $M(p) = -1$. We only allow inputs from the library to be connected to outputs in the library or inputs of the specification $S$:

$$\forall G \in Z : \forall p \in I_G : (M(p) = -1) \lor (\exists G' \in Z : \exists q \in O_{G'} : M(p) = I(q)) \lor (\exists s \in I_S : M(p) = I(s))$$ (6.18)

We also impose that outputs of the specification $S$ can only be mapped to outputs from the library:

$$\forall s \in O_S : (M(s) = -1) \lor (\exists G \in Z : \exists p \in O_G : M(s) = I(p))$$ (6.19)

The following theorem states that using the encoding presented in this section, with Equations 6.19 and 6.18 yields a solution space which is at least as large as the one obtained using Equations 6.4 to 6.13. Our goal is to show that if a solution exists within the constraint in Equations 6.4 to 6.13, then it will exist also using the encoding introduced here.

**Theorem 6.3.1.** Let $C_1$ be the set of connections among components in $Z \cup \{S\}$ that can be defined by the function $\theta$ according to Equations 6.4 to 6.13. Let also $C_2$ be the set of connections that can be defined by the connection variables in $\forall$ and indices in $I$, constrained by Equations 6.18 and 6.19. Then $C_1 \subseteq C_2$.

**Proof.** We start considering only connections between ports in $P_{lib}$. Given an input port $p$ and an output port $q$, a connection $\theta_{p,q}$ in $C_1$ (and by Equation 6.5 also $\theta_{s,p}$) can be trivially be represented in $C_2$ by the assignment $M(p) = I(q)$. If both $p$ and $q$ are outputs, then by Equation 6.7 their connection cannot be in $C_1$. If both $p$ and $q$ are inputs and $\theta_{p,q}$ is in $C_1$, then by Equation 6.8 $p$ and $q$ have to be connected to another output in the library or to an input of $S$. In either case, assume $w$ be such port, where $\theta_{p,w}$ and $\theta_{q,w}$ are also in $C_1$. Then $M(p) = I(w)$ and $M(q) = I(w)$ represent the equivalent connections in $C_2$, including indirectly $\theta_{p,q}$ (because they have a reference to the same index). Consider now also ports of the specification $S$. Since, in $C_1$, we do not allow any two ports of $S$ being connected to each other (Equation 6.9), we have only the case in which there is a connection $\theta_{s,p}$ between ports $s \in I_S \cup O_S$ and $p \in P_{lib}$. If $s$ is an input, then $p$ has to be an input too (because of Equation 6.10), and we can represent $\theta_{s,p}$ as $M(p) = I(s)$ in $C_2$. If $s$ is an output, then $p$ can be either a component input or output. If $p$ is an output, then $\theta_{s,p}$ can be represented as $M(s) = I(p)$. If $p$ is an input, then by Equation 6.12 there must be another component output $q$ such that $\theta_{s,q}$. By Equation 6.4 then it must be also $\theta_{p,q}$. Therefore we can map these three connections in $C_2$ with $M(s) = I(q)$ and $M(p) = I(q)$ (where $\theta_{s,q}$ is implicit because $s$ and $p$ refer to the same index). This shows that all the connections in $C_1$ have an equivalent in $C_2$, hence $C_1 \subseteq C_2$. \qed
Thanks to Theorem 6.3.1, we are ensured that the encoding presented here (under Equations 6.18 and 6.19) preserves the solution space defined by Equations 6.4 to 6.13. All the results in Section 6.5 are obtained after reformulating the synthesis constraints in Equations 6.4 to 6.13 using the encoding described in this section.

6.4 Implementing the CSCL algorithm

In this and the following sections, we describe the implementation of a parallel variant of the CSCL algorithm and evaluate its capabilities and performance. We used the Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver Z3 [60, 9] to find candidates satisfying the synthesis constraints and minimize the cost function $f$, and we chose to represent our library as a set of LTL A/G contracts. This choice is also motivated by the fact that composition and refinement operations are well defined in the contract algebra. Moreover, additional concepts such as compatibility and consistency can be leveraged to derive, before the actual synthesis process, library constraints on components composability (in the form of incompatible sets of ports stored through constraints in $R_Z$). Lastly, but not less important, several tools are available to deal with LTL specifications. In our experiments, the verifier chosen to compute refinement checks is NuXMV [16].

An efficient implementation of the CSCL algorithm has been developed using the encoding described in Section 6.3.2. Additionally, we decided to modify the CSCL algorithm to exploit multiprocessor architectures and further speed up synthesis. Algorithm 5 first computes a candidate solution and then it asks the verifier to validate or discard that candidate. The verifier execution is, in general, a time-consuming operation, i.e., verifying the validity of an LTL formula is a PSPACE-complete problem [68, 80]. We can observe, however, that it is possible (and convenient) to interrogate several verifier instances at the same time, providing them with different candidates. Here, we modify CSCL algorithm following this intuition, i.e., rejecting a candidate as soon as it is given to the verifier, and providing the ability to retrieve an old candidate in case one of the many verifier instances gives a positive answer. Algorithm 7 illustrates the parallel version of the CSCL algorithm. The Parallel CSCL algorithm is equivalent to the CSCL algorithm, as the two algorithms perform the same operations, with the difference that the Parallel CSCL generates candidates continuously, stopping only when a certain verifier instance indicates a successful candidate. The implementation of Parallel CSCL resulted in a tool we call PYCO.

To evaluate a candidate solution in $H$, PYCO considers three possible cost functions, defined as follows:

- Minimize the number of components in $H$:

$$f(H) = |H|$$

[https://github.com/ianne/pyco/releases/tag/SCP2018]
function Parallel CSCL:

Input: specification \( S = (I_S, O_S, \delta_S, \sigma_S, R_S) \), library of components \( L = (Z, T, R_Z, f) \), maximum number of components in the solution \( N \).

Output: set of components \( H = \{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}, H \subseteq Z \) and \( n \leq N \), connection function \( \theta \) such that \( (\delta_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta_n)\theta \subseteq \delta_S \) and \( f \) in minimized, or False if no solution is found.

1. initialize constraint solver and verifier, instantiating synthesis constraints for problem instance and setting \( N \) as the maximum number of components in a candidate solution;
2. while get candidate solution \( (H' = \{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}, \theta') \) from constraint solver such that \( f \) is minimized and all the synthesis constraints hold do
   3. build composition \( (G_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel G_n)\theta' \);
   4. spawn a new verifier instance (process) to verify \( (\delta_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel \delta_n)\theta' \subseteq \delta_S \);
   5. if any verifier instance has signaled success then
      6. retrieve instance candidate \( (H', \theta') \);
      7. \( H \leftarrow H' \);
      8. \( \theta \leftarrow \theta' \);
      9. return \( (H, \theta) \);
   10. else
        11. \( R \leftarrow \text{RejectCandidate}(H', \theta') \); // infer equivalent erroneous candidates, see Algorithm 6
        12. foreach \( (H_t, \theta_t) \in R \) do
            13. add constraint \( (H, \theta) \neq (H_t, \theta_t) \) to constraint solver;
        14. end
    15. end
   16. end
17. wait for all the remaining running verifier instances to terminate;
18. if any verifier instance has signaled success then
    19. retrieve instance candidate \( (H', \theta') \);
    20. \( H \leftarrow H' \);
    21. \( \theta \leftarrow \theta' \);
    22. return \( (H, \theta) \);
  23. end
24. return False;
25. end

Algorithm 7: Parallel CSCL algorithm.
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- Minimize the number of ports used in the solution:

$$f(H) = \sum_{h \in H} |I_h| + |O_h|$$

- Minimize a user-defined cost, based on the cost $c$ of each component in the library:

$$f(H) = \sum_{h \in H} c_h$$

6.5 Case studies

This section contains two examples which illustrate the capability of the tool we developed, and, in general, of the CSCL algorithm. The goal of the first example is to design the control logic of a Brushless DC electric Motor (BLDC) Driver. The specification describes the waveform of the current used to control the electromagnets of the motor, and the task of the synthesizer is to figure out what components are necessary and how to connect them to ensure its proper operation. The second example, more challenging, requires the synthesizer to provide the control logic for the controller of an aircraft Electrical Power System (EPS), described in Chapter 4 where the specification describes some strict safety requirements that need to be always satisfied.

In our experiments, given a certain specification, we observed that synthesis time behaves like a heavy-tailed random distribution, making it hard to provide an accurate estimation of its mean value. We justify this behavior by observing that SMT solvers, such as Z3, have intrinsically non-deterministic performance. Thus, the search space is explored in a slightly different manner each time an experiment is executed. To characterize the mean, we decided to run each experiment 100 times, as we observed that this number is a good compromise between total computation time and quality of the sample space, and then bootstrapped our data to compute the 95% confidence interval of the mean synthesis time.

We ran all the experiments on a 3.3 GHz Intel Xeon machine, with 32GB of RAM, limiting the maximum number of parallel processes to 8. In some cases, however, we ran some experiments using the single process CSCL algorithm in Table 5.

6.5.1 The Brushless DC electric Motor Design (BLDC)

Typical DC electric motors have permanent magnets which are fixed (stator), containing a spinning armature (rotor). The armature contains an electromagnet that, when powered, attracts some magnets in the stator and repels others, causing a partial rotation of the rotor. To keep the rotation going, it is necessary to periodically invert the polarity of the electromagnet. This task is executed by some metal brushes on the rotor that, making contact with the electrodes on the stator, flip the polarity of the electromagnet as they rotate. This design is simple but presents a number of limitations, such as the physical wear of brushes and low performance.
Brushless DC electric motors, as the name suggests, overcome those limitations by not having rotating brushes. In these motors, often the electromagnets are located on the stator while magnets are on the rotor, and the change in polarity is handled by a computer through high-power transistors [36]. BLDC motors are more precise, efficient, and have better performance than regular DC motors. They are more complex, however, as they require more electronic components to work properly. Although BLDC motors can be one, two, or three-phase, most of them are usually the latter type.

One of the simplest motor drivers for three-phase BLDC motors is the so-called half bridge configuration. Half bridges have this name because they only support the positive polarization of the electromagnets (instead of both negative and positive), generating only half of the maximum torque. Figure 6.4 shows the typical half bridge driver configuration, while Figure 6.5 illustrates the current waveforms required for the proper operation of the motor.

The motor driver needs to properly open and close the half-bridge switches (i.e., transistors), reading the current position of the rotor provided by a Hall effect sensor placed in its proximity. Once the rotor reaches a commutation point, the sensor sends an impulse to the driver, which takes care of actuating the switches.

The goal of this example is to synthesize an architecture of components which is able to drive a simple BLDC motor. In doing so, we want to show how our tool is able to infer a number of necessary components, correctly satisfying the specification both semantically (i.e., the A/G contract of the composition refines the A/G contract of the specification), and topologically (i.e., all the port types match). In this example, all the variables used in A/G contracts are Boolean. Table 6.1 illustrates the specification used for this case study.

The specification describes the interface of the motor driver, including one input and three outputs, at a logic level, without taking into account other physical constraints. The input, $i$, communicates to the driver whether the motor has reached a commutation point. The three outputs are signals which drive the current of the three phases of the motor. Given

---

This example has been developed with Richard Lin and Rohit Ramesh.
Figure 6.5: Waveforms for the half bridge driver. Input current from the driver induces torque through one of the three phases of the motor at a time \[36\]. To ensure the proper forward rotation of the rotor, inputs from the driver need to be sent in a specific order.

Table 6.1: Specification for the BLDC synthesis problem. The interface has one input, which is a 3V pin from the Hall effect sensor (its type is IOPin3V), and three outputs as 12V pins to drive the electromagnets of the motor. The specification assumes that the input is initially negative and, once started, it will keep commuting. The guarantee is that only one output line will be active at each commutation point in a round-robin fashion. The specification also requires distinct outputs, meaning that they cannot be controlled by the same port.

the input, the specification only requires that, when a commutation point is detected, only one driver signal is sent to the motor. The task of the synthesizer is to choose components from the library of 18 components, described in Table \[6.2\], and properly connect them to satisfy the specification.

Most of the components in the library only expose their interface, without specifying any logic. For instance, the component Power-12V is a power generator which only provides ports for ground and voltage. The MCU component, on the other hand, already has the
Table 6.2: Structure of the BLDC library, which contains three separate instances of each component. Some components are architectural, meaning that they provide a typed interface but their A/G contract is always satisfied, and some are logic, providing both a typed interface and a non-trivial A/G contract (such as the MCU).

control logic required to satisfy the specification. Their port types, however, mismatch. The outputs of MCU, indeed, have type IOPin3V, while the specification requires outputs with type IOPin12V. Thus, Equation 6.13 prevents their direct connection. It is responsibility of the synthesizer to figure out the right connections to propagate the control logic to ports of the right type.

We asked the synthesizer to find a solution using a constant cost function, minimizing the number of components in the solution, and minimizing the total number of ports. Additionally, we also ran a series of experiments using the single process CSCL algorithm in Algorithm 5, with a constant cost function. For each case, we ran 100 experiments summarized in Figure 6.6.

Interestingly, the overall fastest set of experiments was the one in which we minimized the number of components. Conversely, minimizing the number of ports led to the slowest synthesis times. Although the performance of constraints solvers is, in general, non-deterministic, we can explain these results by observing that the MCU component, although necessary to satisfy the specification, is the one with most ports. To minimize the number of ports used, the synthesizer tries avoiding it, without success, leading to a longer synthesis time.

All the experiments resulted in correct designs, where the typical configuration was the set of components \{Power-12V, DCDC-3V, MCU, Half-Bridge, Half-Bridge1, Half-Bridge2\}, correctly connected. Figure 6.7 illustrates the typical solution for this case study. In the figure, the arrows between ports represent the function \(\theta\), defining port connections. An arrow between two ports, say \(a\) and \(b\), means \(\theta(a, b) = 1\).
Figure 6.6: Summary of the results for the BLDC experiments. We synthesized a controller using the single process CSCL algorithm first, with a constant cost function. Then, we used the Parallel CSCL algorithm with a constant cost function, minimizing the number of components, and minimizing the number of ports. For each category, we ran 100 experiments. Each point represents the mean synthesis time, while the bars represent its 95% confidence interval, also indicated within parentheses.

Figure 6.7: Graphical representation of a synthesized design. Names on arrows represent port renamings induced by the function $\theta$, returned by the synthesis process.

### 6.5.2 The Aircraft Electrical Power System (EPS)

In this section, we present the result of the synthesis of a control unit, called Bus Power Control Unit (BPCU), for the EPS case study discussed in Chapter 4. Our goal is to synthesize the logic of the BCPU from a set of subsystem controllers, described by a library of A/G contracts. The function of the controller is to react to changes in system conditions or failures and reroute power by actuating the contactors, ensuring that essential buses are adequately powered. The component library is the one described in Table 4.2.

We ran two series of experiments, one using a library containing 20 components, and one
with 40 components. In both cases, the goal was to synthesize the BPCU according to the specifications in Table 4.1. For each series, we asked the synthesizer to find a solution first using the single process CSCL in Algorithm 5 with a constant cost function, and then using the parallel version in Algorithm 7 with a constant cost function minimizing the number of components used, and minimizing the number of ports in the solution. With both libraries, trying to minimize the number of components in the solution led to very long synthesis times, beyond the timeout that we set at 200 seconds.

This is, indeed, one of the main risks in trying to synthesize a composition minimizing a cost function; depending on the distribution of the solutions in the search space, the synthesizer might spend a lot of time exploring a set of candidates with low cost, but far from any useful solution.

Figure 6.8 shows the observed results, in terms of execution time, for the remaining cases. Interestingly, in the case of minimization of the number of ports, the synthesizer was able to find a solution generally faster than in the case of a constant cost function. In each graph, the dot represents the average synthesis time for one of the specification subsets \(\{S_1\}, \{S_1, S_2\}, \ldots, \{S_1, \ldots, S_9\}\). For each of these subsets, we ran 100 experiments reporting their mean values, together with their 95% confidence intervals, in Table 6.3. As expected, one can immediately see how the parallel approach to synthesis is indeed more efficient than the single process one, with up to 50% performance improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>({S_1})</td>
<td>67.43 (58.49, 76.95)</td>
<td>34.69 (30.85, 38.44)</td>
<td>10.69 (10.42, 10.98)</td>
<td>55.92 (46.44, 67.97)</td>
<td>28.13 (24.25, 34.40)</td>
<td>31.17 (30.07, 32.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, S_2})</td>
<td>113.12 (99.99, 127.91)</td>
<td>62.71 (54.84, 73.55)</td>
<td>15.48 (14.88, 16.16)</td>
<td>81.18 (67.07, 99.20)</td>
<td>48.29 (41.30, 57.93)</td>
<td>40.90 (38.94, 43.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, \ldots, S_6})</td>
<td>112.86 (99.69, 128.07)</td>
<td>61.95 (54.26, 72.62)</td>
<td>17.21 (16.59, 17.87)</td>
<td>84.67 (69.63, 104.13)</td>
<td>58.18 (49.58, 68.20)</td>
<td>47.87 (45.38, 50.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, \ldots, S_7})</td>
<td>92.21 (81.43, 104.75)</td>
<td>49.10 (43.31, 57.24)</td>
<td>17.94 (17.25, 18.84)</td>
<td>81.94 (68.54, 97.43)</td>
<td>49.78 (43.45, 57.83)</td>
<td>50.90 (49.12, 52.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, \ldots, S_8})</td>
<td>89.31 (75.28, 110.72)</td>
<td>41.31 (36.40, 48.44)</td>
<td>16.55 (16.08, 17.10)</td>
<td>76.27 (63.28, 91.91)</td>
<td>43.58 (37.62, 51.67)</td>
<td>53.20 (51.35, 55.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, \ldots, S_9})</td>
<td>114.42 (103.59, 129.76)</td>
<td>60.96 (54.48, 69.29)</td>
<td>18.91 (18.41, 19.44)</td>
<td>101.86 (82.91, 124.56)</td>
<td>59.70 (48.33, 72.97)</td>
<td>60.90 (58.88, 63.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, \ldots, S_4})</td>
<td>124.48 (110.38, 139.84)</td>
<td>66.87 (59.03, 75.11)</td>
<td>20.86 (20.19, 21.69)</td>
<td>90.79 (73.34, 112.62)</td>
<td>69.78 (59.88, 81.82)</td>
<td>66.26 (64.24, 68.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, \ldots, S_5})</td>
<td>115.44 (101.03, 129.81)</td>
<td>64.71 (57.64, 74.75)</td>
<td>22.72 (21.98, 23.70)</td>
<td>96.10 (77.74, 119.08)</td>
<td>56.19 (48.33, 66.11)</td>
<td>71.20 (69.16, 73.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>({S_1, \ldots, S_6})</td>
<td>100.54 (87.27, 118.88)</td>
<td>42.83 (38.78, 47.58)</td>
<td>22.26 (21.78, 22.79)</td>
<td>80.91 (67.39, 97.48)</td>
<td>64.09 (55.57, 74.49)</td>
<td>75.61 (73.78, 77.51)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Summary of the EPS experiments. For each specification subset (one for each row), we report the mean value and its 95% confidence interval. All values are expressed in seconds. Experiments named ”Constant Cost” and ”Minimize Ports” are run using parallel processes.

For reference, a typical solution satisfying all 9 specifications with the minimal number of connected ports included 5 components, \(\{I_1, D_1, L_1, G_1, D_2\}\), for a total of 19 ports connected accordingly. Figure 6.9 represents the connections among the components according to the renaming function \(\theta\).

In a separate experiment, using the library with 40 elements, PYCO was able to explore the whole search space invoking the verifier 108176 times. This corresponded to more than 400M rejected candidates, which did not require an explicit check thanks to the inductive learning process described in Section 6.3. The verifier found a solution satisfying the specifications 386 times, corresponding to roughly 1.5M equivalent ones in the search space.

Figure 6.10 shows, instead, the effect of designer hints and library-specific constraints on synthesis time. Here synthesis is performed on smaller and simplified instances of the
Figure 6.8: BPCU synthesis times in the various experiments. In each graph, each point has been computed running 100 experiments. The central point represents the mean, while bars represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean. The horizontal axis refers to the subset of specifications considered in each experiment.

EPS problem, including 2, 4, 6, 10 and 16 ports, and using a library with 20 elements. The graph (in logarithmic scale), shows how these constraints are critical in decreasing the overall problem complexity. In case of the instance with 16 ports, the CSCL algorithm variant without types and additional constraints was not able to synthesize a solution within our 1000 seconds timeout.
Figure 6.9: Graphical representation of a synthesized design satisfying all 9 specifications with minimal number of connected ports. Names on arrows represent port renamings induced by the function $\theta$, returned by the synthesis process.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied the problem of constrained synthesis from component libraries. After defining the general theoretical framework, and assessing the complexity of the domain, we have proposed a problem formulation in terms of generic components subject to a cost function and a number of synthesis constraints. These constraints include types on component ports, suggestions from the designer, and composition rules which can also be precomputed and stored in the library.

We presented two variants of an algorithm based on OGIS, a sequential and a parallel one, and evaluated its implementation with LTL A/G contracts on industrial-relevant case studies. Analyzing the case studies, we believe that the potential of our approach has emerged clearly, although some criticalities, such as the heavy impact that the choice of cost function can have on synthesis times, are still challenging.

Future extensions of this work include the study of algorithms to decompose complex specifications into smaller instances (to increase performance by dealing with smaller synthesis problems), the application of the synthesis technique described here to component libraries defined over multi-aspect specifications (e.g., behavioral, security-related, real-time), and the analysis of erroneous designs and infeasible specifications in order to provide feedback to the designer on how to fix her library and obtain the intended result.

In the next chapters, instead, we will analyze the same problem of constrained synthesis
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Figure 6.10: Impact of types and user provided hints on synthesis time for simplified instances of the EPS example. Each bar of the histogram represents the median value from 10 experiments. The graph is in logarithmic scale. In the case without types and 16 ports, most of the times the synthesizer has not been able to find a solution within the time limit of 1000 seconds.

from component libraries relaxing the requirement of the verifier only providing a yes/no answer. Additionally, we will focus exclusively on LTL A.G contracts, while here we considered only generic components, and show how we can leverage their properties to make synthesis more efficient.
Chapter 7

Synthesis from Libraries of LTL A/G Contracts

In this chapter, we focus on a very similar problem of Chapter 6, i.e., we want to synthesize a composition of elements from a library that satisfies a certain specification. In the other chapter, however, we assumed the components were generic and that our verifier was only able to answer yes or no when asked whether a candidate solution was indeed the correct one. Here, instead, we frame the problem in terms of LTL A/G Contracts, and we explicitly use a model checker to validate candidates solutions. We propose a CEGIS-based approach which leverages the infinite-length counterexamples generated by the model checker, represented compactly as state machines, to guide the synthesis process. Compared to Chapter 6, this synthesis strategy is more efficient as it requires fewer calls to the verifier, although it requires more work to generate candidate solutions. We evaluate our algorithm by synthesizing a controller in three case studies.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. After short introduction in Section 7.1 in Section 7.2 we present the synthesis problem that we address in this chapter. We propose a solution for a simplified version of the problem in Section 7.3. In Section 7.4 we focus on performance issues, describing, then, our approach to the full problem in Section 7.5. We discuss the detail of our CEGIS algorithm in Section 7.6. In Section 7.7 we applying the synthesis technique to several case studies, and we conclude in Section 7.8.

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6 we focused on the problem of synthesis from libraries of components when no assumptions on the formalism used to describe components are made, and assuming minimal additional information from the verifier. The only requirements we considered were being able of composing components, and, given two different components, being able to determine if one is the refinement of the other, i.e., it can be seen as an implementation of the latter. Hence, we only required the verifier to provide a yes/no answer.
As discussed, that synthesis approach relies on the generation of many candidate solutions which can be independently verified. Specifically, the size of each verification problem only depends on the specification itself and the candidate solution, and it does not grow with the number of tested candidates. In our experiments, we used LTL A/G contracts to describe components as a particular instance of the framework, and discussed other possible types of component specifications. Performance is acceptable when the library specifies a large number of constraints, limiting the total number of possible candidates. When the size of the library increases, however, scalability remains an issue.

In this chapter, instead, we look at a similar problem, focusing solely on LTL A/G contracts and the ability of a model checker of returning counterexample traces. Thus, here we talk about libraries of contracts. This choice allows us to leverage properties that are unique to LTL and A/G contracts, without limiting ourselves to only observing the Boolean outcome of the refinement checking process. Hence, we can access more detailed information provided by the underlying model checker, i.e., counterexamples representing input sequences, and use them to improve synthesis’ efficiency.

Compared to traditional CEGIS approaches [81, 34, 49], however, in this case, we need to tackle several additional technical challenges. For instance, using LTL, our inputs and outputs are infinite temporal sequences. What is the best way to represent them? How to ensure termination of the algorithms, given that the input space is infinite? We will answer these questions later in the next sections.

### 7.2 Constrained Synthesis from LTL A/G Contracts

#### Libraries (LTL-CSCL)

The problem we want to solve is a variation the one in Definition 9.

**Definition 10 (LTL-CSCL problem).** Let \( S = (I_S, O_S, \varphi_S, \psi_S) \) be a well-defined LTL A/G contract expressing a system specification, and \( L = (\mathcal{Z}, \mathcal{R}) \) a library of well-defined LTL A/G contracts, where we assume that \( \mathcal{R} \) includes also constraints over variables in \( S \). The LTL-CSCL problem, then, consists of finding a finite set of contracts \( H = \{C_1, \ldots, C_N \mid C_i = (I_i, O_i, \varphi_i, \psi_i) \in \mathcal{Z}\} \), and an interconnect \( \theta \subseteq \mathcal{R} \) such that

\[
(C_1 \otimes \cdots \otimes C_N)\theta \preceq S
\]  

(7.1)

where well-defined is intended as in Definition 2. With respect to the problem in Definition 9, here we leverage definitions and notations that are proper of our contract framework, but the ultimate goal is substantially the same, i.e., synthesis of a composition of elements from a library such that the specification is satisfied. Here, also, we assume that \( \mathcal{R} \) implies all the library-specific constraints, representing the superset containing all the legal connections for \( L \).
7.3 Solving a Simplified Version of the LTL-CSCL Problem

We will develop the solution to the problem in two phases. Here, in the first phase, we build a strategy based on the assumption that \( H = Z \). Our focus, initially, is only on how to build \( \theta \). Later, in the second phase, we will relax the assumption and show how to solve the problem for a generic \( H \subseteq Z \).

Our solution follows the CEGIS paradigm, under the assumption that we will be able to obtain counterexamples over the system variables from the verifier.

As in Chapter 6, we will indicate all the ports in the library as \( P_{\text{lib}} \), defined in Equation 6.1, and all the ports in the library and the specification as \( P_{\text{lib}\cup S} \), defined in Equation 6.2.

7.3.1 LTL-CSCL as a CEGIS instance

To encode possible connections between contracts, we use the approach introduced in Section 6.3.2, although here all the definitions are applied here to contracts rather than generic components. Thus, each port in \( P_{\text{lib}\cup S} \) has an associated index and connection variable, defined according the functions \( I \) and \( M \), respectively. For a certain \( \theta \), for instance, we can assert the connection \((x, y) \in \theta\) as \( M(x) = I(y) \). If the connections implied by \( M \) represent the right interconnect for a library \( L \) and specification \( S \), we write \( M \models L S \); otherwise we write \( M \not\models L S \). From the assignments defined through \( M \), one can immediately derive the implied interconnect \( \theta \). Note, however, that the connections we can represent with \( M \), however, are fewer than those we can express with \( \theta \) (for instance, we cannot connect two outputs of contracts in the library). Thus, given a \( M \), we indicate its derived interconnect as \( \theta_M \). Given a library \( L = (Z, R) \), we can express all the legal connections among contracts, according to \( R \), in relation to their index using the following LTL formulas.

\[
\phi_{ML} = \bigwedge_{C=(I,O,\varphi,\psi) \in Z} \bigwedge_{p \in I} \bigvee_{(p,q) \in R} [M(p) = I(q)] \rightarrow \square(p = q)
\]

\[
\phi_{MS} = \bigwedge_{s \in O_S} \bigvee_{(s,q) \in R} \{[M(s) = I(q)] \rightarrow \square(s = q)\}
\]

Equation 7.2 encodes the fact that an input variable can be connected to any other port as allowed by \( R \), meaning that the evaluation of the two variables will always match. For each connection variable assignment, we explicitly indicate the behavior we want to observe over the library ports. For instance, if we map the connection variable of a port \( x \) to the index of \( y \), that is, \( M(x) = I(y) \), then we also expect the formula \( \square(x = y) \) to hold, meaning that \( x \) and \( y \) are connected and they have to expose the same behavior. Forcing all the input ports to be connected is not, in general, a restrictive assumption. In fact, if a candidate solution works when one of its ports is unconnected, it means that that solution refines the
specification no matter the value assigned to that particular port. Fixing the input to the port to be the same as some other port in the design will consist of having a smaller set of possible inputs to that port, thus it will not compromise the outcome in evaluating the solution.

Equation 7.3 encodes the connections of the output ports of the specification, and it is very similar to Equation 7.2. We refer to the conjunction of the two formulas simply as

$$\phi_M = \phi_M^L \land \phi_M^S$$

(7.4)

Equation 7.4 requires that each input variable in the library, and output of the specification, has a valid connection, i.e., its connection variable has an index assigned through $M$.

As, in this phase, a solution includes all the contracts in the library, we also find useful defining a contract representing the composition of all contracts in the library:

$$C_L = (I_L, O_L, \varphi_L, \psi_L) = \bigotimes \{C_i \mid C_i \in Z\}$$

(7.5)

The contract $C_L$, while convenient to represent the whole library as a single composition, does not tell us anything on the connections among its constituent contracts. Our goal is to find a renaming $M$ according to:

$$\exists M: \phi_M \Rightarrow (C_L \preceq S)$$

(7.6)

meaning that the connections are defined according to $R$ and $C_L$ refines $S$.

Considering the constraint implied by Equation 7.2—no input port of contracts in the library can be unconnected—together with Equation 7.3, which requires all the specification outputs to be mapped to contracts in the library, we have that Equations 3.22a and 3.22b (part of the refinement conditions) will always be satisfied. Equation 7.6, then, can be written as $M$:

$$\exists M: \phi_M \rightarrow (\varphi_S \rightarrow \varphi_{C_L}) \land (\psi_{C_L} \land \rightarrow \psi_S)$$

(7.7)

To be valid, the formula must hold true for all the possible executions; we can indicate this condition explicitly as

$$\exists M: \forall \sigma: \sigma \models [\phi_M \rightarrow (\varphi_S \rightarrow \varphi_{C_L}) \land (\psi_{C_L} \land \rightarrow \psi_S)]$$

(7.8)

where $\sigma$ indicates a behavior, i.e., a trace, over variables in $P_{lib,OS}$.

Equation 7.8, which represents in a concise form the problem described in Definition 10, is typical of CEGIS problems, i.e., in the $\exists \forall$ form. As in [48], a solution is articulated in two steps. The first one tries to find a solution that works for all the known counterexamples (solving the $\exists$ part). The second step verifies whether the candidate solution works for all the possible inputs, generating a new counterexample in case it doesn’t (solving the $\forall$ part).
function General LTL-CSCL:
    Input: library contract \( C_L = (I_L, O_L, \varphi_L, \psi_L) \), constraint formula \( \phi_M \), specification contract \( S = (I_S, O_S, \varphi_S, \psi_S) \)
    Output: set of connections representing \( \theta \), or False

\[ \mathcal{E} \leftarrow \{ \text{True} \}; \quad \text{// Counterexample set} \]

while True do
    model \leftarrow checkSAT(\varphi_{syn}(C_L, S, \phi_M, \mathcal{E})) ;
    if model is unsat then
        return False;
    end
    \theta_M \leftarrow extractCandidate(model);
    model \leftarrow checkValid(\varphi_{ver}(C_L, S, \theta_M)) ;
    if model is valid then
        return c;
    end
    add counterexample from model to \( \mathcal{E} \);
end

Algorithm 8: General description of the implementation of the CEGIS paradigm for the LTL-CSCL problem. Although it captures the essence of our solution, this algorithm will be revisited in the next sections.

7.3.2 Implementation of the CEGIS Paradigm for the LTL-CSCL problem

Algorithm 8 illustrates the high-level implementation of the CEGIS paradigm for the LTL-CSCL problem. The approach we follow is composed of two main steps, i.e., synthesis and verification. First, in line 4 we check for the satisfiability of a synthesis constraint, i.e., \( \varphi_{syn} \), which we will derive from Equation 7.8 and the list of counterexamples seen until that point. This operation returns a model, from which we can extract a candidate set of port connections \( \theta_M \) (line 8), or unsat if no candidate is found. Then, in line 9 the candidate set \( c \) is used to derive a different constraint, \( \varphi_{ver} \). If \( \varphi_{ver} \) is valid, then \( c \) represents the correct set of assignments to be encoded as \( \theta \). Otherwise, the checkValid routine returns a trace that describes a counterexample for the validity check, which is added the list of counterexamples \( \mathcal{E} \). The process terminates when a good candidate is found, or if there is no candidate solution. checkSAT and checkValid are implemented according to the procedure described in Section 3.5.

Although describing the essence of our approach to solve the LTL-CSCL problem, Algorithm 8 is still not complete. For instance, we have no guarantee that the synthesis loop will ever terminate, and the best representation of the sequences \( \sigma \) of Equation 7.8 derived
from the counterexamples is still undefined. Additionally, we still have to fully describe the constraints $\phi_{\text{syn}}$ and $\phi_{\text{ver}}$. In the next sections, we will discuss these issues and provide the missing details of our solution.

### 7.3.3 Handling Infinite Input Sequences

The first problem we need to address is to guarantee that Algorithm 8 terminates. In [81], when the CEGIS approach was first described, the proposed algorithm was guaranteed to terminate because the input space was finite. Thus in the worst case, for $m$ input variables, eventually the list of counterexamples would contain all the $2^m$ possible combinations, rendering the synthesis process valid. In our case, however, inputs are infinite sequences over a certain set of input variables, meaning that we need a different way to ensure termination.

We solve the problem by keeping track of all the candidate solutions which did not work, together with the counterexamples generated in the verification step. Let $W = \{\theta_0, \ldots, \theta_k\}$, where $\theta_i$ represents an interconnect such that $C_L \theta_i \not\preceq S$. Then, we can express a constraint which enumerates all the wrong candidates and prevents them to appear again as:

$$
\phi_W = \neg \bigvee_{\theta_i \in W} \bigwedge_{(x,y) \in \theta_i} (\Box(x = y)) \quad (7.9)
$$

To prevent the generation of old candidates, then, will need to consider Equation 7.9 when defining the synthesis constraint $\phi_{\text{syn}}$. The addition of $\phi_W$ to $\phi_{\text{syn}}$ ensures the termination of the algorithm as the number of possible candidates is finite, albeit very large.

The other problem that arises from having infinite sequences as counterexamples is finding a suitable way to represent them. In Equation 7.8, in fact, $\sigma$ refers to sequences but there is no additional information on how the sequences are represented.

We decided to represent each behavior $\sigma$ as the output of an ad-hoc state machine. This state machine, then, can be added to the model checking problem that verifies the validity of $\phi_{\text{syn}}$. In general, as explained in Section 3.5, we can represent the validity check for an LTL formula as a language containment problem. Thus, on the one hand, we have an unconstrained state machine, $F$, that is able to generate any trace $L(F) = T$; on the other hand, we have the LTL formula we want to check. For instance, to check the validity or satisfiability of a formula $\forall \sigma: \sigma \models \phi$, or simply $\phi$, we need to model check:

$$
T \subseteq L(\phi) \text{ for validity} \quad (7.10a)
$$

$$
T \subseteq L(\neg \phi) \text{ for satisfiability} \quad (7.10b)
$$

Equations 7.10 helps us understand how to relate traces and LTL formulas, and can be checked by a model checker. In Section 3.5.2 we discuss how all counterexamples generated by a model checker (NuXMV in our case) are either finite or lazo-shaped. For such counterexamples, we can always find a corresponding finite state machine that is able to produce the specific sequence they describe.
Algorithm 9: Constructs a finite state machine able to generate the same sequence of symbols described by a counterexample trace, as described in Section 3.5.2. The resulting state machine can then immediately be encoded as an SMV module.
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Algorithm 9 describes how to build a state machine generating a certain counterexample $\sigma$. We assume we have available some basic primitives, i.e., (i) `numberOfStates`, which returns the total number of states of a certain counterexample, (ii) `loopIndex`, which indicates the location of the loop in the sequence, or returns $-1$ if no loop is present, and (iii) `evaluateTraceAt`, which returns the evaluation of a certain set of variables at a given step of the counterexample. Once a state machine is obtained, its description as a module for the model checker is straightforward. In the case of NuXMV, models are expressed in the SMV language [56].

At this point, we have all the elements to derive an initial version of the two formulas $\phi_{syn}$ and $\phi_{ver}$ introduced in Algorithm 8. As we will revisit these formulas later, we refer to them here as $\phi'_{syn}$ and $\phi'_{ver}$. In $\phi'_{syn}$, we want to find one assignment for $M$ which satisfies all the counterexamples seen until a certain iteration. While in Equation 7.8 we are interested in the validity of the formula, here we are only looking for one satisfiable assignment. We expect that the pre-conditions are met, i.e., $\phi_M$, that we do not include discarded candidates ($\phi_W$), and that the contract obligations are satisfied, meaning, as explained in Section 3.2.1.5, that we expect the correct behavior of the contract under correct assumptions. Thus, $\phi'_{syn}$ becomes:

$$\phi'_{syn} = \exists M: \forall \sigma_i \in \mathcal{E}: \{\sigma_i = [\phi_M \land \phi_W \land (\varphi_S \land \psi_S) \land (\varphi_{CL} \land \psi_{CL})]\}[x/x_i]_{x \in \mathcal{P}_{lib} \cup S} \quad (7.11)$$

where $\mathcal{E}$ is the set containing the observed counterexamples introduced in Algorithm 8 and $[x/x_i]_{x \in \mathcal{P}_{lib} \cup S}$ indicates the syntactical renaming of the variables in $\mathcal{P}_{lib} \cup S$ with fresh variables in the enclosed formulas and trace. The equation above can be solved for satisfiability by model checking that:

$$\bigwedge_{\sigma_i \in \mathcal{E}} \{\mathcal{L}(F_{\sigma_i}) \subseteq \mathcal{L}(-[\phi_M \land \phi_W \land (\varphi_S \land \psi_S) \land (\varphi_{CL} \land \psi_{CL})])\}[x/x_i]_{x \in \mathcal{P}_{lib} \cup S} \quad (7.12)$$

where $F_{\sigma_i}$ is a state machine generated from $\sigma_i$ according to Algorithm 9. Note that, in this case, only the variables in $\mathcal{P}_{lib} \cup S$ are renamed. The connection variables and indices represented by $M$ and $I$ within $\phi_M$ (cf. Equation 7.2) are not renamed across the multiple terms.

It is critical to understand the importance of using contracts obligations here instead of the usual refinement implications. If we had used those, i.e., $(\varphi_S \rightarrow \varphi_{CL}) \land (\psi_{CL} \rightarrow \psi_S)$, then the formula could be satisfied, for instance, simply by falsifying $\psi_{CL}$, meaning that the library contracts did not behave according to their guarantees, or by falsifying $\varphi_S$, independently of the actual choice of connections $M$.

For $\phi'_{ver}$, instead, we are interested in proving that the candidate $\theta_M$, derived by the assignments of $M$ in $\phi'_{syn}$, is the correct one in all the scenarios. Hence, now we are interested in proving the formula valid. In this case, the formula only needs to verify that refinement always holds:

$$\phi'_{ver} = C_L \theta_M \preceq S = (\varphi_S \rightarrow \varphi_{CL} \theta_M) \land (\psi_{CL} \theta_M \rightarrow \psi_S) \quad (7.13)$$
Although, at this point, we can say that using $\phi^{\prime}_{syn}$ and $\phi^{\prime}_{ver}$ as synthesis and verification constraints in Algorithm 8 will yield a correct result, there are still some issues that can affect the overall performance of the synthesis process. In the next sections, we will discuss them and show how to improve the algorithm.

7.4 Performance Considerations

Consider a library with $n$ contracts with $p$ input and output ports, which can accept and generate any behavior over those ports, i.e., their assumption and guarantee are always true: $\phi_i = \psi_i = True$.

Let $S$ be a generic specification such that $\phi_S \neq \psi_S \neq True$, also with $p$ input and output ports, and try to observe how the CEGIS Algorithm 8 would work in such case, with $\phi^{\prime}_{syn}$ and $\phi^{\prime}_{ver}$ as defined in the previous section. First, in line 4 the algorithm tries to satisfy Equation 7.11, finding a candidate connection $\theta_M$. Any of the $n$ contracts is able to generate a sequence satisfying $\phi^{\prime}_{syn}$, as they can generate any trace. When verifying Equation 7.13, in line 9, the model checker shows that indeed that candidate is not correct, as the candidate solution can also generate traces such that $\psi_C \theta_c \not\rightarrow \psi_S$. checkValid returns a counterexample on the inputs of $S$ showing that the refinement does not hold. This could be any trace. Then, the cycle repeats, keeping track of the bad candidate $\theta_M$ through $\phi^{\prime}_{W}$. Once again, any connection $\theta^{\prime}_M \neq \theta_M$ could satisfy $S$ for that specific counterexample, and so on.

It is easy to see that, for this library, counterexamples are not really helping in solving the problem. The algorithm will eventually terminate, after having tried all the possible $2^{np(np-1)/2}$ candidates. It will do so incredibly slowly, as for each counterexample the formula in Equation 7.12 grows, making the satisfiability problem more and more complex.

This is, of course, an extreme scenario but it highlights why having nondeterministic contracts in the library is, in general, not desirable.

Algorithm 10 shows a procedure that can detect whether a contract $C$ is nondeterministic, meaning that, for a certain sequence over its input ports which satisfies its assumption, at least two distinct sequences over its output ports satisfy its guarantee. It does so by creating a copy $C'$ of $C$, and verifying whether they can generate different output sequences given the same inputs. The algorithm is sound and complete. Indeed, if model checking the formula in Line 4 of the algorithm shows that it is not valid, then a counterexample will be generated, too. In the resulting trace, then, the left-hand side of the formula will be true (hence identical inputs), but the right-hand side won’t hold, showing two different output sequences. If no counterexample can be found, then $C$ is deterministic by definition. Reversing our reasoning, if $C$ is deterministic, then model checking the formula in Line 4 of the algorithm will necessarily show that the formula is valid (no counterexample can be found). If $C$ is non-deterministic, then there exists at least a trace in which the inputs are the same, but the outputs are not. This trace is, by definition, a counterexample, hence it will also be returned by the model checker. This algorithm does not affect the formulation of
Algorithm 10: Algorithm to check if a contract $C$ is deterministic. It does so by verifying that, when given the same input sequence, under the expected assumption and guarantee, $C$ and its copy $C'$ will always return the same output. $\bar{\theta}$ is a function returning the variable associated to the function parameter according to $\theta$.

Example 8 shows that cycles can be problematic, as they could be a source of nondeterministic behaviors during the synthesis process. This is not going to affect the final result, but it can have a substantial impact on the overall performance.

Additionally, Example 1 shows that creating a cycle can yield an inconsistent contract. Formally, an inconsistent composition could be a refinement of a specification because its guarantee is empty. Allowing cycles means that each solution should be checked for consistency, which could be a prohibitive task as it requires verifying realizability of the contract’s formulas (cf. Section 3.1.4).
Therefore, we explicitly avoid cycles in the contract compositions. To enforce this constraint, we consider an additional set of variables, one for each contract in the library called location variables. We indicated them as $V_L = \{l_C | C \in \mathcal{Z}\}$ (7.14)

We do not directly assign any value to variables in $V_L$, but require the value of a contract’s location variable to be greater than the location variables of the contracts that feed it its inputs:

$$\phi_{LL} = \bigwedge_{C_1=(I_1,O_1,\phi_1,\psi_1) \in \mathcal{Z}} \bigwedge_{p \in I_1} \bigwedge_{C_2=(I_2,O_2,\phi_2,\psi_2) \in \mathcal{Z}} \bigwedge_{q \in O_2} [\mathcal{M}(p) = \mathcal{I}(q) \rightarrow (l_{C_1} > l_{C_2})] \quad (7.15)$$

and greater than zero if mapped to the specification inputs:

$$\phi_{LS} = \bigwedge_{C_1=(I_1,O_1,\phi_1,\psi_1) \in \mathcal{Z}} \bigwedge_{p \in I_1} \bigwedge_{q \in O_S} [\mathcal{M}(p) = \mathcal{I}(q) \rightarrow (l_{C_1} > 0)] \quad (7.16)$$

Then, we indicate as $\phi_L$ the conjunction of Equations 7.15 and 7.16:

$$\phi_L = \phi_{LL} \land \phi_{LS} \quad (7.17)$$

The addition of location variables for contracts in the library does not affect too much the overall size of the synthesis formulas, as the number of such variables is much smaller than the variables encoded through $\mathcal{M}$, which represents all the ports in the library. Additionally, we can use the location variables to limit the maximum depth of a solution by imposing an upper bound to the variables in $V_L$:

$$\phi_D(d) = \bigwedge_{v \in V_L} v \leq d \quad (7.18)$$

where $d$ is the desired depth. Moreover, given a maximum desired depth $d$, we can explore the solution space in incremental steps from depth 1 to $d$. This guarantees that, when a solution is found, it will also have minimal depth.

Later, we will discuss how to integrate the additional constraints described in this section with the synthesis technique introduced with Algorithm 8.

### 7.5 Addressing the Full LTL-CSCL Problem

In this section, we will relax the assumption $H = \mathcal{Z}$ that we made in Section 7.3, thus allowing solutions where only a subset of the library is used, $H \subseteq \mathcal{Z}$. In general, having too many contracts in a candidate solution could be problematic as, even if they are not connected to any other contract, they might introduce additional assumptions which will prevent the refinement between the specification and the composition to hold. Consider, for instance, the following example, where we try to find a composition satisfying a specification under the assumption $H = \mathcal{Z}$.

Example 9 (Assumptions Too Restrictive). Let \( S = (\{x\}, \{y\}, \text{True}, \Diamond y) \) be a contract representing a specification. Let also \( L = (Z, R) \) be a library where \( Z \) contains only two contracts, \( C_1 = (\emptyset, \{b\}, \text{True}, \Diamond b) \) and \( C_2 = (\{a\}, \emptyset, \Box \neg a, \text{True}) \), where \( R \) allows any connections. Note that \( C_2 \) does nothing, as it has no output ports.

One can easily see that, indeed, \( S \) can be refined by \( C_1 \) by mapping \( y \) to \( b \). According to the assumption \( H = Z \), however, we need to include also \( C_2 \) in the resulting composition. Thus, if \( a \) is mapped to \( x \), then the composition becomes

\[
(C_1 \otimes C_2)\theta = (\{x\}, \{a, y, b\}, \Box (a = x \land b = y) \rightarrow (\Diamond b \rightarrow \Box \neg a), \Box (a = x \land b = y) \land \Diamond b)
\]

and the refinement with \( S \) holds if and only if the following are both valid:

\[
\text{True} \rightarrow [\Box (a = x \land b = y) \rightarrow (\Diamond b \rightarrow \Box \neg a)]
\]

\[
[\Box (a = x \land b = y) \land \Diamond b] \rightarrow \Diamond y
\]

The first formula, however, is not valid, thus the refinement does not hold.

If \( a \) is connected to \( b \), instead, then the composition (where the ports have been renamed according to the new connection) is

\[
(C_1 \otimes C_2)\theta = (\emptyset, \{a, y, b\}, \Box (a = b \land b = y) \rightarrow (\Diamond b \rightarrow \Box \neg a), \Box (a = b \land b = y) \land \Diamond b)
\]

and the refinement with \( S \) is verified if and only if the following are both valid:

\[
\text{True} \rightarrow [\Box (a = b \land b = y) \rightarrow (\Diamond b \rightarrow \Box \neg a)]
\]

\[
[\Box (a = b \land b = y) \land \Diamond b] \rightarrow \Diamond y
\]

The refinement, again, does not hold as the first formula is not valid.

Although unconnected inputs are not allowed in our approach, even leaving the variable \( a \) unconnected would result in a non-valid refinement formula, as one can immediately check.

Hence, under the assumption \( H = Z \), no composition refining \( S \) can be found.

Example 9 shows why, sometimes, requiring a solution to a synthesis problem to include all the contracts in the library is not a good idea. One approach could be the one discussed in Chapter 6 where a constraint solver is used to pre-select sets of components which are then tested for refinement. Used in this chapter’s context, however, that approach would not yield any additional benefit, as it would result in a synthesis algorithm that is no better than Algorithm 5, which tests many candidate solutions only once.

Another solution, which we prefer in this case, is to give the ability to the synthesis engine, i.e., the model checker, to select which contracts to include in a solution within the main synthesis loop. We do so by using the contract location variables introduced in Equation 7.14, i.e., if any of such variables is set to 0, then it means that its associated contract does not participate in the final composition. Thus, we can selectively ignore its assumption and guarantee by parameterizing it according to its location variable:

\[
C(l_C) = (I, O, (l_C > 0) \rightarrow \varphi, (l_C > 0) \rightarrow \psi)
\] (7.19)
The parameterized contract will then be identical to $C$ if $l_C > 0$, or it will be trivial ($\varphi = \psi = True$). In this way, the solver will not be forced to satisfy assumptions and guarantees of unused contracts. We indicate the composition of all the parameterized library contracts (cf. Equation 7.5) as

$$C_L(\mathcal{V}_L) = (I_L, O_L, \varphi_L(\mathcal{V}_L), \psi_L(\mathcal{V}_L)) = \bigotimes\{C_i(l_{C_i}) | C_i \in \mathcal{Z}\}$$  (7.20)

Additionally, we require that if a contract is not used, it cannot feed any other contract:

$$\phi_{C} = \bigwedge_{C_1=(I_1, O_1, \varphi_1, \psi_1) \in \mathcal{Z}} \bigwedge_{p \in I_1} \bigwedge_{C_2=(I_2, O_2, \varphi_2, \psi_2) \in \mathcal{Z}} \bigwedge_{q \in O_2} [l_{C_2} = 0 \rightarrow M(p) \neq I(q)]$$  (7.21)

We enforce this additional constraint because, otherwise, we would allow nondeterministic inputs which are not desirable, as discussed in Section 7.4.1.

### 7.6 Putting It All Together: Revisited LTL-CSCL

In this section, we revisit the initial synthesis and verification constraints, $\phi_{syn}'$ and $\phi_{ver}'$, introduced in Equations 7.11 and 7.13 to include all the improvements discussed in Sections 7.4 and 7.5. We start from the synthesis constraint, which now becomes:

$$\phi_{syn}(C_L, S, \phi_M, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{W}, d) = \exists M, \mathcal{V}_L: \forall \sigma_i \in \mathcal{E}:
\{\sigma_i \models \phi_M \land \phi_W \land \phi_D(d) \land \phi_C \land (\varphi_S \land \psi_S) \land (\varphi_{C_L}(\mathcal{V}_L) \land \psi_{C_L}(\mathcal{V}_L))\}[x/x_i]_{x \in P_{lib}}$$  (7.22)

where $\sigma_i$ represents the sequence generated by the ad-hoc state machine built according to Algorithm 9. The formula above can be checked for satisfiability by solving a problem similar to the one in Equation 7.12. It is worth noticing how, this time, we are also looking for an assignment of the variables in $\mathcal{V}_L$, which parameterize the library contract $C_L$. The addition of all the extra terms, here, is not a problem. A candidate $M$ satisfying Equation 7.22 if correct, will also satisfy Equation 7.8 which represents our synthesis goal.

The verification constraint, instead, does not change but it requires us to consider only the contracts used in the candidate solution rather than the whole library, according to the candidate set $H$ inferred by the assignments to the variables $\mathcal{V}_L$ in $\phi_{syn}$. We indicate the candidate composition as $C_H = (I_H, O_H, \varphi_H, \psi_H) = \bigotimes\{C_i | C_i \in H\}$, and the verification constraint includes it as:

$$\phi_{ver}(C_H, S, \theta_M) = \phi_{ver}'(C_H, S, \theta_M) = (\varphi_S \rightarrow \varphi_{C_H \theta_M}) \land (\psi_{C_H \theta_M} \rightarrow \psi_S)$$  (7.23)

where $\theta_M$ is the interconnect inferred from $M$.

We can now provide a detailed representation of the LTL-CSCL algorithm, described in Algorithm 11, which takes into account the newly added constraints and the incremental depth strategy.
function $Full_{LTL-CSCL}$:

Input: library contract $C_L = (I_L, O_L, \varphi_L, \psi_L)$, constraint formula $\phi_M$, specification contract $S = (I_S, O_S, \varphi_S, \psi_S)$, maximum solution depth $D$

Output: set of contracts $H \in Z$ and set of connections representing $\theta$, or $False$

1. $d = 1$;
2. $E \leftarrow \{T\}$; // Counterexample set
3. $W \leftarrow \{}$; // Old candidates
4. while $d \leq D$ do
5.     while True do
6.         model $\leftarrow$ checkSAT($\phi_{syn}(C_L, S, \phi_M, E, W, d)$);
7.         if model is unsat then
8.             $d = d + 1$;
9.         end
10.        $(H, \theta) \leftarrow$ extractCandidate(model);
11.       $W \leftarrow W \cup \{(H, \theta)\}$;
12.       model $\leftarrow$ checkValid($\phi_{ver}(C_H, S, \theta)$);
13.      if model is valid then
14.          return $(H, \theta)$;
15.      end
16.     end
17.    $\sigma \leftarrow$ extractCounterexample(model);
18.    $F_\sigma \leftarrow$ TraceGenerator($\sigma$);
19.    $E \leftarrow E \cup \{F_\sigma\}$;
20.  end
21. return $False$;

Algorithm 11: Description of the algorithm solving the LTL-CSCL problem including all the performance considerations discussed in Section 7.4.

7.7 Evaluation

In this section we discuss the evaluation of Algorithm 11 in three different scenarios. The first two are the already seen aircraft electrical power system (cf. Chapter 4) and brushless electric motor (cf. Section 6.5.1) synthesis problems. The third problem is inspired by the field of embedded design, and it is about the synthesis of the architecture of a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) controller for an Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC).

We implemented the algorithm in Python, as an extension of the tool PYCO introduced in Section 6.4. We rely on the NuXMV model checker to compute the validity and satisfiability of formulas, and to execute the state machines generating the counterexample traces. All the tests were executed on a 3.3 GHz Intel Xeon machine, with 32GB of RAM.
7.7.1 The BLDC problem

In this section we discuss the results of the FullLTL-CSCL synthesis algorithm applied to the BLDC example introduced in Section 6.5.1. Before proceeding, however, we need to introduce a revisited version of the contract library that we used earlier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Input Ports</th>
<th>Output Ports</th>
<th>Assumptions</th>
<th>Guarantees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power-5V</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>gnd (GND)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>□(¬gnd ∧ vout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCDC-3V</td>
<td>gnd (GND)</td>
<td>vout (Voltage5V)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>□(vout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCDC-5V</td>
<td>gnd (GND)</td>
<td>vout (Voltage5V)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>□(vout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-12V</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>gnd (GND)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>□(¬gnd ∧ vout)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| MCU         | gnd (GND)   | o1 (IOPin3V) | true        | o1 ∧ ¬o2 ∧ ¬o3 ∧        |
|             | vin (Voltage3V) | o2 (IOPin3V) |             | (¬o1 ∧ o2 ∧ ¬o3 ∧ o4) ∧ |
|             | i (IOPin3V)  | o3 (IOPin3V) |             | ¬(o1 ∧ ¬i ∧ o4)         |
|             |             |              |             | (o1 ∧ ¬i ∧ ¬o4)         |
|             |             |              |             | (o1 ∧ i ∧ ¬o4)          |
|             |             |              |             | (o1 ∧ ¬i ∧ ¬o4)         |
|             |             |              |             | (o1 ∧ i ∧ o4)           |
|             |             |              |             | ¬(o1 ∧ ¬i ∧ o4)         |
|             |             |              |             | (i ↔ i)                 |
| Half-Bridge | gnd (GND)   | o (IOPin12V) | true        | □(i ↔ o)               |
|             | vin (Voltage3V) |              |             |                          |
|             | i (IOPin3V)  |              |             |                          |

Table 7.1: Structure of the BLDC library, which contains three separate instances of each component. This library is a revisited version of the one in Table 6.2, which now includes only deterministic contracts.

The library in Table 6.2, in fact, contains contracts that are nondeterministic, which in this case can lead to performance issues, as discussed in Section 7.4.1. The contract representing the microcontroller, MCU, is a problematic one. For instance, the contract does not specify what to do in case the input i is true for more than one cycle. Table 7.1 describes the updated library, which contains now only deterministic contracts. The identification of the nondeterministic contract and the validation of the updated library was performed using Algorithm 10.

Figure 7.1 shows the synthesis times, for libraries derived from Table 7.1 with 16, 24, and 32 contracts. Each point represents the bootstrap mean of an initial sample size of 80 experiments, while the bars indicate the 95% bootstrap confidence interval for the mean. In these experiments, the solver was able to find a solution almost immediately—most of the times it took only two iterations to find a good solution. This can explain how having a larger library, in this case, does not translate in exponential performance degradation (which, however, is expected for larger libraries). Synthesis using the nondeterministic library generated comparable results, although with much higher variance. For instance, for a certain
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Figure 7.1: Summary of the results for the BLDC experiments. We synthesized a controller using three libraries including 16, 24, and 32 contracts respectively, for the same specification. For each category, we ran 80 experiments, and then bootstrapped the samples. Each point represents the bootstrap mean for the synthesis time, while the bars represent its 95% confidence interval, also indicated within parentheses.

library, it would not be uncommon to see some experiments taking more than five times the synthesis time of others. Resulting compositions were similar to the one in Figure 6.7.

7.7.2 The EPS problem

Here we summarize the results of applying the Full_LTL-CSCL algorithm to the EPS case study (introduced in Chapter 4 and discussed further in Section 6.5.2). As for the BLDC case, also in this case a contract was found to be nondeterministic. To ensure determinism, in these experiments we replaced contract $A_1$ of Table 4.2 with another instance of contract $B_1$.

Figure 7.2: Summary of the EPS experiments. We synthesized a controller using two different libraries, one with 20 and the other with 40 contracts, defined in Table 4.2. For each category, we ran 80 experiments and then bootstrapped the sample. Each point represents the bootstrap mean synthesis time, while the bars represent its 95% bootstrap confidence interval.
We ran each experiment 80 times and then bootstrapped the samples to obtain mean and 95% bootstrap confidence interval. Figure 7.2 summarizes the results, which are reported in detail in Table 7.2. If compared to the results reported in Section 6.5.2 (cf. Table 6.3), we can observe that the approach presented here is roughly twice as fast, if compared to the constant cost case. Interestingly, while for the experiments in Section 6.5.2 we reported an experiment generating more than 100000 verification queries, here no experiment took more than 8 iterations to converge to a solution. Figure 6.9 illustrates a typical composition resulting from the synthesis procedure.

### 7.7.3 The SPI Analog-to-Digital Converter problem

An Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) is an electronic device that is able to read an analog voltage and returns a digital value proportional to the input voltage. ADCs are extremely useful in the design of cyber-physical systems, as they provide systems with the ability to “read” information that is generated by interacting with the physical worlds. For instance, consider a simple system that needs to detect when the environment in which it operates is dark. An immediate implementation could include a microcontroller (MCU) and a photoresistor, which is a sensor able to convert light to electrical potential. The MCU, however, is a digital component and needs an ADC to interpret the output of the sensor.

The communication between the MCU and the ADC, usually, happens through a serial digital signal. A typical protocol used in this type of communication is called Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) (see, for instance, [47]). The SPI protocol implements the master-slave architecture, where the two parties communicate through four signals, as illustrates in Figure 7.3.

In this section, we study a scenario which is affine to the technologies we just introduced. The specification models a subsystem for an embedded device, and requires reading from an analog source and returning its corresponding digital value using a bus, i.e., in a parallel...
Figure 7.3: Synthesis times with and without specification decomposition. The horizontal axis indicates a subset of the guarantees in Table 4.1, while the vertical one, in logarithmic scale, the synthesis time.

fashion. Here, the specification does not implement the SPI protocol. It asserts a signal, \( r \) for a single clock cycle, and expects the digital value to be produced on the bus after some time. Table 7.3 provides the details about the contract representing the specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Ports</th>
<th>( a ) (Analog:Int)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>(Req:Boolean)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Ports</th>
<th>( rdy ) (Ready:Boolean)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( b_0, \ldots, b_n )</td>
<td>(ADCbit:Boolean)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \( \neg r \land \Box(r \rightarrow \
\neg r \land \cdots \land \neg r) \land \Box(0 \leq a < 2^n) \) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guarantees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Box(r \rightarrow (\neg rdy \land \cdots \land \neg rdy) \land (\neg rdy)) \land \Box(\neg (\neg rdy)) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Specification for the SPI-ADC synthesis problem parameterized for \( n \) (in the experiments, \( n \in \{2, 3, 4, 5\} \)). The contract reads an analog input, represented as an integer variable, and a request line. After \( n+2 \) clock cycles, it needs to assert a ready signal. Moreover, it needs to compute the \( i \)-th bit of the analog input for each output bit \( b_i \), representing the state of the analog signal two cycles after the request line was asserted. The fractions represent integer division, where the expression \( \frac{a}{2^i} - 2 \cdot \frac{a}{2^i+1} \) computes the \( i \)-th bit of \( a \). Port types indicate the type label, used to describe each port, and their domain (integer or Boolean).

The analog input is represented by an integer variable. To satisfy the specification, an implementation needs to match the input value to its digital binary version. The specification requires also a “ready” signal, \( rdy \), to be generated upon completion of the task.

Table 7.4 shows, instead, the elements that populate the contract library. The set of contracts is very simple. The main component is the ADC, which implements an SPI-like protocol. It requires its \( c \) input to be asserted for several clock cycles, while it samples from its analog interface and generates corresponding digital values on its serial output, \( m \). Being serial, it means that the analog value will not be converted at once, but each bit will be computed sequentially. The rest of the library contains very simple digital elements, such as inverters, which reverse their Boolean input value, counters, which count up to a certain integer value, comparators, which return true if their input match their parameter, triggers,
which return a Boolean signal after a certain number of clock cycles, and flip-flops, which store their Boolean value when their “write” line is asserted.

The goal of this experiment is to synthesize the control logic around the ADC, meaning that a correct solution will need to figure out a way to memorize intermediate values and return the binary representation of the input only when all the bits have been correctly computed. This case study is particularly interesting because its complexity grows also in the temporal dimension. For different specifications, in fact, we have that having more output ports implies that the ADC will need to work over more clock cycles, meaning that the underlying model checker will need to do more work to verify candidates.

Figure 7.4 shows the synthesis times for the specification for \( n \in \{2, 3, 4, 5\} \), executed with libraries containing an ADC parameterized with the same \( n \), for library with size of 11, 16, 17 contracts, respectively. Note, however, that most of the elements in the library are parametric, with a parameter \( 0 \leq k \leq 10 \), meaning that each of those contracts encoded a larger search space. We can observe how the synthesizer is able to find solutions in a

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Input Ports</th>
<th>Output Ports</th>
<th>Assume</th>
<th>Guarantee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADC((n))</td>
<td>(c) (Select:Boolean)</td>
<td>(m) (MISO:Boolean)</td>
<td>(\neg c)</td>
<td>(\neg m \land \Box \neg m) ∧ (\Box (\neg c \rightarrow \neg m \land \Box \neg m)) ∧ (\Box {\neg c \land \Box c \land \Box^2 c \rightarrow [\Box^2 m \leftrightarrow \Box (\frac{n}{2} - 2 \cdot \frac{m}{2} = 1)]}) ∧ (\cdots) (\Box {\neg c \land \Box c \land \cdots \land \Box^{n+1} c \rightarrow [\Box^{n+1} m \leftrightarrow \Box (\frac{n}{2} - 2 \cdot \frac{m}{2} = 1)]}) ∧ (\Box {c \land \Box c \land \cdots \land \Box^{n+1} c \rightarrow (\Box^{n+2} \neg m)}) ∧ (\Box {c \land \Box c \land \cdots \land \Box^{n+1} c \rightarrow (\Box^{n+2} \neg m)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter</td>
<td>(i) (Control:Boolean)</td>
<td>(o) (Control:Boolean)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>(\Box (o \leftrightarrow \neg i))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter((k))</td>
<td>(r) (Control:Boolean)</td>
<td>(v) (Counter:Int)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>((c = 0)) ∧ (p = k) ∧ (r \rightarrow \Box (v = 0)) ∧ ((v \leq p) \land \neg r \rightarrow (\Box (v) = v + 1)) ∧ ((v = p) \land \neg r \rightarrow (\Box (v) = p))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator((k))</td>
<td>(v) (Control:Boolean)</td>
<td>(e) (Control:Int)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>(\Box (p = k)) ∧ (\Box (v = p) \leftrightarrow e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger((k))</td>
<td>(r) (Control:Boolean)</td>
<td>(t) (Control:Boolean)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>((c = 0)) ∧ (p = k) ∧ (r \rightarrow \Box (c = 0)) ∧ (\Box (c \leq p) \land \neg r \rightarrow (\Box (c) = c + 1)) ∧ ((c = p) \land \neg r \rightarrow (\Box (c) = p))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlipFlop</td>
<td>(d) (Data:Boolean)</td>
<td>(q) (Data:Boolean)</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>(\neg q) ∧ (\Box (e \rightarrow (d \leftrightarrow \Box q))) ∧ (\Box (\neg e \rightarrow (q \leftrightarrow \Box q)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Structure of the ADC-SPI library. The ADC component is used, in the experiments, with \( n \in \{2, 3, 4, 5\} \). Some components are parameterized, if in their output ports there are ports of type “Param”. All the parameters \( k \) are bounded such that \( 0 \leq k \leq 10 \). Port types indicate the type label, used to describe each port, and their domain (integer or Boolean). The library imposes constraints on possible connections based on the port domains.
Figure 7.4: Summary of the results for the ADC-SPI experiments, for specifications with parameter $n \in \{2, 3, 4, 5\}$ and library size of 11, 11, 16, 17 contracts, respectively. Each library had the appropriate ADC according to $n$. The other contracts, including the parametric ones, were replicated as needed. For $n >= 5$, synthesis time was longer than our timeout of 500 seconds, but it is reported for completeness. The graph is in logarithmic scale.

reasonable time (less than 500 seconds) for $n < 5$. Figure 7.5 illustrates a typical solution for

Figure 7.5: Typical synthesized composition for the ADC-SPI problem, in case of the specification and ADC with 3 bit resolution ($n = 3$).

$n = 3$.

7.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied an approach to synthesis from libraries of LTL A/G contracts based on the CEGIS paradigm. Differently than the solution discussed in Chapter 6, here we use counterexamples generated by a verifier, i.e., a model checker, representing traces over the specification and system variables, to propose a more efficient solution. In this case, indeed, the number of queries to the verifier is reduced by several orders of magnitude, although the complexity of each query increases, too.
The algorithm we presented includes a number of optimizations that are aimed at improving performance, including considerations on why to avoid dependency cycles and nondeterministic contracts. We applied our synthesis algorithm to three case studies, showing its effectiveness. In Chapter 8, we will build on top of the results discussed here to show how to further improve performance, by decomposing the system specification.
Chapter 8

Specification Decomposition for Synthesis from Libraries of LTL A/G Contracts

In the previous chapters, we introduced techniques to perform synthesis of compositions of LTL A/G contracts (and components in general) that satisfy a certain specification. Synthesis tasks are feasible in many cases, but they are computationally intensive, especially for complex specifications. In this chapter, we describe an efficient technique to partition a specification, i.e., an LTL-based A/G contract, in a number of simpler sub-specifications which can be satisfied independently. Once all these smaller problems are solved, it is possible to safely merge their solutions to satisfy the original specification.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we reference the theoretical elements to support our work, and provide a formal analysis of our approach in Section 8.3. Then, in Section 8.5, we describe in detail our decomposition algorithm. In Section 8.6, we evaluate the performance of our method by applying it to an industrial case study, i.e., the design of the control software for an Aircraft Electrical Power System (EPS), and draw conclusions in Section 8.7.

8.1 Introduction

Given a specification described by an A/G contract, it is possible to satisfy it by composing a number of simpler contracts, where the theory of contracts provides the mathematical tools required to validate the design. When contracts are automatically chosen from a library of predefined designs, we talk about Constrained Synthesis from Contract Libraries (CSCL), Although synthesis tools and algorithms have come a long way, CSCL remains a computationally hard problem.

In this chapter, we present a way to increase the scalability of synthesis from libraries of LTL A/G contracts. Given a specification, also described by an LTL A/G contract, we
show how to efficiently partition the synthesis problem into several simpler sub-problems, which can be solved independently. We do so by analyzing counterexamples generated by a model-checker when asked to verify the validity of a properly crafted formula. The result is an algorithm able to generate a set of sub-specifications which are as “small” as possible, only requiring a number of operations quadratic in the number of variables of the original contract.

This chapter builds on top of the concepts, problems, and solutions discussed in Chapter 7.

8.2 Preliminaries

In this chapter, we will refer to LTL A/G contracts and libraries as introduced in Chapter 3 and discussed further in Chapter 7, e.g., an LTL A/G contract is indicated as $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$, and a library is a pair $L = (Z, \mathcal{R})$.

As usual, we consider the system specification $S = (I_S, O_S, \varphi_S, \psi_S)$ that needs to be synthesized, as a LTL A/G contract.

The problem we want to solve is the same problem of synthesis from libraries of LTL A/G contracts introduced in Definition 10. In this chapter, we present a technique to improve the scalability of the synthesis process, which is reduced to a series of simpler tasks. In Section 8.4.1, we will formally describe such simpler synthesis tasks as a variation of the problem in Definition 10, that can still be solved, however, using the same techniques elaborated in Chapter 7. In this chapter, we leverage the property of independent implementability of contracts, which derives from the notions of refinement and composition. For instance, let $C, C_1, C_2$ be contracts such that $C_1 \otimes C_2 \preceq C$. Let also $C'_1, C'_2$ be contracts such that $C'_1 \preceq C_1$, and $C'_2 \preceq C_2$. Then, we have that $C'_1 \otimes C'_2 \preceq C$ holds, too.

8.3 Decomposing Contracts

Given a system specification expressed as a LTL A/G contract, our objective is to decompose it in several sub-specifications (or projections), to simplify the synthesis problem in Definition 10. In this section, we show how to formally describe these projections and how it is possible to treat them independently while guaranteeing the satisfaction of the original specification. Thus, given a contract $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$, we want to find a composition of contracts $C' = C'_1 \otimes \cdots \otimes C'_n$ such that

$$C'_1 \otimes \cdots \otimes C'_n \preceq C$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.1)

Note that, compared to the problem addressed in Chapters 6 and 7, here each contract $C'_i$ does not need to come from a library, but it will become itself the specification for another synthesis task. The independent implementability property of contracts, introduced in Section 3.2.1.4, guarantees that refining the single contracts on the left-hand side of Equation 8.1 will yield a valid refinement for $C$. 
Ideally $C_i'$ will need to be simpler to synthesize than the original contract $C$. The complexity of synthesis, as we have discussed in Chapter 6, ultimately depends on the number of connections that the synthesizer needs to establish. Hence, the synthesis problem for each $C_i'$ will need to be defined in a way that reduces the total number of connections that need to be found.

Another desirable property of such decomposition is that it will need to maintain intact the solution space. That is, any solution that could be found by synthesizing $C$, it should be also be found by synthesizing each $C_i'$. Thus, we would like contracts $C_i'$s to be as “loose” as possible, meaning that their guarantees should be as weakest, and their assumptions the strongest, while still holding the refinement in Equation 8.1. Finally, the decomposition process should always be successful, meaning that, in the worst case, we should obtain a single contract such that $C_1' \preceq C$.

In the next sections, we will introduce the notion of projection for LTL A/G contracts and we will show how it can be used to define and solve the problem of contract decomposition.

### 8.3.1 Projection for LTL A/G Contracts

According to the discussion in the previous section, each contract resulting by the decomposition of a specification $C$ should be simpler to synthesize than $C$. We discussed how this boils down to reducing the number of unknown connections that a synthesizer needs to solve. We call each $C_i'$ of Equation 8.1 a projection. We do so to explicit our intent to have each $C_i'$ define only some properties of the specification $C$, which is then fully realized only when all the projections are composed together.

Defining a projection for an A/G contract $C$, intuitively, means describing a new contract over a subset of its variables. The new assumption and guarantee will need, then, be defined only over those variables exposing, at the same time, all the behaviors that could be observed in $C$ by looking at the subset of variables. Unfortunately, Wolper [84] proves that LTL formulas are not, in general, closed under projection. Therefore, for LTL A/G contracts, we cannot define the projection operation by simply taking the projection of their assumption and guarantee formulas. We provide a definition of projection for LTL A/G contracts that doesn’t involve projecting LTL formulas, but it is able to partition only output variables of a certain contract. It is, however, sufficient for us to define the problem of contract decomposition, discussed in Section 8.3, and to provide a solution for it. The reasons behind the choice of defining the projection only over output variables will be clarified later.

**Definition 11 (Projection of LTL A/G Contracts).** Given an LTL A/G contract $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$ and a subset of its output variables $V \subseteq O$, its projection with respect to $V$ is a contract

$$
\Pi_V(C) = C^\varphi \theta_V
$$

(8.2)
where \( C^c \) is a copy of \( C \) with fresh variables as in Definition 4, and \( \theta_V \) specifies the following connections:

\[
\forall p \in I : (C^c.x, x) \in \theta_V \tag{8.3}
\]
\[
\forall p \in O : p \in V \iff (C^c.x, x) \in \theta_V \tag{8.4}
\]

Thus, \( \Pi_V(C) \) shares with \( C \) all input variables and the variables in \( V \), while all the other output variables are left unconnected.

Given a projection \( \Pi_V(C) \), we call it valid if and only if

\[
\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C \tag{8.5}
\]

where \( \bar{V} = \{ p \mid p \in O \setminus V \} \) contains all the output variables of \( C \) which are not in \( V \). That is, \( \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \) complements \( \Pi_V(C) \) with respect to the output ports of \( C \).

**Example 10** (Not all projections are valid). Consider the contract

\[
C = (\emptyset, \{a, b\}, \varphi = \text{True}, \psi = \Box(a \lor b))
\]

and the set \( X = \{a\} \). The projection associated with \( X \) is

\[
\Pi_X(C) = (\emptyset, \{a, a_0, b_0\}, \text{True}, \Box(a = a_0) \land \Box(a_0 \lor b_0) \tag{11}
\]

while its complement is

\[
\Pi_{\bar{X}}(C) = (\emptyset, \{b, a_1, b_1\}, \text{True}, \Box(b = b_1) \land \Box(a_1 \lor b_1))
\]

To verify the validity of the projection, we need to verify that \( \Pi_X(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{X}}(C) \preceq C \) holds.

Let us start by verifying that the guarantees of the composition are more constrained than \( \varphi_G \):

\[
\Box(a = a_0) \land \Box(a_0 \lor b_0) \land \Box(b = b_1) \land \Box(a_1 \lor b_1) \Rightarrow \Box(a \lor b)
\]

The equation above is not always true. Consider, for instance, the case in which, at time 0, \( a = a_0 = \text{False} \), \( b_0 = \text{True} \), \( a_1 = \text{True} \), and \( b = b_1 = \text{False} \). Thus, the projection \( \Pi_X(C) \) is not valid. If, instead, the guarantee were \( \psi = \Box(a \land b) \), the set \( X = \{a\} \) would yield a valid projection.

The notion of valid projection can also be used to justify the reason behind the decision of limiting the partition of variables to the set of output variables. Let us assume that the set \( V \) in Definition 11 could include also input ports, i.e., a contract \( C \) and its projection \( \Pi_V(C) \) shared both inputs and output variables in \( V \). For all the input variables not included in \( V \), similarly to what happens in Example 10, there would be some variables of \( \Pi_V(C) \) not mapped into \( C \). Conversely, \( \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \) would have all the input variables in \( V \) not mapped into \( C \). Thus, their composition \( C' = \Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \) would have \( 2 \cdot |I| \) input variables.

\footnote{The new guarantee is computed according to the contract connection discussed in Section 3.2.1.6}
refinement $C' \preceq C$ would then be problematic for two reasons, one merely formal and one substantial.

First, according to the definition of refinement in Section 3.2.1.4, for the refinement to hold, $C'$ cannot have more input variables than $C$. $C'$, however, would have twice the input variables of $C$. Although problematic, this issue could be resolved by adding $|I|$ new dummy variables to $C$, mapping them onto the unconnected variables of $C'$. The other problem, however, is substantial. Indeed, for each new input port, $C'$ defines some constraints according to its assumption, derived from $\Pi_V(C)$ and $\Pi_{\bar{V}}(C)$. Even if $C$ had the missing variables, it would not have any assumption asserted over them, i.e., any behavior would be allowed. Thus, in verifying refinement, Equation 3.22c would not be satisfied as $\varphi$ would allow more behaviors than $\varphi'$, at least for any non-trivial assumption, i.e., different than $\varphi = True$.

Using the notion of projection for a LTL A/G contract we just introduced, we are now ready to formally introduce the problem we want to solve. Later, we will discuss how this problem and its solution address all the considerations we made at the beginning of Section 8.3.

**Definition 12 (Contract Decomposition Problem (CD)).** Let $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$ be a LTL A/G contract, and let $\Pi_V(C)$ indicate the projection of $C$ over a set of output variables $V \subseteq O$. The CD problem consists in partitioning $O$ into $n$ sets of variables $V_1, \ldots, V_n$, with $n \geq 1$, such that

$$\Pi_{V_1}(C) \otimes \Pi_{V_2}(C) \otimes \cdots \otimes \Pi_{V_n}(C) \preceq C$$

(8.6)

### 8.4 Solving the Contract Decomposition Problem

The first thing to do to solve the CD problem is to understand how to partition the set of output ports of a certain contract $C$ to guarantee that Equation 8.6 is satisfied.

To get there, however, we need first to introduce a few concepts. We will start defining the notion of independent variables for an LTL formula.

**Definition 13 (Independent Variables).** Let $\varphi$ be an LTL formula over a set of variables $\Sigma$, and $\Sigma = Q \cup P$, with $Q \cap P = \emptyset$. Let also $\sigma$ indicate a sequence of evaluations of the variables in $\Sigma$, where $\sigma_P$ refers to the same sequence only over evaluations of variables in the set $P$. We say that variables in $V \subseteq P$ are independent in $P$ for $\varphi$ if and only if, for each sequence $\sigma$ that falsifies $\varphi$, then $\varphi$ can also be falsified only by the sequence $\sigma_Q \cup \bar{V}$ of evaluations of variables in $Q \cup V$ or the sequence $\sigma_Q \cup \bar{V}$ of evaluations of variables in $Q \cup \bar{V}$, where $\bar{V} = P \setminus V$:

$$\forall \sigma : \sigma \not\models \varphi \Rightarrow \sigma_Q \cup \bar{V} \not\models \varphi \lor \sigma_Q \cup \bar{V} \not\models \varphi$$

(8.7)

Independent variables are useful because they allow identifying partitions of variables which can indicate the failure of a larger formula. They will be used as the foundational concept to identify valid contract projections.
Example 11. Let $\phi = \Box(a \lor b)$, where $\Sigma = P = \{a, b\}$, and $Q = \emptyset$. Then $V = \{a\}$ does not contain independent variables. Consider, for instance, the finite sequence $\sigma = [(a = False, b = False)]$. $\sigma$ falsifies $\phi$, but $\sigma_V = [(a = False)]$ does not, because the evaluation of $b$ is unknown. On the other hand, for $\phi' = \Box(a \land b)$ and $V = \{a\}$, $a$ is independent. Note that, trivially, variables in $V' = \{a, b\}$ are also independent.

The following theorem is very useful as it defines the link between valid projections and independent variables for a certain formula, which is at the core of the algorithms that we will describe in Section 8.5.

**Theorem 8.4.1.** Let $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$ be a compatible and consistent LTL A/G contract, and consider a subset of its output variables $V \subseteq O$. Let also $\varphi$ be defined only over variables in $I$. If variables in $V$ are independent in $O$ for $\psi$, then the projection $\Pi_V(C)$ is valid.

**Proof.** Consider a contract $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$ and a subset of variables $V \subseteq O$, where $V$ contains independent variables. To verify the validity of the projection $\Pi_V(C)$, then $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$ must hold. This means verifying that:

1. $\varphi \rightarrow \varphi_V \land \varphi_{\bar{V}} \lor \neg(\psi_V \land \psi_{\bar{V}})$
2. $\psi_V \land \psi_{\bar{V}} \rightarrow \psi$

We start from point 2). $C$ is consistent, hence $I$-receptive, i.e., its guarantee cannot be falsified only by a sequence of evaluations of its input variables. Let $\sigma_G$ be a sequence of evaluations of the variables of $C$ that falsifies $\psi$. Then, because $V$ contains independent variables, the same sequence projected over $I \cup V$ and $I \cup \bar{V}$ will also falsify $\psi$. Thus, $\psi_V$ or $\psi_{\bar{V}}$ will also be false as they share the variables in $I \cup V$ and $I \cup \bar{V}$ with $\psi$, respectively. Hence, the implication in point 2) will always be true, as every time the right-hand side is false, so is the left-hand side.

For point 1), let $\sigma_A$ be a sequence of evaluations of variables in $C$ that falsifies the formula on the right-hand side of the implication, $\varphi_V \land \varphi_{\bar{V}} \lor \neg(\psi_V \land \psi_{\bar{V}})$, which represent the assumption of the composition $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C)$. This means that $\sigma_A$ falsifies also the stronger formula $\varphi_V \land \varphi_{\bar{V}}$. As $C$, $\Pi_V(C)$, and $\Pi_{\bar{V}}(C)$ all share the same set of input variables $I$, and $\varphi$ is defined only over those variables, any $\sigma_A$ that falsifies $\varphi_V \land \varphi_{\bar{V}}$ will also falsify $\varphi$. Hence, 1) is always true, too. This proves the theorem.

**8.4.1 Using Projections for Synthesis**

At this point, we know how to find valid projections for a contract. In this section, we describe how such projections can be used to simplify the problem of synthesis from contract libraries.

---

2If the context is clear, as in this case, we will just say that variables in $V$ are independent.
We still have to make sure that given some projections of a contract $C$, we can indeed compose them together such that their composition is a refinement of $C$, as indicated in Equation 8.6. The following theorem clarifies this point.

**Theorem 8.4.2.** Let $\Pi_{V_1}(C), \ldots, \Pi_{V_n}(C)$ be valid projections of a contract $C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi)$, which is compatible, consistent, and $\varphi$ is defined only over variables in $I$. If $V_1, \ldots, V_n$ all contain variables independent in $O$ for $\psi$, and $V_1 \cup \cdots \cup V_n = O$, then
\[
\Pi_{V_1}(C) \otimes \cdots \otimes \Pi_{V_n}(C) \preceq C \quad (8.8)
\]

**Proof.** By the definition of valid projection in Equation 8.5, we know that for each projection $\Pi_{V_i}(C)$ of a contract $(I, O, \varphi, \psi)$, the refinement $\Pi_{V_i}(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}_i}(C) \preceq C$ holds, where $V_i \cup \bar{V}_i = O$ by construction. To prove Equation 8.8 we need to verify that:

1. $\varphi \rightarrow \varphi_{V_1} \land \cdots \land \varphi_{V_n} \lor \neg(\psi_{V_1} \land \cdots \land \psi_{V_n})$

2. $\psi_{V_1} \land \cdots \land \psi_{V_n} \rightarrow \psi$

The proof, at this point, is similar to the proof of Theorem 8.4.1. We start from point 2). For $\sigma_G$ being a sequence of evaluations of variables of $C$ which falsifies $\psi$, we know that there must exist a $V_x \subseteq O$ with independent variables such that the guarantee $\psi_{V_x}$ of the projection $\Pi_{V_x}(C)$ is false, too. Without loss of generality, let us assume that $V_x$ is also minimal, i.e., there not exists a proper subset of $V_x$ which also contains independent variables. Since $\{V_1, \ldots, V_n\}$ all contain independent variables and $V_1 \cup \cdots \cup V_n = O$, then there exists a $V_i \in \{V_1, \ldots, V_n\}$ such that $V_x \subseteq V_i$. Thus $\psi_{V_i}$ will be falsified by $\sigma_G$, and so will be also the whole left-hand side of the implication at point 2). This proves that point 2) always holds. The proof of point 1) is exactly the same as the one of point 1) in Theorem 8.4.1. Hence, the theorem is proved.

Theorem 8.4.2 explains how we can partition a contract $C$ using $n$ valid projections, $\Pi_{V_1}(C), \ldots, \Pi_{V_n}(C)$. This is a good news because now we can synthesize a composition of contracts that refines $C$ from a library $L$, if such composition exists, by independently synthesizing compositions for the projections $\Pi_{V_1}(C), \ldots, \Pi_{V_n}(C)$. That is, if there exist compositions such that
\[
C_{m_1}^{V_1} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{m_n}^{V_n} \preceq \Pi_{V_1}(C), \quad 1 \leq i \leq n
\]
for some $m_1, \ldots, m_n$, then by the independent development property in \[10\], the following holds:
\[
\begin{align*}
C_{m_1}^{V_1} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{m_1}^{V_1} & \quad \Pi_{V_1}(C) \\
\otimes & \\
C_{m_2}^{V_2} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{m_2}^{V_2} & \quad \Pi_{V_2}(C) \\
\otimes & \\
\vdots & \\
\otimes & \\
C_{m_n}^{V_n} \otimes \cdots \otimes C_{m_n}^{V_n} & \quad \Pi_{V_n}(C)
\end{align*}
\preceq C \quad (8.9)
\]
However, we are not done yet. Each projection \( \Pi_{V_i}(C) \), in fact, has even more variables than \( C \) (the copies of variables of \( C \) plus those added through the interconnect \( \theta \)), although now we are only interested in the subset \( V_i \). For the other variables, in fact, we know that there will be another composition taking care of them. Thus, we need a way to limit synthesis only to \( V_i \). We solve this issue by defining a variant of the CSCL problem in Definition 10.

**Definition 14** (Problem of Partial Synthesis from LTL A/G Contract Libraries (PCSCL)).

Let the LTL A/G contract \( S = (I_S, O_S, \varphi_S, \psi_S) \) be a system specification, \( V \) be a subset of independent variables \( V \subseteq O_S \), and define \( \bar{V} = O_S \setminus V \). Let also \( \Pi_{\bar{V}}(S) \) be the projection of \( S \) over \( \bar{V} \), and \( L = (Z, R) \) be a library where \( R \) specifies that no further connection is required for variables of \( S \) in \( \bar{V} \) and variables of \( \Pi_{\bar{V}}(S) \). Then, find a set of contracts \( H = \{C_1, \ldots, C_m\} \subseteq Z \), and an interconnect \( \theta \subseteq R \) such that the following holds:

\[
(C_1 \otimes \cdots \otimes C_m) \theta \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(S) \preceq S
\]  

To solve this synthesis problem, the synthesizer is forced to use \( \Pi_{\bar{V}}(S) \) as a placeholder connected to ports in \( \bar{V} \), therefore it avoids wasting time in satisfying constraints for ports that are not in \( V \). Overall, when instantiated for \( n \) subsets of independent variables \( V_1, \ldots, V_n \), this results in \( n \) smaller synthesis problems which can be run independently, i.e., concurrently, using techniques such as the one proposed in Chapter 7.

Once we have found a solution for all the projections, Equation 8.9 guarantees that putting all the pieces back together will result in a proper refinement of our original system specification.

By only synthesizing the variables in \( V \), moreover, we are also guaranteed that with this decomposition approach we are not reducing the solution space of the full synthesis problem. That is, the projection \( \Pi_{V_i}(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}_i}(C) \) refines \( C \), but it only restricts its guarantee over variables that are not mapped to \( C \). Indeed, by definition of independent variables, each falsifying trace \( \sigma \) will falsify \( \Pi_{V_i}(C) \) either over \( V \) or over \( \bar{V} \). If \( \sigma \) falsifies \( \Pi_{V_i}(C) \) over variables in \( V \), then, by construction, it will also falsify \( C \). Hence, the solution space over \( V \) is the same for both \( C \) and \( \Pi_{V_i}(C) \).

### 8.5 An Efficient Decomposition Algorithm

In this section we discuss an efficient algorithm to decompose a contract \( C = (I, O, \varphi, \psi) \) following the concepts discussed in the previous sections. One obvious possibility would be to exhaustively check whether \( \Pi_{V_i}(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}_i}(C) \preceq C \) holds for all the possible \( V_i \in \phi(O) \), where \( \phi(O) \) is the powerset of \( O \). This is not very efficient, as it requires checking Equation 8.5 at least \( 2^{|O|} \) times. We propose a better solution which only needs a quadratic number of checks.

The intuition is to start from sets \( V_i \) that contain single output variables of \( C \), and to use a model-checker to suggest how to increase the size of each \( V_i \) until it contains independent variables. We do so by analyzing the counterexamples obtained verifying some *ad hoc* formulas.
Algorithm 12: Contract Decomposition algorithm. It takes a contract $C$ as input, and returns a set of $n$ projections such that $\Pi_{V_1}(C) \otimes \cdots \otimes \Pi_{V_n}(C) \preceq C$.

Algorithm 12 describes the main decomposition algorithm. For each output variable $p$ (Line 3), we start with a set $V$ containing only $p$ (Line 4). After creating the candidate projections $\Pi_V(C)$ and $\Pi_{\bar{V}}(C)$, the algorithm verifies that $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$ in Line 8 (by model checking the refinement formulas). If $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$ holds, then passed will be true, meaning that $\Pi_V(C)$ is a valid projection, and we can move on to the next iteration (Line 14). If, however, $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$ can be falsified, the model-checker will generate a counterexample that proves why the refinement does not hold. We can then analyze the counterexample to identify which variables were responsible for the failure, i.e., behaved differently in the two projections, to add them to $V$ (Lines 10 and 11), and repeat the process until $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$ is valid. Finally, the last step of DecomposeContract, Line 16 guarantees that the set $V_1, \ldots, V_n$ is a partition of $O$, as required by Definition 12. The algorithm always terminates, as in the worst case we have that $V = O$, thus $\Pi_V(C) = C$ and $\bar{V} = \emptyset$, which always verifies $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$. It does so invoking the model-checker (through the function checkValid, which solves a PSPACE-complete problem, although very small if compared to the CSCL synthesis framework) at most $n^2$ times, where $n$ is the number of output ports of $C$. 
8.5.1 Algorithm DecomposeContract is sound

In this section, we show that Algorithm DecomposeContract is sound, meaning that the contract projections that it returns are always valid. To do so, we need to show that at the end each $V$ contains independent variables. We always start from a set $V$ containing a single variable. In the main iteration, for each candidate $V$, the function checkValid in DecomposeContract, Line 8, returns true if $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$ is true, which means that the projection over $V$ is valid. We say so because, otherwise, the model-checker would have found a trace in which $C$ is false, but $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C)$ is not, according to Definition 13. If the refinement does not hold, then it means that the variables in $V$ are not independent, i.e., $V$ is too small. Therefore, the variables in $V$ depend on (at least) a variable in $\bar{V}$. The model-checker provides a counterexample that shows which variables caused the refinement to fail, i.e., they behave differently between the two projections. Among these variables, some must be dependent on variables on $V$, because, otherwise, the refinement would hold. By parsing the counterexample trace we can recognize such variables and add it to $V$. This process stops when $\Pi_V(C) \otimes \Pi_{\bar{V}}(C) \preceq C$ is true, which means, as we have seen above, that $V$ contains independent variables. In the worst case, the process stops when $V = O$, which will always result in a valid projection. The algorithm is therefore sound.

We cannot claim that the algorithm is complete, meaning that if there exists a partition $V_1, \ldots, V_n$ such that $\Pi_{V_1}(C) \otimes \cdots \otimes \Pi_{V_n}(C) \preceq C$, with $n > 1$, we cannot guarantee that the algorithm will find it. The reason is that analyzing the counterexample we cannot be sure that some variables that are different between the two contracts are indeed part of the cause of the failed refinement check. In practice, however, we observed that the model checker we used, NuXMV, tends to show counterexamples in which only the variables effectively responsible for the refinement to fail are different between the two projections.

8.6 Evaluation

We implemented the proposed algorithm in a modified version of pycycle, the tool described in Chapter 7. All the experiments were run on a 3.3 GHz Intel Xeon machine, with 32GB of RAM, limiting the maximum number of parallel processes to 8.

8.6.1 The EPS problem

The first problem we used to test our synthesis with decomposition approach was the EPS problem described in Chapter 4. As discussed also in previous chapters, our goal is to synthesize the logic of the BCPU from a set of subsystem controllers, described by the library of 20 LTL A/G contracts illustrated in Table 4.2. The system specification, instead, is represented in Table 4.1.

We ran 9 synthesis tasks with increasing complexity (each task was an incremental subset of the guarantees of Table 4.1), for two libraries with 20 and 40 contracts. Figure 8.1 illustrates the results we obtained. A typical solution satisfying all the specifications consisted
Figure 8.1: Summary of the EPS experiments. We synthesized a controller using two different libraries, one with 20 and the other with 40 contracts, defined in Table 4.2. For each category, we ran 30 experiments and then bootstrapped the sample. Each point represents the bootstrap mean synthesis time, while the bars represent its 95% bootstrap confidence interval.

When compared to the results in Section 7.7.2, the synthesis approach described in this chapter did present a comparable performance. This is not surprising, at least for this example, because the technique discussed in Section 7.7.2 is already very efficient in terms of number of queries to the underlying model checker. In this case, however, we need to consider that the decomposition algorithm is executed before synthesis before each experiment, without impacting significantly on the overall synthesis performance.

8.6.2 The SPI-ADC problem

A second problem is the SPI-ADC example introduced in Section 7.7.3. Here, our goal is to generate an SPI-like controller for an ADC. This problem is more challenging than the previous one, as synthesis was unfeasible already for a specification requiring 5-bit resolution from the ADC. In this section, we compare those results to the ones obtained by synthesizing the same controllers using the decomposition technique discussed earlier.

Figure 8.2 summarize the results of our experiments, which represent the typical performance for each configuration. The benefit of decomposing the specification can be observed immediately. In this case, in fact, we were able to synthesize specifications requiring up to 8-bit resolution, in considerably less time. Figure 8.3 shows the typical solution for a specification requiring an ADC with 8 bit resolution. As one can observe, the synthesizer correctly inferred the parameters for several components (e.g., the triggers), to make sure
Figure 8.2: Summary of the results for the ADC-SPI experiments, for specifications with parameter $n \in \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8\}$ and library size of 11 contracts, respectively. Each library had the appropriate ADC according to $n$. The other contracts, including the parametric ones, were replicated as needed. The graph is in logarithmic scale.

that the rest of the signals had the correct timing.

8.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a technique to increase the scalability of synthesis from component libraries for components that are described by LTL A/G contracts. We defined the notions of contract decomposition and projection, and described an efficient algorithm to perform such decomposition. We tested this decomposition approach to the synthesis problems analyzed in Chapter 7. While the performance is comparable for smaller synthesis tasks, our decomposition strategy allows designers to manage complexity and synthesize designs also when they are not feasible with other techniques.
Figure 8.3: Typical synthesized composition for the ADC-SPI problem, in case of the specification and ADC with 8-bit resolution ($n = 8$).
Chapter 9

Conclusions

The work described in this dissertation is centered on two fundamental aspects of system design, which are the problem of verifying the correctness of user-provided designs, and the problem of synthesizing a design by composing components available in a library. In both cases, we focused on specifications and components described as LTL A/G contracts.

We started by introducing the A/G contract framework that we used as the underlying formalism for the rest of the work, showing how assumptions and guarantees can be represented using LTL formulas. In particular, we described the explicit definition of connections between contracts, which is used to characterize compositions in both the verification and synthesis problems. We also discussed a technique to check contract refinement by framing the problem as a model checking task, and showed how to use off-the-shelf tools, such as the NuXMV model checker, to execute such task.

We addressed the problem of improving the refinement checking performance by using pre-computed contract relations stored in the contract library. In this case, the library contains both regular contracts and several subsystems realized as a composition of the former, specifying explicitly the refinement relations between the two. This information is used to speed up the verification of refinement between a system specification and a composition of library contracts, provided by the user, describing the system. The verification engine, then, iteratively builds abstractions by leveraging the relations in the library and tries to verify refinement, at each step, on one of those simplified designs. Proving the refinement using a system abstraction is more efficient, as it allows to derive smaller model checking problems. We evaluated this approach by verifying properties on a design for an aircraft EPS controller.

Then, we focused on the problem of synthesis of contract compositions that need to satisfy a system specification, providing several solutions based on the OGIS paradigm. In OGIS, a solution is identified through a collaboration between a synthesizer, which provides candidates, and a verifier, which checks whether those candidates are correct. First, we described a synthesis technique based on the assumption that the only output of the verifier is a yes/no answer on the correctness of a candidate. This assumption allowed us to define a strategy that is more general, and can work also with formalisms other than LTL A/G
contracts. Then, we removed the restriction on the information available after the verification step, assuming that a verifier would be able to return richer counterexamples, i.e., traces over the system and specification variables, showing why a candidate is not correct. The second synthesis strategy we presented uses these counterexamples to build partial models of the environment to drive the synthesis process. The resulting algorithm is more efficient than the previous one in terms of number of calls to the verifier, although the process of generating candidates is more onerous.

We improved further the synthesis performance by introducing a technique to decompose a synthesis problem, for an LTL A/G contract representing a system specification, into several smaller, independent tasks. We did so by defining a projection operation for contracts that can be used to identify groups of independent variables. Each synthesis tasks, then, can focus on solving the problem for that smaller set of variables, where there is a formal guarantee, under some assumptions, that composing back all the partial solutions refines the original specification. Moreover, the search space is guaranteed to be the same, meaning that any solution that can be found with a centralized synthesis approach can be also found solving the decomposed specification.

We evaluated all the synthesis techniques on several case studies, including the EPS problem. The experiments on the case studies provided valuable insights on the synthesis performance, and showed the capabilities of our approach.

**Future Directions** We believe that the techniques proposed in this dissertation will play a central role in the realization of more general platform-based design methodologies and tools handling LTL specifications. We identify several future directions based on our results.

The synthesis technique described in Chapter 7 is efficient, but we don’t have yet, a way to specify sophisticated heuristics to help the synthesizer converge faster. In Chapter 6 we introduce cost functions, but they are limited to costs proportional to the number of ports and components in a solution. We would like, instead, to specify cost functions that can understand better the quality of a solution, rather than just its size. This could be done in several ways. One would be applying the human-in-the-loop strategy, where a designer input on a partial design is used to define better search strategies. On the other hand, we can develop techniques to automatically infer the quality of a partial solution. The notion of quotient for contracts [46], for instance, can be used to represent “what is missing” in a certain composition to satisfy the specification. Additionally, a recent work [45] introduces a metric for LTL that characterizes a formula based on the number of traces that satisfy it. This metric can be leveraged, together with quotient, to devise algorithms able to build a solution including components according to their likelihood of satisfying part of the specification.

Another interesting extension of the work described in Chapter 7 is the definition of hierarchical synthesis techniques based on CEGIS. In this case, a library would be organized similarly to the libraries in Chapter 5 which include refinement relations between the contained contracts and their composition. The synthesis algorithm, then, would try to build a design in an orderly fashion, starting from the hierarchical level including the most abstract
contracts and iteratively going all the way down to the most concrete ones.

The notion of specification decomposition described in Chapter 8 is promising, as it allows the synthesis of bigger designs, faster, and with smaller contract libraries. The algorithm to identify sets of independent variables that we introduced, however, is sound but not complete. Additional work could help develop a new version of the algorithm that is both sound and complete. Furthermore, the effectiveness of our decomposition technique depends on the number of independent variables in each projection. One way to maximize the decomposability of a contract would be to introduce a pre-processing step in which the contract is refined into another one that has smaller sets of independent variables. This could translate in a tool able to suggest to a designer how to “tweak” a certain specification to maximize synthesis performance.
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